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Automated systems will dominate
mass urban transportation in the
coming years. In the process
they will provide opportunitie·s
and new challenges for many

engineers. Command and control,
communications,hazarddetection,
propulsion and power pickup are
only some of the electronic areas
involved. For details, seep. 71.

Dale RH and RS resistors are used
in Burroughs' popular TC 500
on -line terminal computer.

No. 1: The 24-Second
Q Meter

Think back to the last time you used
a Q Meter. It was probably an
ancient-looking monster that you couldn 't operate without studying a manual. A lot of cumbersome controls
took strength and patience to manipulate. Once you got
the hang of it, you still had to spend about a minute to
get a reading ... and then, you had to multiply that reading by another to get the answer you were looking for.
No more. Now, there's HP's 4342A-the Q Meter that
lets you take readings in 24 seconds or less, start-tofinish. A single indicator gives you Q directly, over a

range from 5 to 1000; there's no a-multiplier to contend
with . Fingertip controls let you choose any frequency
from 22 kHz to 70 MHz-a wider range than ever before.
Likewise, you can select L, C, or L:::. C scales effortlessly,
in seconds.
The 4342A is just one of HP's family of " Useables" easy-to-use instruments tor testing components. For
further information on the 4342A, or on any of the " Useables," contact your local HP field engineer. Or write
Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304. In Europe:
1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland.

HEWLETT~ PACKARD
091/8

COMPONENT-TESTING INSTRUMENTS YOU CAN USE

~

G/lsea/Jks:
3

6
2

-

l

No. 1: 4342A Q Meter, No. 2: 4270A Automatic Capacitance Bridge, No. 3: 4328A M1ll1ohmmeter. No. 4 4329A High Resistance Meter. No 5 4260A Universal Bridge. No. 6: 4470A Transistor Noise Analyzer.
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Our MKL metallized lacquer capacitors
handle peak voltages four times their rated voltages.
And that means you can use a
much smaller capacitor for any
given application. This is just one
of many Siemens innovations. Our
double anodized foil aluminum
electrolytics are 30% smaller than
competitive units. And our unique
MKM metallized polycarbonate
construction makes possible a

dramatic reduction in the size of
film capacitors.
Our capacitor line is one of the
most extensive available. Film and
metallized film dielectrics of paper,
lacquer, polyester, polycarbonate,
polypropylene and polystyrene.
Tantalum and aluminum electrolytics. All for immediate delivery.

More and more engineers are
designing in Siemens capacitors.
You can benefit by doing the same.
Siemens Corporation, 186 Wood
Avenue South, lselin, N.J.,08830.
(201) 494-1000.
Siemens. A three
billion dollar name
in quality products. SIEMENS
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Washington Report
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Designing tomorrow's 8:05 express. A special civionics report on the key
problems in building a fail-safe mass tran sit system .
Design active filters with less effort. Use these simple charts to
design any of the five most common filters with few components.
Boost op-amp power in ac circuits by adding a split-load output
stage. It's economical in parts and power.
Custom-compensate your op amp. You can extend the closed-loop
frequency response and get higher slew rates and lower gain-error.
Use a technical Rx for management ills, says this company president,
who prescribes engineering principles for solving problems.
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Aminicomputer here?
Sure!
dours is helping

boost profits up
to $20,000 a month.
Paper mills can be pretty rough on electronic equipment. So any computer system put there had better be
able to take it - especially if it's guaranteed to increase
profits. And Measurex of Santa Clara, California
does just that. They guarantee profit increases from
$4,000 to $20,000 a month.
That's one big reason why they chose our 2116
Computer as the heart of their paper mill process
control system. They knew it would keep on working
in spite of heat, humidity, vibration and corrosive
fumes - acting as an on-the-spot control center in
Measurex' s unique system for regulating the moisture
and fiber content of paper speeding along at
hundreds of feet per second.
It's a job that affects profitability in a big way.
Misjudging fiber or water content, even slightly, can
be costly. But improved reliability and accuracy
can pay off to the tune of half a million dollars a year
in added profit. With so much at stake, it's not
surprising that Measurex chose our computer.

There are other things to like about our small
computers: good specs, comprehensive software and
simple interfacing with all system components. Constant
updating without obsoleting your present system.
(Measurex will soon switch to our new 2116C just by
plugging it into the old interfaces.) Plus our complete
line of input/output devices, available off-the-shelf.
Another benefit: our minicomputers don't put
the squeeze on an OEM like Measurex - or any other
purchaser. For instance, you can now buy our new
powerful 2116C, with up to 32K of core memory- all
in the mainframe-for just $50,000. If you don't need
that kind of power, our 4K version of the 2114C
costs just $8500. And we've doubled the memory
of this computer, too. So you can now get a 16K
version for $22,000.
Get the full story on computers you can depend
on. Call your nearest HP sales office or write to
Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94 304;
Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland.
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Would you believe they'll do the job
for a fraction of SMA prices?
Until now you've had to buy SMA connectors built to MIL
specification. And pay the price. There just wasn 't any other kind.
Johnson has changed that. With this new series of JCM miniature
RF coaxial connectors. Up to 3 GHz you get the same electrical
performance as with the expensive SMA types. Only we don't overbuild them. That way we don't have to charge as much for them.
We make 7 types-for panel and PC mounting and for flexible
cable assemblies. All are interchangeable and intermateable
with the standard, expensive SMA connectors. So you can use
them without making any changes .. . and without compromising
required performance. And JCM connectors accept virtually
any size cable, so you don't have to stock a big variety.
It's worth looking into, isn't it? All it costs is a stamp.

-----------------------------------E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY I Waseca, Minnesota 56093
Please send technical information and test samples of your new low-cost
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letters
A little letter makes
a great big difference
Sir:
Anyone who tries to drive a 10-n
load with my LC oscillator (Ideas
for Design, ED 20, Sept. 27, p. 65 )
will be quite disappointed. The
text should have read " when driving a 10-kn load."
D. E. Wilson

Supvr., Support Systems
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
P . 0. Box 4097
Patrick AFB, Fla.

Video discs are called
true breakthrough
Sir:
The article, "Cassette TV players face 'war' on 5 fronts," by John
N. Kessler, News Editor (ED 22,
Oct. 25, 1970, p. 32) was a nice
summary but poorly researched.
The true revolutionary breakthrough is the video disc, Teldec,
which has been used for some time
in other applications. An advantage
for this type of video disc is that
it could be used to give more than
five hours of uninterrupted audio.
J. R. Popkin-Clurman
Electronic Consultant
134 Wheatley Rd., Brookville
Glen Head, N. Y. 11545

Kessler replies:
The point of my article oo cassette TV players was that standardization is a problem facing
manufacturers, designers and consumers. The article, which states
that "there are at least a do.zen
incompatible systems," was not intended as a summary of the field.
While the Teldec video· disc, developed by Telefunken AEG and
British Decca, seems to be well designed, demonstrations so far have

been limited to black and white, and
running time per 12-inch disc is 12
minutes.
Even though aluminum discs
have been used commercially fo·r
TV instant replays, the plastic
Teldec system for the home market
is so different from other contenders in this field that it will likely
be unaffected by standards adopted
by other major manufactuers.

This 'world's first'
drops to second place
Sir:
Re the "Technology Abroad"
'item (ED 24, Nov. 22, 1970, p. 38 ),
the first fully automated pipeline
contro.J system is not the one in
Iran. The first successful system
was developed and built in Houston, Tex. in 1958 for the Cherokee
Pipeline Co. of Oklahoma by engineers at Southwestern Industrial
Electronics Co.
The SIE system monitored and
controlled seven pumping stations
spaced roughly 100 miles apart, as
I recall. Any station could be interrogated from a central point by
means of a teletypewriter terminal,
and would print back the requested
flow rate, pressure, temperature,
etc. It was a fully solid-state digital system, transmitting data via
keyed tones over ordinary long-distance telephone lines. Noise and
variations in transmission level
over the phone lines was a leading
problem at the time; the data available from AT&T.was vather scanty
and turned out to be optimistic.
The SIE-Cherokee system was,
however, completed and installed,
and worked well.

specialized
capacitors
to your specifications
at stock prices
Standard Condenser has designed and
produced thousands of specialized capaci·
tors for industry. In fact, what you think of
as "special" may be among the many
designs already available from stock at
Standard. However, if you require capaci·
tors of unusual shape, size, value and
material, our engineering department will
help you design and produce them to your
exact specifications at stock prices. For
immediate action, send us a sketch and
complete details.
Any tolerance

~

L . Flemi ng

Innes Instruments
Box 5216
Pasadena, Calif. 91107

( More l etters appear on page 16H)

Electronic Design welcomes the opinions of its readers on the issues raised
in the magazine's editorial columns. Address letters to Managing Editor, Electronic Design, 850 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022. Try to keep letters
under 200 words. Letters must be signed. Names will be withheld on request.

.1·.1·.01 MFO

Send for Catalog and complete details.

--t

-

CONDENSER CORPORATION
Dept. ED·l
1065 West Addison Street
Chicago, llllnols 60613 • (312) 327-5440
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Our TTL family gives you freedom where it counts.

I
I
I
I
i

The Fairchild TTL family offers the
freedom-loving designer the broadest
range of speed/power trade-offs and
an extraordinary variety of logic and
memory and interface support functions .

* Available January , 1971.

Now you can desi n
with I.Ow Power TII: MSI
at even less cost
than with Standard!

Our Low Power TTL now sells for the same price as Standard TTL and costs even less to use.
If you don't need the speed of
Standard , why pay the freight? In our
TTL Family you'll find 15 low cost
Low Power MSI devices to choose from .
All compatible. All off the shelf.
It's the largest, most complete, most
versatile selection in the business .
Designed to give the cost-conscious
designer freedom now. And freedom
where it really counts :

• No board redesign (pin-for-pin
equivalent to and compatible with
Standard TTL/MSI devices).
• Smaller power supply.
• Less noise (fewer decoupling
elements required) .
• Less heat.
• High fanout (fewer buffers needed) .
• Largest Low Power MSl/TTL family
around .

Typical performance :
Gate Tpd = 20ns Gate Pd = 2mW
Binary Toggle Rate = 10MHz
MSI Clock Rate = 1OM Hz
You might re-examine your current
design. If speed is not a critical 'factor,
then look at our 93L Low Power series.
If you care about costs, they have a
lot to give. Our new catalog tells the
whole story. Send for it.

FAIRCH L..CJ
SEMICONDUCTOR

FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR. A Divis ion of Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation , Mountain View. California 94040. 1415\ 962-5011 TWX· Q10-~7Q-R4~'i

Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass. 01754 .....

=~..:-c.

c-~--~-

---- ~

I'd like to compare the DEC and SYSTEMS
lines of small real-time computers.
Please send me more information.

=--==~~

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel. _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip_ __

................
--.
....
;;·· ..•.-.. i~

;~i~

••••••••- •• ~. '!'!
••••••••- •• !! !!!!
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SYSTEMS Engineering Laboratories
6901 West Sunrise Blvd.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33313

I'd like to compare the SYSTEMS and DEC
lines of small real-time computers.
Please send me more information.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel. _ _ __
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ __

Our
model.

Presenting inch-pinching , pennypinch ing NW numeric keyboards with
DTL encoding.
They can squeeze in back of most any
panel. Because a low-profile design doesn't
take up valuable , behind-panel space.
And they offer a slow make, slow break
contact action at a low per-station cost.
Key formats are available in "adding machine," Touch-Tone.* or in custom colors and
legends within existing housings. Which
makes our new models ideal for desk top
calculators, point of sale stations and credit
verification equipment.

Or, for that matter, just about any application where compactness (total depth is less
than one inch), life (tested to one million
electrical operations) and low cost are important.
NW keyboards are available in either 12
(3x4) or 16 (4x4) stations. Each with BCD or
Excess 3 codes . But if you don't require our
encoding, non-encoded keyboards are also
offered .
Your MICRO SWITCH Branch Office can
arrange for off-the-shelf availability for evaluation and prototype use. Call them or write
for our special NW keyboard literature.
*Trademark of AT&T.

MICRO SWITCH
FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 61032

A DIVISION OF HONEYWELL
HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL: Sales and service offices in all principal cities of the world .
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ASmart Way to Beat Your
Power Supply Size Problem

designers
calendar
FEBRUARY 1971
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1
Feb. 9-11
Aerospace & Electronic Systems
Winter Convention (WINCON),
(Los Angeles). Sponsors: IEEE
et al. William H. Herrn)an, Wincon '71, IEEE Los Angeles Council, 3600 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90005.
CIRCLE NO. 403

Feb. 17-19
International Solid State Circuits
Conference (Philadelphia, Pa. )
Sponsors: IEEE et al. Lewis Winner, 152 W. 42nd St., New York,
N. Y. 10036.

---

CIRCLE NO. 404

MARCH 1971
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1
March 22-25

IEEE International Convention
and Exhibition (New York City).
Sponsor : IEEE. J.M. Kinn, IEEE,
345 E. 47th St., New York, N. Y.
10017.
CIRCLE NO. 405

March 31-Apr. 2

Reliability Physics Symposium
(Las Vegas). Sponsor: IEEE.
0. D. Trapp, Fairchild Semiconductor, 464 Ellis St., Mountain
View, Calif. 94040.
CIRCLE NO. 406

I !6" thin , 2-M" short, yet this converter
produces 1000 volts DC, regulated, from a
battery input of 28 VDC! It weighs less
than 15 ounces. This is only one of our
wide variety of many small light weight
converters, inverters and power supplies there are over 3000 models listed in our
newest catalog, including size, weight, and
prices. If you have a size problem, why
not send for an Abbott catalog?
MIL SPEC ENVIRONMENT - All of the power
modules listed in our new catalog have
been designed to meet the severe environmental conditions required by modern
aerospi:.ce systems, including MIL-E5272C and MIL-E-5400. They are hermetically sealed and encapsulated in heavy
steel containers. New all silicon units will
operate at I00°C.
Please write for your FREE copy of this new
catalog or see EEM (1970-71 ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS MASTER Directory), Pages
930-949.

Fij.#.881

t ra n s I s to r

Highest quality components
are used in Abbott power·modules to yield
the high MTBF (mean time between failure) as calculated in the MIL-HDBK-217
handbook. Typical power modules have
over 100,000 hours MTBF - proving that
the quality was built in from the beginning.
WIDE RANGE OF OUTPUTS - Any voltage
from 5 volts DC to 10,000 VDC is available by selecting the correct model you
need from our catalog with any of a variety of inputs including:
RELIABLE -

60~

to DC, Regulated
to DC, Regulated
28 VDC to DC, Regulated
28 VDC to 400~, 1 cp or 3cp
60~ to 400~. 1 cp or 3cp
400~

TO: Abbott Transistor Labs., Inc., Dept. 57
5200 West Jefferson Blvd.
Los An1eles, Callfomla 90016
Sir:
Please send me your latest catalog on power
supply modules:
NAME - - - - - - - - DEPT. - COMPANY---- - - - -- -

L. ABORAT OR IES ,

INCORPORATED

ADDRESS----------

5200 W. Jefferson Blvd./ Los Angeles 90016
(213) WEbster 6-1115
Cable ABTLAB5

CITY & S T A T E - - - - - - - - -
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MECL Ill HAS THE ANSWERS

As a chain is as strong as its weakest link so are system
capacities limited by logic speed. MECL III nanosecond logic
is providing the answers to today's increasing data handling
demands. Answers in the form of high-speed memories operating at 2.5 ns access times, A/ D conversion at 3.5 ns rates,
a shift register capable of 300 MHz shift rates, gates with 0.9
ns propagation delay, and a master slave type D flip-flop
toggling at 350 MHz.
But speed is only part of the MECL story. Designers
have discovered that MECL's Complementary Outputs and
the Wired OR Capability have increased circuit flexibility and
reduced overall system package count. And if you have high
fan-out requirements, MECL III is equal to the task.
MECL offers a definite advantage above 30 MHz by
showing a minimal increase in power dissipation even with
high capacitive loading or the driving of terminated lines. As
the complementary MECL gate is switched from one state to
another, power supply current remains constant within 5 %.
The result - fewer :power supply decoupling problems and
reduced system fabrication costs.
And take note of MECL's extremely low system crosstalk and noise generation ... single supply operation ... voltage and temperature compensated logic swing ... and driving
capability for 50 ohm lines ... need we say more?
MECL III is now available in stud-mounted flat packs
and 16-pin ceramic dual in-line packages to meet your circuit
requirements. And in case you haven't noticed, MECL III
offers a comprehensive family plus more on the way, all at
new lower prices.
Get the whole MECL story. Just write to Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P .O. Box 20912, Phoenix, Arizona
85036 and ask for the "MECL High-Speed Systems Design
Library." It's full of FAST ANSWERS!
MEC L - Trade m a rk of Motorola Inc.

If\
W

MOTOROLA MECL
the only way to go . .. FASTER
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These features of RCA ' s
COmplementary Symmetry MOS IC's
give you many opportunities to save
space, we ight, power and cost in
your new and existing logic designs.
And , you will find that no other digital
IC devices offer as many circuitdesign advantages as RCA's COS /
MOS IC's.
RCA, the acknowledged leader
in complementary MOS technology,
today produces the industry's broadest line of these devices. Immediately
available from RCA are production
quantities of gates, flip-flops, hex
buffer/ logic-level converters, multiplexers, static-shift registers, count-

ers, adders and memories.
New CD4000 E series: 19 economy-priced plastic-packaged COS/
MOS IC's, another RCA "first " in
COS/ MOS technology, offer additional cost-savings and open up
many new application areas in industrial and commercial logic systems.
New low prices for 28 ceramicpackaged COS/MOS IC 's, in the
CD4000 and CD4000D series, enable
you to design cost-effectiveness into
demanding military and aerospace
applications.
RCA will also custom-tailor
COS / MOS IC's to meet your special
digital -circuit requirements and you

are invited to discuss this capability
with your RCA Representative .
For price, delivery or technical
information on all current types of
RCA 's COS/ MOS IC 's, see your local
RCA Representative or your RCA
Distributor. To obtain a copy of the
new Product Gu ide on COmplementary .§ymmetry MOS integrated circu its , write to RCA , Commercial
Engineering , Section 57A-7/ CD48,
Harrison , N.J. 07029. International :
RCA , 2-4 rue du Lievre , 1227 Geneva,
Switzerland , or P.O. Box 112, Hong
Kong .

RCA COS/MOS Digital IC's:
Unique! Challenging! Rewarding!
RCA COS/MOS PERFORMANCE FEATURES

Wide Operating Supply-Voltage Range :
5 to 15 V
Ultra-Low Power Dissipation:
• Gates-CD4000 and CD4000D Series :*
Pr = 10 nW/pkg (typ) at V00 = 10V
- CD4000E Series :**
Pr = 50 nW/pkg (typ) at V 00 = 10V

e MSI Circuits-CD4000, CD4000D and
CD4000E Series :
Pr = 10 µW (typ) at V 00 = 10V
High de and Dynamic Noise Immunity :
4.5 V (typ) at V00
1OV over full operating-temperature range

=

Wide Operating-Temperature Range :
• CD4000 and CD4000D Series :
-ss·c to +12s 0 c
• CD4000E Series:
- 40°c to +as·c
Single Phase Clock
Clock Voltage Equal to Supply Voltage
Compatible Gate Level and MSI Functions
High Fanout : > SO COS/MOS Loads
Protected Inputs and Outputs

• ceramic flat-pack and dual-in-line packages
•• Plastic dual-in-line package

ROii

Integrated Circuits
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 12
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Only from Clare ...
Ultraminiature Picoreed®
Relays.

Widest choice of
contact configurations.
High density packaging.
Low profile metal covers.
High sensitivity.

Type PRB line. They allow 0.375"
pc board mounting centers . Need a
high sensitivity Picoreed relay?
Choose from 1 to 5 form A in our
Txpe PRBH line. They allow 0.500"
pc board mounting centers.

Ultramin iature Picoreed relays in a
wide range of contact
configurations. If you want a 6 form
A relay you get just that from Clarenot six .1 form A relays from
somebody else.

Now, observe the performance. Up
to 100 million operations at signal
levels (5V, 1OmA) and 5 million
operations at tough 28 Vdc , 125mA
loads. Power requirements as low
as 50 mW nominal. Fast operate
times as low as 500 microseconds
including bounce.

Need a low profile Picoreed relay?
Choose from 1 to 6 form A in our

One last point: You can order Clare
Picoreed relays with electrostatic
INFORMATION RETR IEVAL N UMB ER 121

shielding. For full information, circle
the Reader Service number now.
Also available at your nearest
Clare distributor. Take your pick.

"""

PRB Low Profile: 0.225" hig h
PRBH High Sensitivity: 0.350" hig h

And were delivering now!

s~~""&Co

Ch icago 60645 and wo rld wi de.
A General Ins trum ent co mpa ny.

LEADING TODAY'S DISPLAY REVOLUTION
NIXl~INDICATOR TUBES

BURROUGHS NIXIE TUBE MODULES

Burroughs NIXIE Tubes are available in a
complete line of sizes, shapes and costs to
satisfy all of your requirements for numeric
displays requiring 1 to 8 digits of displayed
readouts. Get proven reliability, with non·
deteriorating light output and error-proof
accuracy. Plan for superior design flexibility
with a complete letter/number/symbol
selection including decimals and commas.

Off-the-shelf, low-cost readout system flexibility
for 3· to 15-digit numeric applications. Decoder
drivers and counters are available in any number
of configurations for all applications requiring
1 to 15 digits. Ready-to-use assemblies with or
without bezel come complete with NIXIE Tubes.
Plug-in modules used singly or in combination
meet exact application requirements.

PANAPLEX™NUMERIC PANEL DISPLAYS

Lowest cost-per-digit, in-plane numeric readout for
8 to 16 digit applications provides a 150° viewing
angle . Nine-segment format allows centered numeral
''1''. Less than 2 connections per digit. One-piece
common-segment construction with no internal welds
assures digit alignment and guarantees high shock
vibration resistance. Unitized packaging cuts display
length by 25%. Available in 8, 10, 12 or 16-digit
displays, these units are designed for time-shared
applications and require a minimum of drive
electronics.

32-, 18-, 16-CHARACTER SELF-SCAN™
PANEL DISPLAYS

This family of SELF-SCAN panel displays is
available in a variety of sizes and complexities
for any application requiring 16 to 32 characters
of alphanumeric information displayed on one
line. The dots in the 32-character panels are on
0.030" centers, and dots in 16- and 18-character
displays are on either 0.030" or 0.060" c.enters.
T~ese units have a complete electronics package
mounted on the display bezel and require only
power and ASCii code for a 64-character format .
Units can be supplied less the electronic board
for graphic or special applications.

256·, 128-, 64-CHARACTER SELF-SCAN
PANEL DISPLAYS

Alphanumeric displays equivalent to over 12,000
light-emitting diodes arranged in a matrix format.
These lightweight, in-plane displays with dots on
0.040" centers are available in a variety of capacities including 256 characters (8 rows of 32 characters); 128 characters (4 rows of 32 characters); and
64 characters (2 rows of 32 characters). SELF-SCAN
panel display subsystems are availabl.e as "panels
only" for graphic or special applications or in any
degree of system complexity, up to a full display
system with a complete line of options.

For further information, write or call:
Burroughs Corporation, Electronic
Components Division, Box 1226,
Plainfield, N.J. 07061 (201) 757-3400

Burroughs
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The globetrotting 417 goes wherever the data is.
(Even on a roller coaster.)
When you can't bring the data to ·
the recorder, bring the 417 to the data.
It's light (28 lbs.). Small (17" x 15" x
7"). Rugged (works under vibration
and in any position). And accurate
(equals large rack machines).
Made in wideband or intermediate
models, it measures vibration, speed, air
speed, G forces, shock, all kinds of
physical data. On up to seven channels
at once, IRIG compatible. Within the
417 series, direct frequency response
ranges from 100 Hz to 375 KHz. FM

frequency response, DC to 100 KHz at
30 inches per second.
For power (normally 13w) the 417
can use its self-contained battery. Or,
with accessories, it can use any power:
12 to 28v DC, 110 or 220v AC, 50 to
400 Hz.
You'll spend your time recording,
too, not tweaking. Because the 417 is
simple to use. And it needs less maintenance than any other recorder you
can carry. If you should ever have a
problem, there are thirty-five helpful
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 123

417 offices throughout the U.S.
You can take off with a 417 for as
little as $7,000. Around the lab, around
the campus, or around the world. It's
a go-getter.
For more intermediate and wideband specs, write: Mr. Bob Mei, Dept.
413-10, Lockheed Electronics Company, Plainfield, New Jersey 07061. Or
call him at (201) 757-1600.

Lockheed Electronics
A Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation

You've probably known Kearfott for our digital computer
capability in navigation, guidance and control. But we're also
the leading designer and producer of analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog converters. So you'll probably want to convert your thinking.
In fact, you'll find Kearfott converters in the P3C, A7D/E
and F-111. We're in navigation and control computers. Weapons delivery. Missile guidance and control. Data annotation
and data processing. As well as flight management.
Kearfott converters include all solid-state electronic A/ D

(ac, synchro, or resolver to digital), D/ A (digital to ac, synchro
or resolver), single channel or multi-channel-from individual
conversion cards to complete conversion or digital systems.
There are too many to adequately describe here, but
you'll find them all detailed in the 24-page catalog below.
It's yours for the asking. Send for it today and 'it may convert
your thinking about converters.
Kearfott Division, Singer-General
Precision, Inc., 1150 McBride
Avenue, Little Falls, N.J. 07424. KEAR,.OTT 01v1s10N

s IN GE R
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* Conditions of Sale
Minimum Order Quantity
Minimum Delivery
Packing
Marking
AQL
Specifications

:
:
:
:
:
:

25 ,000 units scheduled within 60 Jays
Minimum Shipment 10,000 pc~.
Bulk Packing, 2000 unit/box
Cathode Band , 1N4004, GI , Date Code
1%
per EIA

For full information write General Instrument Corporation,
Dept. R, 600 West John St., Hicksville, N.Y. 11802, or call
in New York: 516-733-3333; in Chicago: 312-774-7800;
in Los Angeles: 213-641-7411. In Canada, call or write to
General Instrument Canada , Ltd., 61 Industry St., Toronto
337, Ontario, Canada , Tel: 416-763-4133. (In Europe, write
to General Instrument Europe S.P.A .. Piazza Amendola 9,
20149 Milano, Italy; in the U.K.. to General Instrument
U.K. Ltd., Stonefield Way, Victoria Road, South Ruislip,
Middlesex, England.)

iii

INSTRUMENT

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

•

600 WEST .JOH N

STREET. HICKSVILLE, L . I ., NEW YORK
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* Conditions of Sale
Minimum Order Quantity:
Minimum Shipments :
Packing :
Marking :
AQL :
Specifications :

10,000 un its scheduled within 60 days
2,500 units
Bulk
W04, AC and
GI
1%
As above

+,

0

t~

+Per Element
For full information write General ln.strument Corporation,
Dept. 8 , 600 West John St. , Hicksville, N.Y. 11802, or call
in New York: 516-733 -3333; in Chicago: 312 -774-7800;
in Los Angeles: 213-641 -7411. In Canada , call or write to.
General Instrument Canada , Ltd., 61 Industry St. , Toronto
337, Ontario, Canada , Tel: 416-763 -4133 . (In Europe, write
to General Instrument Europe S.P.A., Piazza Amendola 9,
20149 Milano, Italy; in the U.K., to General Instrument
U.K. Ltd., Stonefield Way, Victoria Road, South Ruislip,
Middlesex, England .)

Iii
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GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

•

600 WEST .JOHN

STREET, HICKSVILLE, L . I., NEW YORK
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(continued from page 7)

Project:

electronic
tuning.
Solution:

Slipup is spo~ted
in number of addresses
Sir:
In "Simplifying Function Generator Design," (ED 21, page 86) the
authors state, in effect, that a sine
wave represented by 2048 discrete
sample points ( corresponding to a
ROM consisting of 512 addresses
containing values of the first quadrant of a sine wave) requires 2048
pulses per cycle of sine wave.
However, a simple analysis
shows that only 2044 pulses are required per cycle. Observe that
starting at address number zero
(sin 0° ) 511 steps are required to
reach the peak of t he sine wave
(sin 90 ° ). Similarly, 511 steps are
required in the other t h ree quadrants, resulting in a total of 2044
pu lses for 360 °.
In general, for a ROM comprised
of N addresses, 4(N-1 ) pu lses are
required per cycle.
Eric Frnnkf ort

Project engineer
Astrosystems, Inc.
Lake Success, N. Y. 11040
If you ' re doing electronic tuning , you should be
talking to us. We'll tell you about KEVICAPs,
our superior line of tuning diodes. We manufacture
abrupt and hyperabrupt diodes, or custom make
them to your specs. Anyway you want them,
KEVICAPs have superb signal-handling
capabilities. And they 're hermetically sealed .
Our hyperabrupt d iodes have a large capacitance
swing . Superior tracking . Our ion implantation
process allows endless reproducibility- no more
matched sets. So no matter when you order, or
what volume you order, you get the same product.
We have broad capabilities : abrupt junction;
hyperabrupt ; VVC 's for HF, VHF or UHF tuning ;
VHF bandswitching d iodes. Whatever your
application: military, industrial , avionics, AM or FM
broadcast, VHF or UHF TV, VCXO, TCXO
or frequency synthes is.
Behind our product is ou r staff. They're your
staff, too, anytime you need aid in systems design.
And our prices are low.
We're here. We 're better. We're competitive.
Write or call us for specs. Today.

K EV ELECTRONICS CORP.
WILMINGTON INDUSTRIA L PAR K
WILMINGTON . MASS. 01887
PHONE C617J 658-6970
"Pioneers in Ion Implantation"

Authors reply
Mr. Frankfort's point is well
taken. In our analysis we considered a sampled sine wave where the
512th sample occurred at 7T/ 2 rad,
the 1024th at 7T rad, and t he 2048th
at 27T rad. Considering only the
first 512 samples (where the first
was not at 0° ) , the value of the
function at 0°, which is equal to
the value at 27T rad, is not included.
It must, of course, be included to
cover the complete range of sin w 0 T
from 0° to 7r/ 2 rad. This would
require 513 words in memory,
which adds one bit to the memory
address. In general, the number of
addresses required to generate a
sine wave with N samples per cycle
should be N/4 + 1.
Our system as described using
512 words in memory does give
2044 samples per cycle.
D. F. Elliott
Allen D. Sypherd

Information Sciences Branch
Advanced Technology Department
Research & Technology Div.
Autonetics Div.
North American Rockwell
Anaheim, Calif. 92803
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Solve trickiest RFI problems
with this new twist!

?~fiEl&lfmC(JaJCBCP5J®

Latest addition to the Sticky Fingers line!
We've mode STICKY FINGERS beryllium copper contact strips
narrower; given them a new twist; and a new super
adhesive-to make even your trickiest RFl / EMI problems
practically disappear.
Toke our series 97-555. It measures a scant 3 / 8" wide,
yet offers shielding effectiveness with a dynamic
range of 1/ 16"! It's the ideal all-purpose
contact strip for just about any type panel or
equipment shielding, where space is at a premium.
For equally effective shielding of equipment in poneldivider bar cabinets, specify series 97-560 . Only 1/ 2"
wide, its unique design permits any unit to be easily
removed without chance of damage to the strip itself.
And a new, stickier, stronger, self-adhesive
makes application quick and simple . . . no holes
to drill . . . no mechanical fasteners to use.
Just cut strip to size . .. peel off the protective
bocking ... mount fi rmly in place. Holds instantly; bonds permanently.
New twist-series SUPER STICKY FINGERS ore available
in a variety of surface finishes. Even if you've already seen
samples of STICKY FINGERS, write today for complete
technical information and free samples of the new
SUPER STICKY FINGERS. Address: Dept. ED-61.

•

~

INSTRUMENT SPECIALTIES CO .. INC.
little Fa lls, Ne w Je rsey
Phon e 20 l -256-3500
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SOLID TANTALUM CAPACITORS

RIGHT ON THE MONEY
FOR PRINTED WIRING BOARDS
IN INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL,
AND ENTERTAINMENT
ELECTRONICS

Sprague Type 196D Dipped Solid-Electrolyte
Tantalex® Capacitors cool the performance/budget
argument. Newly broadened line-now available
in all popular 10% decade values between 0.1 µF
and 330 µF. Voltage range: 4 to 50 vdc. Hard insulating resin coating is highly resistant to moisture and
mechanical damage. Straight or crimped, long or
short leads. Operate to 125 C with only Y3 voltage
derating. Write for Engineering Bulletin 3545A.
Technical Literature S e r v i c e - - - - - - -.......=="
Sprague Electric Company
347 Marshall Street
North Adams, Mass. 01247

SPRllGUE-

THf MARK OF RELIABILITY

THE BROAD-LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS

4SM·Ol39
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highligbjj!JQ
If you had a s inkin g fee lin g all
last year that the electronics business was worse than everyone
t hou ght, you were right. For the
first time in t he history of t he industry, annual sales are expected
to show a drop instead of a rise.
Reliable sources say that when
the tally for 1970 is complete,
figures of the Electroni cs Industries Association will show sales
down a full billion from the $25.7billion in 1969.
This year? EIA is lookin g for a
sli ght rebound, the sources say. It
expects a $100-million rise in sales.
But t hat's $100-million above the
1970 fi gure-still $900-million below t he total for 1969.

Page 25

A new solid-state LED numeric
display features 5-V logic-level
compatibility and a 4-by-7 dot
matrix. It also includes a decoderdriver and a memory on the same
substrate, plus a red filter, for a
cost of only $10.
The display's matrix generates
characters t hat are 0. 29 inch hi gh
and 0.19 inch wide and uses only
75 mA of current. The entire display is mounted in a dual-in-line
paclmge.

Over the next five years, according to Government and industry
estimates, more than $200-million
will be spent on electronics for
guided surface mass transportation.
All systems will have to meet
tight performance and environmental spec ifications, but, unlike
aerospace and defense electronics,
one specification that will be found
in all guided surface mass transportation requirements is that the
system must be fail-safe. The designer will now be asked not only
when the system will fail, but also
how it will fail. This adds up to·
systems that are more reliable than
t hose that have taken men to the
moon.

Page 71

Page 115
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Resistance networks for A/D and
D/A conversion , digital volt meters
and numerical control systems demand extreme precision . AllenBradley can deliver. Precision that
starts with a patented chromiumcobalt resistive material vacuum
deposited on a substrate made to
Allen-Bradley specifications. Precision based on exclusive computer
drawn grids. Precision backed by
extensive design and testing facilities. Precision on a continuing basis
assured by Allen-Bradley's 14 solid
years of experience.
Add the reliability of a single substrate, uniform temperature characteristics, much lower attachment
costs and you see why AllenEC70 -9A C Allen-Bradley Compa ny 1970

Bradley thin film networks are the
logical replacement for discrete
precision resistors.
SELECTED SPECIFICATIONS
RES ISTA NCE
RANGE

lK ohms to 2 megs , stan da rd
2.5 ohms to 50 megs, special
(~i n gle substrate ran ge10,000 to 1 )

TCR LEVELS
- 55° C to +125• c

±
±
±
±

TCR TRACKING

25 ppm/ ° C
10 ppm/° C
5 ppm/ ° C

5 ppm/ ° C standard
to ± 1 ppm/°C special

TO LERAN CES

Absol ute to
± .01% @ +25°C
Matching to
± .005% @ +2 5° C

RESOL UTI ON

Line width and spacing to
.0001 inch

ENDURANCE

Exceeds MIL-R-10509F
Characteristic E
Procedure: MIL-ST0-2020

Investigate the superiority of AllenBradley thin film networks. Write:
Marketing Department. Electronics
Division , Allen-Bradley Co., 1201
South Second Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53204. Export office:
1293 Broad St., Bloomfield , N. J .
07003, U.S.A. In Canada: AllenBradley Canada Ltd., 135 Dundas
Street, Galt, Ontario. Several standard networks are available through
your appointed A-B industrial electronic distributors.
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Japan forms LSI council
to gain competitive edge
Japan is getting ready to compete with the U. S. in the world
of LSI. Up to now, Japan has been
using predominantly U. S. MSI
and LSI.
However, unconfirmed reports
from Tokyo and from Britain indicate that eleven Japanese electronics firms have formed what may be
the first LSI council.
The member firms include Hitachi, Mitsubishi, and Nippon
Electric. Their aim is to speed
their technology to meet growing
sales in their domestic market b):'.
U. S. companies.
Although officials at the Electronics Industries Association in
Washington, D. C., and the Japan
Trade Council, in New York City,
cannot confirm this report, they
conjecture that this may be a government-sponsored effort.
The purpose of the LSI council,
according to a report in the British publication, Electronics Weekly, is to "standardize the number
of pins and other basic structures
of LSI units, to streamline manufacturing processes and shapes of
LSI packages, and to standardize
the different levels of efficiency hy
purchasing testing units from the
member firms joint fund."
William C. Rittinger, vice president and general manager of RCA's
Solid-state Division in Somerville,
N. J., does not see a Japanese combine as a serious threat to U. S.
industry. "Most people," he told
ELECTRONIC DESIGN' "recognize
that the Japanese-although working strenuously today-are behind
the U. S. in technology, and their
standardization efforts will be patterned after those already in use in
the U. S."
Rittinger also pointed out that
U. S. producers generally deal with
a given set of vendors for LSI
packages involving ceramic structures and that standards have been
~ INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
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established on multileaded packages
in terms of lead spacing and lead
dimensions.
Howard Moss, assistance vice
president at Texas Instruments and
Chairman of the EIA's Joint Electron Device Engineering Council
pointed out that EIA has published
some "guidelines" for quality and
reliability assurance, and outlines
for 20 to 64 leaded LSI product
carriers, headers and hermetic
seals.

Two-way CATV
arrives this spring
What is believed to be the first
two-way (send-and-receive) cableTV system is expected to be marketed by Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.,
Atlanta, Ga., by this spring.
The new system is intended primarily for security purposes like
sounding fire and theft alarms. It
can carry up to 32 inputs from the
customers' end of the line, as well
as normal outbound TV signals. An
alarm is sounded by the simple flick
of a switch. Equipment at the control center then records (via a
printer ) the time of the alarm and
the point of origination.

Computer probes secrets
of human chomosomes
Using the same edge-enhancement technique that brought out
details of the craters on Mars,
scientists at the California Institute of Technology have greatly
increased the sharpness of photographs of human chromosomes.
With the system, developed at
the Pasadena, Calif., laboratory,
an operator watches via closed-circuit television as a slide, prepared
from a blood sample, is automatically scanned under a microscope.

When a cell with a suitably clear
group of chromosomes is found, the
focus of the microscope is enlarged
and the chromosomes are photographed. The picture is transferred
to the computer which sharpens the
edges of the image. This takes
about three minutes.
The chromosomes, which contain.
the genetic factors that determine
all forms of life, are automatically
paired by the computer and arranged in seven groups.

WEMA asks for a halt to
trade-bill restrictions
The Western Electronic Manufacturers Association (WEMA) is
urging Senate action against restrictive features in the proposed
trade legislation now before Congress. Eben S. Tisdale, government-affairs manager for WEMA,
has written to senators in the 13
western states, asking them to use
their influence to separate trade
provisions from the legislative
package reported by the Senate
finance committee and then to vote
against those provisions.
The 648 member companies of
WEMA do face competition from
foreign manufacturers because of
lower labor costs overseas, Tisdale
wrote, but most of them have been
able to maintain a technological
lead over their foreign competitors.
WEMA firms fear retaliation
from abroad if the import quotas
and other protective features of the
trade act became one law. "Our
companies would be particularly
vulnerable to retaliation," Tisdale
noted, "because other countries
would logically move to protect
their own growing industries as
they strive to catch up with our
technology."
Furthermore, he observed protectionism abroad could force member companies to transfer more
manufacturing to overseas locations to maintain their competitive
market position.
"At a time when cutbacks in federal spending and the softness in
the economy are already causing
unemployment problems in the high
technology industry in the West,
we believe the Senate should be
looking for ways to increase our
participation in international markets, rather than passing legisla21

on the location of thrusters, solar
batteries and other design elements
that are important for docking.

tion that would restrict it."
Tisdale emphasized that WEMA
believes the answer lies in stimulation of U. S. exports, aggressive
trade negotiations to knock down
import barriers of other countries,
and adjustment allowances for disadvantaged U. S. workers and
ind ustries.

Mailgram service wins
own computer center

190

Global weather net
gets high-speed push
The United States has taken a
big step toward improving world
weather-data communications by
tripling transmission speed. A new
link between weather computers in
Washington and Tokyo transmits
data from observations at the
earth's surface and from t he upper
atmosphere at the rate of 3000
five-character words per minute.
The best previous speed was 1050
words per minute sent between
Washington via undersea cable to
London, Paris and Offenbach, Germany.
Transmissions between Washington and Tokyo are carried by an
'American Telephone and Telegraph
microwave link from Washington
to San Francisco and an RCA
Global Communications undersea
cable between the California city
and Japan.
During the next five years, the
global program calls for high-speed
links to connect the three major
world weather centers-Washington, Warsaw, and Melbourne.

Demand for engineers
reported at a low
The demand for engineers in
1970 was at a record low, according to Deutsch, Shea & Evans, Inc.,
technical manpower specialists in
New York City.
Based on a demand index covering classified job ads in 41 publications in 20 major markets, the
agency reported an index figure of
40.6 in October, using 1961 as a
base for 100 % demand.
In 1964, however, while defense
firms were cutting back in manpower, many non-defense firms
were staffing, something which is
not occurring now, according to
the Deutsch, Shea and Evans survey (see chart above) .
22

Space rescue programs
are in planning stage
The U. S.-Russian agreement to
cooperate in rescue missions in
space (see "U . S.-Soviet space docking?", News Scope, ED. 22, Oct. 25,
1970, p. 29 ), has already produced
an exchange of technical materials
on the following: radio guidance
and rendezvous systems; the composition and characteristics of
spacecraft atmospheres; and systems for voice communications. The
responsible agencies are the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in the U. S. and the
Academy of Sci~nces of the Soviet
Union.
Present plans call for each agency to send the other a draft of technical requirements this month or
next. In March or April the two
groups are to meet and come up
with common goals. After this each
side will work out independently its
own preliminary systems designs.
Representatives from both sides
will then study these designs to
determine whether compatibility
has been retained.
Areas being discussed include:
the location and characteristics of
passive reflectors for radio guidance systems and for an optical
guidance system; the type and configuration of a radio guidance system using active radio signal transmission; lighting equipment for
rendezvous and docking, and its elements, relative location and characteristics; a standardized voice
and code communication system for
use between spacecraft; constraints

Mailgrams, which are part letter
and part telegram-are sent from
city to city by Western Union's
network of land lines and delivered
by the Postal Dept. They have
proved so successful that Western
Union has provided the system with
its own computer center.
Using three Univac 418-11 central processors, the system reads
zip codes on incoming messages,
switches them to the right circuit
for transmission, stores the messages on tape and bills the customer. It can handle 20,000 messages
a day.
When mailgram began its market test in January, 1970, in 12
cities, a total of 35 messages were
filed the first week. During the
week ending Dec. 11, approximately 19,000 l\failgrams were transmitted .
At present, Mailgram customers
are restricted to business firms who
must type their messages and send
them to the computer center via
a teleprinter. This summer, the
general public will be invited to use
the service; cost of a 50 word mailgram is $1.10.
Automated input to the network
will be started on a development
basis in the first quarter of this
year. This will allow customers to
send thousands of messages at one
time by providing their zip-coded
mai ling lists on computer-ready
magnetic tape.
"The present slump goes far beyond any previous decline in demand during the past two decades,"
a spokesman for Deutsch, Shea &
Evans says. "And," he adds, "it is
too early to predict that the drop
in demand for bottoming out, since
further cutbacks in technical staff
continue to be announced."
On a comparative basis, the low
figure during the previous slump
year, 1964, was 76, with the high
occurring in 1966.
In anticipation of the expected growth, Western Union plans
to install another computer center a Middletown, Va. for Mailgram.
INFORM ATI ON RETRI EVA L NU MB ER 16 ....

HERE'S A NEW AND BETTER WAY: To make
printed circuit board connections. Reliably.
At low, low cost. They're Molex Soldercon®
terminals. Integrated circuit and transistor
terminals. Offering the convenience of plugin l.C.'s and transistors without the cost of
insulators. They fit directly on the board.
And there is equipment available to do the
job automatically. Fast! Soldercon terminals
save time. Money. Speed installation. Make

Ml60

testing easier, too. And simplify service
problems. It's another example of Molex ingenuity • • • in creating components that
simplify circuitry. Molex has the know-how
and facilities to provide the interconnecting
system you need. You can make connections
by calling (312) 969-4550. Or write ••• Molex
Incorporated, Downers Grove, Illinois 60515.
••• creating components that
simplify circuitry

~

111olex

'-../

Bodine helps
analytical instruments
stay accurate
Tough. Quiet. Smooth running. Bodine fractional horsepower
motors deliver the power to handle long-term instrumentation
with ease. Reliably. Precisely. They're engineered and built
that way-to give customer satisfaction-your customers. Designing this kind of power into your equipment ensures fewer
callbacks and service problems. If this is the performance
you 're looking for, you'll find no better source.
Whatever your instruments are designed to measure, report,
or record-temperature, voltage, pressure, velocity-standardize on Bodine fhp drives and controls. Over 3,500 standard specifications to choose from.
Bodine also builds custom fhp drives and controls to meet
your design requirements. Our engineering staff will be
pleased to help you pinpoint the right one for your application. Write for literature. Bodine Electric Company, 2500 W.
Bradley Place, Chicago, Ill. 60618.
Bodine Motors Wear Out-It Just Takes Longer

BODINE MOTORS/GEARMOTORS
SPEED CONTROLS

news
A billion-dollar decline in sales
estimated for electronics in '70
If you had a sinking feeling
all last year that the electronics
business was worse than everyone
thought, you were right. For the
first time in the h istory of the
industry, annual sales are expected to show a drop instead of
a rise.
Reliable sources say t h at when
the ta ll y for 1970 is complete,
figures of the E lectronics Industries Assoc iation will show sales
down a full billion from the $25.7billion in 1969.
At the start of 1970, EIA, taking into account an anticipated
squeeze in the national economy,
had predicted electronic sales
would rise a modest 1.4 % . But
the sharp downturn in the general
economy, with aerospace and defense industries especially hard
hit, has shattered this cautious
optimism.
The only bright spot for electron ics in 1970 was the industrial
segment of the market. Its estimated sa les are up $400-million.
This year? E I A is looking for
a partial rebound, the sources
say. It expects a $100-million rise
in sales. But that's $100-mi ll ion
above the 1970 figure - sti ll $900mi ll ion below the tota l for 1969.
EIA is reported to be very re1uctant to make any public pred ictions on how the electronics
industry will fare this year. As of
now, there are too many imponderables: the war in Vietnam, the
Mideast crisis and the health of
the national economy, which
shows strong signs of recuperating. Given a robust economy this
year, the electronics business
cou ld take off in a steep climb
again.

Here's how the picture looks at
this time, ELECTRONIC DESIGN'S
sources say :
• In dustrial ma rket : Last year's
sa les moved up from 1969's $7.9b ill ion to an estimated $8.3-billion. Predicted for 1971: $10.9b illion.
• Government market : The in dustry's mainstay dropped from
$12.3-billion i~ sales in 1969 to
an est imated $11.5-billion in 1970.
The outlook for 1971 is a pain ful
$8.7-billion.
• Cons umer market : Fighting
inflation, unemployed "customers"
and foreign competition, this mar-
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The only bright spot in the sa les picture for 19 71 is ind ustrial electronic s
-up $2. 5·bil lion .

ket dropped from $4.8-b ill ion in
sales in 1969 to an estimated $4.2billion last year. It's expected to
inch up to $4.4-b ill ion in 1971.
• Components market : Estimated sales stayed level in 1970,
matching the $700-million recorded in 1969. They s hou ld move up
to $800-mi ll ion this year.

Vigorous industrial prospects
" Industrial electronics is growing because the buyer can see an
immediate return for his money,"
says Frank J aumot, director of
research and engineering for
Delco Radio, Kokomo, Ind.
One industry official sees the
whole communications market as
important, especially the new
common carriers that plan to
build microwave networks across
the country.
Other prom i s i n g industria l
areas include mob ile radios for
the police and other secur ity
agencies; c ab 1 e television-not
only for home TV but for security
systems; computer pe r ipherals
and communications terminals,
espec ia lly if the P ictureph one begins to move.
Another authority sees good
business in po int-of-sale dataprocessing systems for ret a il
stores and credit-card validation
systems for direct-c harge sales.
Law-enforcement equipment is a
big potential-but one specialist
says it's hard for newcomers to
move into this area because the
big computer companies have the
market sewed up. Security systems for industry and homes,
however, are a wide-open market.
The customer that really has
gone sour for the electronics industry is the Government. And
forecasting defense spending this
year and next is particularly
25

tricky. Public pressure is on Congress and the Pentagon to cut
spending drastically . Some officials, however, predict the pendu lum might swing back. Much depends on the international political
scene-the Mideast, the SALT
disarmament talks with the Soviet
Union and comparable factors.
In a report to Congress last October, Rep. George H . Mahon, (D.
Tex. ) , chairman of the House
Committee on Appropriations,
said: "Unless there is substantial
progress in the current Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks or some
other arms limitation agreement,
we may be required to begin another large step forward to buttress our strategic military
strength."
With no agreement and no increase in appropriations for strategic weapons, the U. S. will "be
strategically outgunned," Mahori
said.
One industry official who believes that the Administration
and Congress are increasingly
aware of the need not to be "outgunned" is I. K. Kessler, executive
vice president of RCA's Government and Commercial SyRtems
Div. in Moorestown,
. J. Kessler
told ELECTRON IC DESIGN: "There's
a growing r ealization in Washington that it's possible to satisfy
our civil needs and a lso maintain
our military strength."
But just when appropriations
for strategic weapons could be requested poses a problem . The budget request for fiscal 1972 is al-

ready completed; it will be read
to Congress later this month. And
with the SALT talks in progress,
it's not likely that it contains a
big request for strategic weapons.
One possibility, Kessler points
out, is a supplemental request for
strategic weapons if the need becomes glaring and the climate in
Washington changes later this
year.
But the first half of 1971 has
got to be bleak, as far as new programs are concerned. The Defense
Dept.'s Controller General, Robert
C. Moot, says that the annual rate
of contract awards in fiscal 1971
is down 45 % from 1969's peak,
and only 19 % of this drop has
been experienced so far. So the
real drought begins now and lasts
at least through June.
"But I think there will be a
minor upswing in fiscal 1972,"
Kessler says.
Space spending stays level

The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration finally got
its fiscal 1971 budget approved
last month ( "3,268,000,000 ), and
some officials predict it will probably get about the same amount
for fiscal 1972.
Two Apollo flights are planned,
Skylab will fly and more money
is expected for the space shuttle
program. The space station project, however, will probably be
slowed.
A number of contracts for unmanned space work have been

Industrial electronics is t he only bri ght spot this year. Why? "The buyer can
see an immed iate retu rn on his money," one offic ial says . Here, GE 's Mark
7500 com put er is driving a Le Blond machine tool.
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awarded and are under way with
fiscal 1971 money. This work will
continue into the second half of
1971 with new funds.
Approximately $15-million has
been earmarked for Applications
Technology Satellites F and G for
the first six months of this year:
$30-million for Earth Resources
Technological Satellites before
July, and an equal amount to start
off the second half of the year;
$15-million for the Nimbus weather satellite before July, and more
after that; $10-million for a Synchronous Meteorological Satellite
before July, and more after that;
$34-million for Pioneer F and G
and about the same in fiscal '72;
$35-million in the first half of
1971 and several tim es that
amount after then for Viking, the
craft that is to orbit and land on
Mars; $23-million before July for
the 0 rbiting Astronomical Satellite, and the same sum in fiscal
'72; $14-million for the Orbiting
Solar Observatory before July and
about the same in the next fiscal
year.
The two programs NASA would
like to get started after July are
the High Energy Astronomical
Observatory and the Grand Tour
unmanned planetary fly-by.
Consumer industry hopeful

In the consumer market, I. L .
Griffin , vice president and general
manager of the Television Business Div. of General Electric,
Hampton, Va., says this of television sales: "The chances are
about 2 to 1 that the first half of
1971 will surpass the first half
of 1970. We anticipate an increase
in the neighborhood of 12 % . For
the year, the industry will be up
about 15 % , with nearly 6.25-million color and 6.4-million monochrome receivers being so ld.
"Current trends in screen sizes
in 1971 will continue with the
25-inch emerging as the mainstay
of the color console business,
while the 23-inch receiver will
drop to the price-leader category.
We anticipate a continued swing
to the 18-inch and 19-inch screen
sizes.
"We forecast that nearly 70
million new television sets will be
sold in the U. S. during the coming five years.
INFORMATION RETRIEV AL NUMBER 1 8 ....
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"The increased incidence of
solid-state and electronic tuning
will continue to be evolutionary
rather than revolutionary. Cost
crossover on solid-state is still
anticipated in 1972."
Component makers restrained

In the components market, the
putlook for semiconductor sales
is largely gloomy. Frank Jaumot,
director of research and engineering for Delco Radio, Kokomo, Ind.,
says, for example: "I don't see
how there can possibly be an upturn in 1971. Our sales to the industrial market are up, but not
enough to offset the decline in
consumer and military sales."
Leroy Gray, marketing manager
of the Electronics Div. of Burndy
Corp., Norwalk, Conn., says he
believes the components business
has flattened out and won't drop
further.
"The coming year will be just
about the same as 1970," says
Leslie W. Chapin, manager of
micro-circuit operations for the
Helipot Div. of Beckman Instruments, Buena Vista, Calif.
"Two of our military aerospace
programs have slowed down, due
to funding, and we don't know
when that will straighten out.
The only upturn we see is in industrial
applications-computer
peripherals for one," Chapin continues.
On a more pessimistic note, he
says: "I don't know what the
stimu lu s for an upturn would be.
There is inflation. People are
tightening their belts, and they're
no longer buying on an annual
basis. They buy for 30-day
periods.
"The only bright spot is that
we' re getting more inquiries than
we did last quarter. They're up
25 % , and this could be the prelude to more sales."
Business shou ld pick up for
semiconductor makers in the second half of this year, according
to Jack E. Halter, vice president
of products and marketing for
Signetics, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.
"Semiconductor IC inventories
should be depleted by then," he
explains. "Sales will go to the
more significant and useful types
of devices, though-such as digital l\ISI and l\IOS dcYices."
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Harvey Miller, senior staff
scientist for Quantum Science
Corp., market researchers with
offices in Palo Alto, Calif., and
New York City, predicts that U.S.
production of components will
amount to $10.9-billion in 1971.
This includes both "captive" production-components produced by
one division of a corporation for
use by another-and "outside"
markets.
Stable computer sales expected

As for computers, James A.
Stone, vice president of the Planning Div. for Quantum Science
Corp., says:
"Computer sales for 1971 will
stay at about the same level as
1969's-from $5-billion to $5.2billion. The principal sales will
be in the medium-size machinethose that rent for between
$25,000 and $100,000 a month.
"Minicomputers will increase
about 40 % in 1971 over 1970, hitting $315-million.
"An important event in 1971
will be the deliveries of the first
IBM 370 machines. If they work
well, this will mean more orders
for IBM. If there are problemsand I don't think there will beit could, of course, mean strength
to the independent producers."

Consumer sales are down $600-mil-

lion in 1970 but are expected to rise
$200-million in 1971.

The major technological computer advance in 1971 will be increased use of IC memories, says
Robert Colten, vice president of
Samson Science Corp. in New
York, a subsidiary of Quantum
Science. "IC memories will be
used for 10 7 to 10 9 bit memory
machines," he says. "After that,
plated wire will be used."
Stone comments on the hardware end of the business: "One
of the biggest challenges to the
hardware designer is to devise
equipment to handle memory management, as seen by the cache
buffer. The IBM central processor is so much faster than the
core memory that a cache buffer
had to be built. Equipment design
will be modular to enable equipment updating with a minimum
of operational interruption."
Instrument market is changing

Robert L. Boniface, vice president of marketing for HewlettPackard, Palo Alto, Calif. says:
"Current instrument markets are
changing rapidly. At one end of
the price spectrum we are finding
interest in complex, automated
instrument systems that include
computational and control capabilities. On the other end, customers are asking for low-cost, basic
bench instruments with vastly improved performance.
"We expect domestic business
to remain relatively flat during
most of 1971. International markets, however, are expected to
continue to grow, but at a somewhat slower pace than during the
past few years."
Ted Brandt, director of marketing for Monsanto Instruments,
West Caldwell, N. J., says:
"We're not sure what the market for instruments will be in
1971, but we're planning to go out
and be active. We're hiring salesmen, and we're setting our sales
goal at 25 % above thi::; year's.
"Lower-cost instruments-under
$500-are coming out, and some
new kind of marketing techniques
will be needed."
Quantum Science predicts tliat
sales of instruments for testing
and analysis in nuclear and biomedical work and for industrial
production and laboratory needs
will reach $1.6-billion this year. ••
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e's new industrial 10 Amp silicon planar NPN Darlington
t
tors offer you the advantages of a monolithic two transistor
circuit for less than the price of comparable discrete devices.
They're ideal for high gain switching applications such as print
hammer drivers , solenoid, servo and lamp drivers and for
amplifying applications such as motor controls and linear
amplifiers. They're available in two hermetically sealed metal
packages - a lead-mounted T0-33 (U2T101) and a chassismounted T0-66 (U2T201). Both utilize overlay (multiple emitter)
techniques on driver and output transistors. Saturation voltage is
1.SV max. @ SA and current gain is 2000 min @SA. CollectorEmitter voltage ratings are available up to 150 volts. U2T201 has a
power dissipation rating of 25W@ a case temperature of 100°C.
For whatever Darlington application you have, Unitrode ¢-Line
Darlingtons are more efficient and less expensive than any other
method of performing the function. Why not make us prove it?
(U2T101 is $2.75 ea. in lots of 100.)
For fast action, call sales engineering collect at (617) 926-0404
Unitrode Corporation,
Dept. 18 , 580 Pleasant St., Watertown , Mass. 02172

Free samples on request.

- • U N IT R 0 DE quality takes the worry out of paying less.

Fiber electron optics: New
uses for an old technology
A wealth of exotic, as well as
practical, appl ication s, throughout the entire field of electronics
has been made possible through
the refinement of an eight-year
old technology-fiber electron opti cs. Recent developments by the
Burrowes Research Co., West Concord, Mass., has made it possible
to produce hi gh-resolution largearea bundles that can contain up
to five million conductive fibers
per square inch. And plates containing these fibers can be used
in discharge printing, display systems including li ght-emitting diode
arrays, LSI circuitry interconnections, piezoelectric arrays and
holography.
What they are

Fiber electron optics consist of
multiple electrically conductive
fibers that are shielded from each
other and from the outside world
by a surrounding glass matrix.
Burrowes has developed a conductive glass-meta l mixture that
allows fib ers to be drawn down to
diameters of on ly a few microns
with controlled resistance.
Explaining the manufacturing
process, president Curt Burrowes
said, "Metals and oxides are held
in solution in a glass material
during drying. We then precipitate out the conductive portion of
the material. The result is an extremely fine fiber that can be
drawn and redrawn without sacrificing shielding integrity."
Individual fibers start out as
glass-coated wires whose size does
not present handling problems.
These "large" fibers are then
stacked and redrawn into a bun-

Lucinda Mattera

New Products Editor.
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die or very fine fibers-onetenth the size of the glass-coated
wires. Bundles can be restacked
and redrawn so that final arrays
can contain from several thousand to five million fibers. The
end result is a high-resolution
large-area array with low distortion and full shielding.
Conductive caps are then bonded to the ends of each fiber to increase effective fiber area and to
improve electrical efficiency. The
finished product is a fiber electron
optical plate that can be polished
to optically flat or spherical surfaces. This plate can be used to
store, transfer or amplify electrostatic patterns or charge im ages.
"The most immediate application," said Burrowes, "is a highresolution high-speed printing dev ice, for examp le, for computer
printouts. It would be less expen sive than current mechanical
printers-about one-tenth the
size and easier to maintain because there are no massive moving parts. The printout paper

would accept an electron charge
and could then be developed with
a toner process, like the one used
in Xerox machines."
For display applicat ions, the
array cou ld be used to address
small portions of an active thin
film like a n electroluminescent
phosphor. The bund les cou ld a lso
be used in conjunction with a
CRT display. If a phosphor is put
on the back of the plate, electrons
wou ld excite the phosphor and
charge could be stored for a brief
time.
"If the plate were transparent
with fine conductors running
through it," Burrowes explained,
"one could get something equivalent to a light pen. However, the
device would detect charge rather
than light. It is even possible to
directly readout the charge that
comes from the electron beam by
displaying it on the phosphor, in
much the same way that one
would look with an interactive
light-pen display."
Addressing LSI circuits

Fiber electron optics begin as glass·
coated wires (left) that are stacked
and drawn into multifiber bundles
(right). A new glass-metal conductor
makes possible these large-area high·
resolution arrays.

Large-scale integrated circuitry
loses a great deal of its power, accordin g to Burrowes, because it
is lead-limited. He pointed out
that IC s may contain as many as
100,000 active elements, but frequently have only 50 to 60 input/
outJ?ut leads. A fiber electron optical plate could contain as many
leads or more than the number of
active elements so that it could
be used to directly address an
LSI circuit.
"For example," Burrowes add ed, "if light-emitting diodes were
inexpensive enough, you cou Id
build a display containing 100,000
LEDs. The se could be controll ed
directly by an LSI circuit that is
addressed with one of ou r plates.
ELECTRONIC D ES IGN
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You would then have display control circuitry that is no larger
than the LED array itself. System
volume could probably be reduced
by a factor of one hundred compared to conventional connection
techniques."

Holography fits the picture, too
Fiber electron optical plates
can also be used to form quasi
phase holograms. One way, Burrowes said, is to induce relatively
small distortions in a piezoelectric
plate that is scanned with an electron beam v ia their fiber plate.
The result would be a phase hologram showing either laser deflection or a laser display . However,
there would be a good deal less
information in this hologram than
is contained in the typical optical
hologram.
Burrowes pointed out, "There
are many appliccations where you
do not want a vast number of
points. Since our plate can be
addressed by the laser itself, the
resulting image is the optical
transform of the hologram that is
induced on the material supplying
the displacement. A defective
point in the quasi hologram shows
up directly in the display. On the
other hand, a defective point in
an optical hologram would just
degrade the contrast of the display
slightly since all information is
contained in any one portion of
the hologram. The real advantage
here, I think, would be an image
analysis and image pattern recognition where one would rather
work with the transform of the
object rather than the object
shape itself."

Control is simple
Control circuitry at the input
end of a fiber-electron-optic bundle need not be complex. With respect to display systems, there are
essentially three methods of addressing. One is with an electron
beam, another is by optical scanning, and the third is to use a
cross-grid array. The latter cons ists of conductors that connect
individual columns and rows. By
add ressing the appropriate row and
the appropriate column. you can
address an individual element in
the bundle. ••

A NATIONAL® EXCLUSIVE.

FULL-POWER
OPERATION TESTED*
850A-1700V
SC Rs

* Every NL- C501 SCR is tested at full current and voltage ratings under a reactive load to validate the critical
device parameters. No "cheater" circuits are used in
testing. Only National provides this positive assurance
of device performance.
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Use of LSI in consumer areas
picks up, but problems remain
The age of medium and largescale integration is at hand for a
host of consumer products, including an alarm-clock rad io with
digital readout, electronic musical
instruments, small calcu lators
home appliances and wrist watches.
Bu t according to a survey by
ELECTRONIC DESIGN a number of
problems remain to be solvednamely cost and device testing.
Benefits of MSI or LSI over discrete components or small-scale
I Cs include generally improved performance and hi gh reliability.
While, at the present state of the
art, costs are generally hi gher than
for previous designs, mass production will ultimately lower them.
LSI makes debut in clock-radio

Details on t he first appli cation of
LSI to an AM/ FM clock radio with
electronic digital readouts were
disclosed by Bruce C. Mcintosh of
Jim McDermott

East Coast Editor

General Electric's Audio Electronics Operation, Utica, N. Y., at the
recent National Electronics Conference in Chicago. In this radio, an
LSI chip containing 822 MOS
transistors operates the tim in g,
and it controls the digital reado.ut
numerals in four 7-bar, blue-green
fluorescent tubes like those used in
computers and desk calculators.
The LSI-MOS circuitry performs
the timekeeping electronically, in
contrast to using a synchronous
motor. The basic clock driving t he
timing circui ts is the 60-Hz line
voltage, whi ch is also stepped down
and r egu lated at 27 and 13 V de to
provide power for t he LSI and
other circu its.
One of the toughest problems
that GE li cked, said Mcintosh, was
t hat of both in ternally and externally generated noise. He also pointed out t hat the design job would
have been a lot easier if the LSI
package had 40 pi ns instead of being a standard 16-pin, dual-i n-line,
plastic unit. This could have simplified the external circuits and elimi -

nated the need for strobing the display tubes.
Cost is the main drawback

The cost of t he LSI chip is sti ll
relatively hi gh, Mcintosh said, calling for a li st price o·f $100 for t he
radio. But high-volume production
will reduce t his considerably, he
pred icted.
Earl Gregory, vice president of
marketing for Electronic Arrays,
Inc., Mountainview, Calif. , agrees.
"Today," he told ELECTRONIC DESIGN, "I think t hat the physical capacity is t here but t hat the indu stry has some way to go in terms
of producing a cost-effective product. As far as MOS / LSI for calculators is concerned, we're there, but
for things like washing-machi ne
timers and other consumer items,
we haven't arrived."
Don Schare, product manager for
custom circuits, at General In strument, Hicksville, N. Y., is more
optimistic.
"Fou r years ago," he said, "we
started working on LSI timers for
a pp 1i an c e manufacturers. These
timers wou ld replace the complex,
mechanic a 1 cam-operated units
found in washing machines. By the
end of this year I feel that t he
market wi ll be ready to take off."
Testing has special problems

This GE clock radio has an 822-transistor LSI chip. The time is displayed
from 1:00 to 12:59 in one-minute steps, while the alarm is set in increments
of 10 minutes .
32

Testing of some MSI / LSI consumer devices creates certain peculiar problems. Schare pointed out
that one of their appli ance timers
has a 45-minute cycle, operating
from the li ne as a basic clock. T o
test it under normal conditions
wou ld take three-quarters of an
hour.
Whereas it is frequently impossible to test LSI with a fast enough
clock 'rate, the reverse is true here.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 22 •
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The LSI chip in the clock radio co ntain s timekeeping and alarm circuits that
drive t he digita l readout s. The ti ming system is controlled by the 60 -Hz
line. Eithe r the ti me or alarm -time sett ing is displayed on command. The cost
of the chip is high but will come down in volume production.

Sharp calculator is mechanized with
four MOS/ LSI chips and a clock generator. Each chip contains 900 MOS
transist or equivalents.

This timer is tested using a 60-kHz
to 100-kHz clock in order to reduce
test time to a fraction of a second.
Agreement seems to be universal
that the particu lar problems associated with LSI testing wi ll tend
to keep costs up.
E lectronic Arrays' Earl Gregory
says: "Testing is one of the biggest
prob lems facing the industry today. For examp le, the automotive
market can use mi llions of these
circuits annually. But I think that
the cost of testing is sufficiently
high to keep LSI out of t hat
market."
But Ralph Greenburg, manager
of consumer applications for Motoro la Semiconductor Products,
Inc., Phoenix, Ariz., feels t hat the
pre>isure of poll ution-control and
safety requirements wi ll, nevertheless, force the adoption of complex
under-the-hood electronics for cars.
The po ll ution requirements are
getting so tight, he says, that the
engine people are looking at electronics for more efficient operation
of the motors and consequently less
exhaust poll ution.
"This means that you've got to
monitor a number of quantities such
as engine tem1 erature, engine
speed, vacuum, timing and other
factors. These will be fed to fairly
elaborate logic to tell the plug when
to fire and to control the mixture.
For th is purpose, a small computer
will have to be used," Greenburg

used for mixing harmonics an d
chords.
T he Muse, by T riadex, I nc., Upper Newton Falls, l\Iass., (see page
36) uses MS I fo r its logic circu its.
But the next generation wi ll pr obab ly have a ll of its circuitry on
one LSI chip, according to Robert
P hill ips, chief engineer. And No r t h
American Rockwell is producing a
microelectronic control system for
selection of stops on ch urc h and
institutional organs (see page 38).
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notes.
"With stringent controls to be
put into effect in Californ ia in 1974
and nationwide poss ibly in 1975,
we are convinced t hat this wi ll be
a big market. And t he same might
be said of other safety features
such as a maxi mum speed control
and an antiskid system."

How about linear applications
Charles V. Kovac, vice presi dent
of marketing, Nort h American
R ock we 11 l\Iicroelectron ics Co.,
Anaheim, Cali f., doesn't see LS I
going into linear appli cations in
consumer prod ucts.
"The vast majority of MOS/ LSI
produced in 1970 went into electronic calcu lators," he says. " T he
MOS/ LSI circuits operate as
binar y devices; hence t hey provide
control and memory circuitry."
Earl Gregory disagrees . He sees
no reason why linear functions
can't be created in Lar ge-Scale
Integrated form .
l\I usical instruments are us ing
more and more MSI and LSI for
both tone generation and control.
Don Schar e points out that MOS /
LSI is being used in a number of
electronic organs for frequency division . These instruments use one
osc illato r for each to ne of t he chromatic scale and divide t hese down,
using dividers with 20 or 30 stages
on each chip. Ot her LSI chips are

LSI in wrist watches
That LSI is firm ly establi shed in
t he electronic wrist-watch business
was signaled by t he recent an nouncement of E lectro / Data, Inc.,
Garland, Tex., that it placed an order for over $1-mi ll ion wit h RCA
for chips. These chips will go into
the electronic circuitry of the Hamilton all-electronic watch . ( See
ED 11, May 24, 1970, page 30.)
According to George Thiess, pres ident of E lectro/ Data, some of the
chips have 350 trans istor elements
on them. Discrete transistors are
also used.
He fee ls that eventuall y an allelectronic wrist watch wi ll have but
one chip with all t he required elements on it. But as of today, t he
current drain for certain devices is
too high for MOS transistors, so
bipolars are sti ll needed fo r t hat
part of t he circuitry. • •
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RCA TWTs ... for ECM sleight of hand

You see it, but where? That's the protection of
electronic countermeasures. And high gain over octave bandwidths at microwave frequencies makes
RCA traveling-wave tubes key components for
ECM systems.
Among the newest in RCA's extensive line are
A 1378, a medium unit with PPM focusing; A1397,
an intermediate power amplifier, again with PPM
focusing; and J2053, a wideband unit with integral
power supply.
For each of the major functions in your ECM
system, RCA has a 20-year background and product for the low-level amplifier stage, the recirculating RF memory stage, and the driver stage.
Along with customized TWTs for RF memory subsystems, there's a wide range of standard product
for both ground-based and satellite microwave radio communications systems, too.
RCA has been deeply involved in every chapter of
TWT development and has participated in most
major ECM systems. Tubes cover the frequency
bands from L through Ku, and offer diverse com -
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binations of power, gain , size and weight. Check
the chart for a few of them.
For more information on these and other RCA
TWTs, see your local RCA Representative. For
technical data, write: RCA, Commercial Engineering, Section 57A·7/ZM9, Harrison , N.J. 07029. International: RCA, 2-4 rue du Lievre, 1227 Geneva,
Switzerland, or P.O. Box 112, Hong Kong.

~·

NewECM TWTs
A1378
7-11 GHz
10 watts
40 dB gain
A1397
4 watts
5-10 GHz
43 dB gain
A1428
7-11 GHz
2 watts
40 dB gain
A1429
4 - 8 GHz
2 watts
40 dB gain
Customized RF Memory Subsystems
New TWT Amplifiers with Integral Power Supplies
J2053
7.5-12 GHz
200 mW
40 dB gain
J2055
4 - 8 GHz
100 mW
40 dB gain
Communications TWTs
A1378 7.9- 8.4GHz
20 watts
46 dB gain
A 1390 10.7 - 11.7 GHz
20 watts
40 dB gain
A1427 7.9- 8.4 GHz
5 watts
50 dB gain
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news
For today's young Beethoven:
A computer that composes
There are computers for guiding missiles, computers for keeping books, computers for making
airline reservations . . . and nowa consumer computer for making
electronic music.
Over 14 trillion different melodies or tonal patterns can be programmed with the front-panel
slide switches of the new musical
computer, called the Muse.
Designed for the young musician or student who wants to create,
the Muse produces tones of the
diatonic major scale: C, D, E, F,
G, A, B, C, etc., with no sharps or
flats. The model currently in
production has a total range of
six octaves, compared with seven
in a piano, but only two octaves
can be used in any one setting.
Will such a contraption sell in
today's competitive electronics
market? According to Alvin R.
Mulica, vice president of Triadex,
Inc., Upper Newton Falls, Mass.,
producer of the instrument, the
Jim McDermott

East Coast Editor

company already has $1-million
in advance sales. The list price
is $300.
A total of 29 integrated-circuit
TTL logic elements gives the Muse
all the features of a regular computer, says Triadex's chief engineer, Robert Phillips. This includes
flip-flops, gates, a hexidecimal
counter ( x 16), and a 31-bit serial
register. The loudspeaker is driven
by the output of one of the logic
elements, providing 0.5 W maximum output power.

Switches control music functions
Four short slide switches underneath the speaker control the volume, tempo, pitch and fine pitch.
Eight long slide switches to the
right of the speaker control the
interval, or notes, to be played, as
well as the theme, or sequence, in
which the notes are heard.
Leaving the interval and theme
slides in their upper regions produces simple music with a pronounced beat. Moving the slides
down into the shift-register section
gives more complex tonal patterns.

The tones from the loudspeaker
are the result of logical ONES and
ZEROES gating the tone generator. The tone generator has a hexidecimal counter that is capable of
generating 256 tones, but since only
eight of these are related to the
musical scale, the rest are suppressed. In operation, the basic
range of tone generation is from
30 kHz to 1 MHz, but it is counted
down by the operation of repeated
subtraction in the hexidecimal
counter to give the basic output
range of 60 Hz to 5 kHz.
To develop new and unique patterns, the shift register is loaded
by some combination of ONES and
ZEROES, supplied by the decision
gate in response to inputs from
both the clock and the theme slides.
The slides are set at arbitrary
positions of the shift register.
Each of the 31-bit positions in
the register has both a ONE and
ZERO to which the selector may
be set. The theme slides pick off
outputs and recirculate them back
through the decision gate and again
into the register, so that a specific
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The Muse, a new electronic musical computer, creates

unique tonal patterns and melodies. It is essentially a
melody synthesizer that uses a computer clock, logic
and storage elements.
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Musical decisions are made by the Muse when a com·
poser manipulates the slide positions, thereby creating
complex logic patterns. These decisions control the
variations of a melody.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 21
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3M's Flat Cable and Connectors ...
your systems approach to circuitry.
Speed and dependability are yours for your circuitry
system assemblies. 3M's "Scotchflex" Flat Cable
and Connector Systems provide fast simultaneous
circuitry transitions.
"Scotchflex" Flat Cable and Connector Systems
win on every count • No stripping or soldering • Reduce wiring errors • Permit easy trouble-shooting •

Provide predictable electrical characteristics •
Speed production. • Transitions available for printed
circuit board, dual in-line plug, WWP and PCB edge
card. For complete information, write: Dept. EAH-1,

. ~c~~~~.~~:,~~:o~.~-~-~~:::· st. Paul, Minn. 3

m

group of notes is r epeated after
an interval.
Because there are eight slides
and 40 possible positions of each,
there are 40 8 possible tone patterns,
or more than 14 trillion.
Two or more Muses can be linked
together by using one as a master
clock to control the others. In thi s

manner , two, three or even fourpart harmony can be produced.
The Muse creates one note at a
time, and is not a synthesizer in
the conventional sense of being able
to add or s ubtract harmonics to or
from a basic tone. But the instrument is capable of synthes izing
tone patterns that are dependent

of logic decisions derived from the
pos itions of the interval and the
theme slide switches.
While some of the music produced is rather simple, other patterns can be intricate. For example, it is possible to create some
compos itions that do not r epeat
themselves for 30 years. • •

Organ variations on an MOS theme
An MOS/ LSI package is giving
concert organists a richer selection of tone colors-and making
it easier to play the organ, too.
In playing complex selections,
organists are sometimes limited
by the time required to depress
a la rge number of stops-the keys
that produce such tones as flute,
oboe or saxaphone. There are only
so many stops a person can press
manually without interrupting the
music unduly.
Electro-mechanical systems have
been devised to permit organists
to select combinations of stops by
depressing a single piston switch.
But these systems have required
a box some 36 cubic feet in volume
and current of 40 to 50 A for even
moderate-sized organs.
The MOS/ LSI package-designed by North American Rockwell
Microelectronics, Anaheim, Calif.,
for the Allen Organ Co. of Macungi e .. Pa.-iR 1/lOOth the size of
electro-mechanical units, and · it
~raws only about 150 mA.
34 musical combinations

Acco rding to Milton Nelson,
chief engineer for Allen Organ,
·it allows the organist to set 34
piston sw itches for different combinations of stops. Twenty-four of
the switches can each be set for
from one to 20 stops. And 10 of
the switches will give combinations of from one to 80 stops.
Thui:; it's theoretically poss ible
for the or gan ist to hit one sw itc h
and get the tones from 80 stops of
the organ. Imagine trying to do
this manually on some of the large r
concert orga ns !
Three HEX 80-bit shift registers
in the electronic package remem38

Entire· North American Rockwell organ stop-selection system is conta ined on
a si ngle printed circuit board. The syst em contain s four MOS / LSI arra ys and
550 d iscrete components.

ber the stop combinations. Each
MOS shift-register chip contain s
s ix 80-bit s hift registers. The chip
also contains a two-phase clock
generator and a two-to-four-phase
clock converter. Over 1500 MOSFETs are contained in a die 0.153
by 0.134 inch to mechanize 158
di st inct logic functions and 480
bits of shift-register memory.
A control MOS chip provides
reference timing circuitry for the
entire system, including the shiftregister chips. It also controls
some modes of operation and has
decoding with multiplexing to
select the appropriate shift register. The control circuit contains
10-bit parallel / serial and 10-bit

seri a l/ parallel converters, three
polynomial counters and two bin ary counters. Over 1000 MOSFETs are employe d in mechanizing 330 logic functions on a die
0.168 by 0.169 inch.
These four MOS / LSI chips are
of the p-channel, high-threshold
variety a nd m a ke up the bulk of
the electronics in the system.
According to Ralph Deutsch,
program manager at North American Rockwell Microelectronics,
"The MOS/ LSI stop-selection system can also be used in such applications as the control of stage
a nd theater lighting and automatic valve monitoring and control
in various industries." • •
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wrote the books ...
. . . Definitions, principles of
operation, load connection,
remote programming, performance measurements ... it's
all here and more in this 140
page Power Supply Handbook
... yours for the asking. Write
for your copy.

PLUS ... A NEW
Power Supply
Selection Guide ...
0C PDW• 1111

aUPPI.. ~ ··

• • l. CC'TtON OUI O S

_

.....

"'·-··-

This 36 page selection guide lists
over 100 power supplies and makes
it easy to find and select the right
one for your specific application . ..
Includes ratings, performance, features, prices, options, etc. For Your
Copy Check Number 320.

HEWLETT

f&PACKARD

POWER

SUPPLIES

100 Locust Avenue, Berkeley Heights New Jersey 07922 • (201) 464-1234
2110 1
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II VDU think
our 40x1 RF switch
is SIBll ...

wail'll vou see
our 2x1.
In fact, all of our RF switches are
short on size. And long on performance.
High isolation is one reason . With frequencies ranging from DC to 1 GHz.
And these computer compatible devices
use shielded, hermetically sealed reeds.
What's more, they can be directly addressed without additional interfacing.
And since the signal current is isolated
from the control circuit they can be
used where shielding, RFI integrity and
induced noise are critical.
SPECIFICATIONS
40 x 1-Model #SWR-40/1-L
Size: 4 Va x 2% x 1% ; Frequency: DC to
50 MHz; lsolatlon: (db) Min. 50; Insertion Loss: (db) Max. 0.5; VSWR Max. :
1.5 to 1
OPTIONAL FEATURES
Connectors: SMA, TNC and Type N;
Self-Terminating: Unused ports terminated in characteristic impedance;
Latching: Either electronic or magnetic;
Fall-safe: Switch position maintained
under power failure; Configurations:
Solid State & Matrix available.
For complete details write or call :
Integral Data Devices, 35 Orville Drive,
Bohemia, N.Y. 11716, (516) 567,3400.

••

. I
integral
data
devices inc.
Switch Matrices , Solid State
Switches, Filters. RF Amplifiers,
Multiplexers, Multicouplers .
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Those aren't movie reelsthey're 35-mm rolls of ICs

Rolls of 35-mm film are replacing
metal lead frames in a new IC
packaging concept introduced by
General Electric's Integrated Circuit Products Dept., Syracuse,
N. Y. The package, called miniMod,
uses a copper-laminated, plastic
film strip, similar to movie film,
for mounting ICs. These indexed
strips are assembled and sold on
reels, which makes them well suited
for high-volume, automatic handling, assembling and testing.
The miniMod package is formed
by attaching a monolithic si licon
IC chip to a lead frame that is
pa rt of a film strip. The chip is
then encaps ulated in epoxy to complete the package.

It comes in continuous lengths
The strip, made of polyimide
plastic that is inherently fl.at and
withstands 300 °C temperatures,
comes in continuous lengths and is
perforated with indexing holes for
mechanized processing and testing.
Other holes are made in the strip
to later accept. the IC chip and to
provide access to the copper leads
for attachment to the user's substrate. To this perforated strip is
laminated a 1.4-mil-thick copper
ribbon. Photolithography is used to
etch a lead frame into the copper
ribbon at each index point of t he
film strip. The lead frames are
then tinned in preparation for chip
attach ment.
Each copper lead is etched down
to a 4-mill-wide finger at the point
at which it is to be bonded to a
gold bump on t he chiµ. The finger
is cantilevered over the hole that
receives the si licon chip. Away
from the chip, the copper leads are
widened to become the package
leads.
The chips to be mounted on this
lead frame are standard silicon IC
chi ps that have been processed for
solder-bump bonding. A glass overcoat is deposited over the entire

circuit except for the bonding-pad
areas. Gold bumps are plated into
the exposed bonding areas. To assemble the chip to the lead frame ,
it is simply ali gned under the
canti levered fingers , and a gang
bonding tool applies heat and pressure to all fingers simu ltaneously
thus forming a gold-tin eutectic
bond capable of withstanding temperatures in excess of 280 °C.
After bonding, the chip and interconnection system are su r rounded with an epoxy to enhance thermal conductivity and to protect the
chi p from mechanical damage.
The first products avai lable using
this packaging technique are the
GEL-1741 op amp and the PA-1494
threshold detector. The 17 41 is
GE's version of the internally compensated 741 op amp in a dual-inline package. According to D. J.
Harrington, the department's marketing manager, other products will
be anno unced on a monthly basis.
List prices of the 17 41 are competitive with other 741 op amps.
Th e suggested price is $2.25 each,
in quantities of 100 to 999. •
1•

Silicon IC chips are attached to lead
frames that are part of a plastic film
strip in GE 's new miniMod package.
The chips are then encapsulated in
a protective epoxy.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 26 ....

Leave my power supply system alone!
You can get your own in only 9 days from Acopian.
"I tried struggling through that old
power supply system catalog . It was
like a jigsaw puzzle, hunting for the
pieces I needed for my new power
system . There had to be a better way .
"Then I remembered the Acopian
hotline. I called it. I told them the
DC voltages and currents I wanted .
D i scussed panel size . Meters .
Switches. And other accessories .
" They gave me a firm price . Right
on the phone . It was a lot less than
I expected. I had our buyer phone
in the P.O. And Acop ian designed ,

bu il t, tested and shipped it in nine
days . Completely wired.
" So go order your own Acopian
power system . .. It 's easy! "

HOW TO ORDER
ACOPIAN POWER SYSTEMS
• Call Acopian collect
• Tell us the outputs and accessories you need
• Get a firm price
• Shipment of completely wired
system will be made in 9 days .

For immediate service, call the
Acopian hotline: (215) 258-5441.
For literature, write Acopian Corp .,
Easton, Pa . 18042. And remember ,
Acopian also offers 82 ,000 different
DC power modules , every one
shipped with this tag .. .

IN DIGITAL PANEL METERS

WHAT SETS
ANA LOGIC
APART?
Engineering.
Ana logic's "error budget analysis",
proprietary circuits (which employ
optimal combinations of advanced
components and engineering techniques), adherence to rigid quality
assurance criteria has resulted in
precise, miniature panel meters
that deliver the specified performance under realistic operating
conditions.

Precision, Versatility and Maximum
Accuracy in Minimum Size DPMs
Analogic AN2500 Series Digital
Panel Meters offer the greatest input/output versatility available today at a price that permits OEM
utilization while offering laboratory
instrumentation precision. • Truly
miniature in size: 2"H x 2% " 0 x
3lh "W, (saving critical behindpanel space). • Twice as accurate
as competitive units.
• 0.05%
basic accuracy and better than
0.004%/°F tempco for superb
resolution and rock solid display.
• Operating temperature range:
- l0 °C to + 60°C (extended tempera tu re ranges available). •
Floating differential input amplifier provides·input impedance in
excess of 1000 megohms.
The AN2500 series of DPMs range
from two digit unipolar to three
digit bipolar plus "1" over-range
with automatic polarity indication.
They are priced low enough, from
$179 (unit price) *, to permit systems engineers to meet both performance and cost objectives.

technology
abroad
Hybrid packaging systems from
Ferranti's Aircraft Instruments
Div., Bracknell, Berkshire, England, have reportedly obtained
full NATO approva l. The division
began work on its Multilin hybrid
mi crocircuits as a direct result of
the T.SR 2 program. This advanced project, a rival concept to the
F-111, was scrapped in a government eco nomy move. Now F erran ti has in production some 20
NATO-approved hybrid microcircuits, in cluding servo, power and
mi sali gnment amplifiers, ac/ dc amplifiers, and bipolar amplifiers.
The Multilin system uses ICs,
tran s istors and diodes mounted
on ceramic substrates; gold Nichrome resistor arrays; and cerami c chip capacito rs. These assembli es are hermet ically sealed
in a Kovar package. Interconnection t echniques are made by thermocompression bonding fine gold
wire.

An IC technique to replace the
traditional Rube Goldberg-like
str ing-and-pulley drive for radiorcce iver frequency indicators has
been demonstrated for the West
Ge rm an subsidiary of Texas Instruments in Westphalia. The rece iver's lo ca l osci ll ator frequency
is se nsed with a 100-kHz quartz
osci llator, fr equency dividers and
so me log ic circuitry. The frequ ency
th en is di splayed on a new monolithic numeri cal di splay illumin ated
with GaAs li ght-emitting diodes.
Th ough relatively expe nsive, the
system is said to be much more accurate than the traditional stringand-pulley-and costs cou ld be redu ced by utilizing large-scale integrated circuits.

• substantial OEM discounts available.

For immediate information call Al
Grant, (617) 246-0300, or write for
definitive data sheets and detailed
short form catalog. Analogic Corporation, Audubon Road, Wakefield,
Massachusetts 01880.

ANALDGIC® •
. .The Digitizers

Large-screen data displays, highspeed microfilm printing, and
optical mass storage with bit
densities of ion to 10' are just
some of the appli cations for a
digital laser beam defle cto r that
has been developed by Philips
Forschunglaboratorium, Hamburg,

Germany. An a ltern ating series of
16 Kerr ce ll polarization switc he s
and 16 calcite prisms is used to
deflect the beam. The beam can
thus be randomly switched to any
position in a 256 X 256 ·raster
matrix in just 0.2 µ, s. Screen size
is just under 5 feet squa re .
An elegant optical technique that
could ease the c ritical task of
a 1 i gn in g the integrated-circuit
mask with the wafer h as been deve loped by IBM Deutschland
Gmbh Sindelfingen. During a lignment the mask has to be held
above the wafer to prevent its
surface being damaged. But because of th e microscope's limited
depth of focus, either the wafer
su rface or the masks is sli ghtly
blurred. IBM engineers compensate for the diffe rence in path
lengths by rotating a glass plate
that focus es the microscope alternately onto the two object planes.
An extraordinarily compact 36kn computer memory that fits on
a single printed circuit board has
been developed by Marconi-Elliott
Microelectronics, Witham , Essex,
England. The memory was deve loped for possible use in GEC's
new range of process-control computers. On it are mounted six ceramic substrates, each around 3
by 4 inches s quare and of four
of t he ubstrates carry nine 1,024bit random-access memory chips.
Each silicon-gate MOS chip is
be a m-leaded down to the substrate onto whi ch are printed
thick film connections.
A new 600-A thyristor, capable of
handling up to 2000 V in converter applications was recently
demonstrated by the Swedish
ASEA Co., Vasteras , Sweden. Al so
shown was a 900-A 2000-V diode
for heavy-current applications, as
well as a 300-A thyriRto r. Thi s
latter unit, with a short turn-off
time of 20 to 30 µ,s , is intended
for power-inverter uses. • •
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How the Wizard of Barnes
foiled Benny the DIP.

NCE UPON A TIME

there was a clever
little electronic bug whose
name was Benny the DIP. He
got this name because he liked to
rob computer folks of time and money.
"I like my job," said Benny.
"I can lie down on a
PC card, put my 14
(and sometimes 16)
feet right into an
overly hot tub of
solder and Zap!
- isn't that fun? "
isn't " said the
'
wise old Wizard.
"It's time you grew
up and recognized re sponsibility." "Never,"
said
the bug.
"I'm

computer
lish

magic socket. "There,"
said the Wizard, "Now the
computer people can plug you in
and terminate the socket without
terminating you. You'll just have
to sit there and work. And when
you're tired, you'll be replaced."
"Curses!" exclaimed the bug,
"Maybe I can cause problems
during handling and ship ment or 'turn on' with static
electricity." "Sorry, bug,"
said the Wizard, "I've
created magic carriers
and test contactors
to stop that, too."
"Foiled again," said
the bug. "Why don't
you go pick on Flat
Packs?" "I already
have," said the wise
old Wizard. Moral:
Never bug a Wizard.

barnes

the Wizard
wand and

magic
created a

'

CORPORATION

LANSDOWNE, PA. 19050 • (215) MA 2·1525
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Now You Need All This
To Build A Power Supply:
1.

2.

Darlington
Power
Transistor

Functional
Circuit
90<=

$1.57
MJ1000, MJ3000 OR MJ4033 DARLINGTON

MJ1000, MJ3000 OR MJ4033 DARLINGTON

MF'C
MF'C

6030

4060

'M l

~ .

g
~

.

-'

+

Economical "Darlington
Functional"
circuit performs as
3, 5, or 10 A, 5 V regulator. An MJ 1000 (lour = 3 A) affords
load regulation of 0.02 % @ O'C, 0.2 % @ 25'C and 0.04 %
@ 75'C . An MJ3000 (lour = 5 A) furnishes 0.04 % load regulation for each temperature. An MJ4030 (lour = 10 A) yields
load regulation of 0.04 % @ O'C and 25'C and 0.06 % @
75'C. MFC4060 is the same as MFC6030 except for current
limiting 30 V outputs possible for both circuits .

Just 2 Active Components!
... that's all it takes now to build reliable, regulated power supplies for your
commercial I light industrial I computer
peripheral equipment.
One Darlington and one "functional"
eliminates a dozen or more resistors,
diodes and discrete devices . . . PLUS
their associated wiring . . . PLUS the
cost involved in their assembly!
Power Darlingtons furnish state-ofthe-art performance and design simplicity in most any relay and solenoid drivers, audio amplifiers, servo amplifiers and
series pass regulators by forever obsoleting conventional, "one-for-one" driver
and output transistors and associated
base-emitter resistors. Complementary
in polarity, the metal and plastic series

. . . ,_

A short-circuit protected supply ~
~
~
with 3, 5, and 10 A outputs obtained 0~ '
with MJ 1000, MJ3000 or MJ4030 >
0
2
•
I
I
II
Ii
H
Darlingtons and an MFC6030 reguI OUT (AMPS)
lator. For each output, load regula·
tion is 0 .08 % when used as 5 V
SHORT CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS
regulator. Short-circuit character·
istics indicate limiting performance with each Darlington .
MFC6030 Functional Circuit has 38 V maximum input voltage,
200 mW maximum load current and 3 V minimum voltage
differential.

offers many "firsts" - 2,500 typical hFE,
up-to-100 V sustaining voltage, 5 A-@30 V safe operating area and 100-up
prices low as $1.35.
MFC4060/6030 functional circuits
afford industrial-quality performance
through precision voltage regulation.
Load regulation is 0.23 and line regulation is 0.033/V maximum at 30 V. T c =
± 3.0 m VI• C and output voltage is
adjustable from 4.8 to 35 V. The MFC6030 can be externally programmed to
current-limit from 100 to 200 mA. 90¢
buy:s you an MFC4060 in 100-up quantities!
Both are new, both offer unique advantages individually, both are available
now from your Motorola distributor for
team evaluation on your prototype power

.

supply workbench. Your inquiry will
bring you a complete package of product
data and how-to-do-it power supply
circuits. Write for it today . . . it's all
you'll need. Box 20912, Phoenix, Arizona
85036.
POWER OARLIN GTONS

le
PNP / NPN

Range

Yc 10

(cont)

(SUS )

Series

•

MJ900 to

4·16

MJ4033

v

60 ·100

...
@

le
(min}

750·1000

f. .. '

Price Rana:t

Po

w

SOA

100-up

Sl.35 ·5.35

ISO

3 A @ 25Vto
SA@JOV

,..

1.5,
& 10 A

FUNCTIONAL VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Type

Outstandin1 Characteristics

Pritt
lOO·UP

MFC4060

Ultra ·low cost, precision , series p1n re1u11tor
in 4·1Hd plulic

$ .90

MFC60JO

Short ·circuit protected , 6·1Hd version pro1r1mmed
to current limit from 100 to 200mA

$1.78
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'!Y?.§biogton report
Airport-aid money diverted to cover FAA operating expenses
Money being paid into the new a.irport-airways trust fund is being
us.ed to meet Federal Aviation Adminstration operations and maintenance
expenses, rather than to improve and build new airports, complained the
Air Transport Association and the Airport Operators Council in a joint
press briefing here. Some $246-million of the fund-which comes from
airways user taxes and is allocated by the Administration-has been
earmarked for FAA housekeeping expenses with only $40-million for
airport construction and improvement. Some industry groups say that
using the money for anything besides airports is illegal. But the Administration maintains it can us.e the money as it sees fit.

Maker of electronics kits asks for FCC changes
The Heath Co., manufacturers of do-it-yourself electronic kits, has
asked the Federal Communications Commission to come up with new
certification rules for microwave ovens. Heath asked the FCC for prototype rath.er than pre-use certification, claiming the present FCC regulations cost the company the 1970 Christmas market.
The petition cl.aimed that Heath had made an investment o.f $450,000
"in the good-faith belief that this product could be made and sold legally."
A prototype approval, "which is available to all fa.ctory-assembl.ed microwave ovens, is not available for kits," the complaint stated. It added that
the alternative, pre-use certification, "would be so costly and burdensome
to the purchaser as to be totally impractic·a ble." Heath claimed further
that the commission rules handed over the entire microwave-oven market
to manufacturers of factory-assembled products, both domestic and
foreign.

Electronics a major factor in 1970 export increase
Figures for the first nine months of laat year indicate that 1970 was
a bumper year for both exports and imports, according to the Commerce
Dept. Exports rose about 14.5 '% to $42.7-billion while imports climbed
9.5 % to $39.4-billion.
Electrical machinery exports climbed about 12 '% to $2.209-billion, with
computers and parts accounting for $777-million, up $275-million over a
like period a year ago.
Semiconductors were up $73-million to $321-million, and other offi..ce
machine exports wer.e up $100-million to $328-million. Exports of power
machinery, switchgear and measuring and controlling instruments also
increas.ed. The biggest purchasers of computers and other office machinery
were Japan and Western Europe.
On the other side of the coin machinery imports totaled $2.69-billion
with office machines accounting for $376-million, up from $264-million
a year ago. Sales of electronic calculators from Japan totaled $42.1E L ECTRONIC D ESIGN
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million while sales from all other countries including Japan reached $43.5million. Last year Japan sold $11.7-million in calculators. Data-processing
equipment imports totaled $42.9-million compared with $22.1-million last
year. More than half came from Canada.

NASA survives first round in budget battle
NASA has won the first round in its fight to keep manned space flight
at, or close to, its present level. The space agency had maintained it would
need the same money-$3.3-billion-that it received last year if the program was to continue. Informed sources told ELECTRONIC DESIGN that
after some fairly bitter wrangling the Bureau of the Budget okayed
$3.26-billion for NASA in the coming fiscal year. There had been reports
that anything Jess would have meant the scrubbing of Apollo flights 16
and 17, but a NASA source said that both flights are "very much all systems go right now." NASA's budget must still, however, survive trips to
the White House and Congresa.

GAO panel to standardize accounting procedures
A five-man board will begin meetings sometime within the next week
or so at the General Accounting Office to draw up a set of federal costaccounting standards. Defense contractors-and probably all Government
contractors, eventually-will be bound by what the board decides. Industry
trade associations look upon the board and its furictions with some apprehension. Proponents of the bill, which was pass.ed last August, argued
that standard accounting procedures would sa v.e billions in defense
dollars, but industry spokesmen said it would eventually lead to higher
prices for Government work because of reduced flexibility and increased
costs in running accounting departments. GAO says it will probably take
about three years to complete the work.

Capital Capsules:

SST gainsayers are now arguing that the U. S. should have joined
the British-French team to build the slower Concorde instead of going it
alone with the much faster U. S. model. They forget that eight years ago
Najeeb Halaby who was FAA administrator then tried to do just that but
had the door slammed in his face by the British and the French ... FAA
has named Gen. Spencer S. Hunn (USAF, Ret.) to be director of its National Airspace Systems Program Office and Brig. Gen. Gustav Lundquist,
associate administrator for Engineering and Development ... The White
House has withdrawn the nomination of Sherman E. Unger to the FCC
leaving the impression that it did so because Unger had tax problems.
Insiders feel the more realistic reason is an Unger clash with the White
House staff. Thomas J. Houser, deputy director of the Peace Corps, has
been named in Unger's place ... House and Senate have given the new
Environmental Protection Agency the power to set limits on emission of
pollutants from aircraft and to set health standards for aircraft fuels ...
The Air Transport Association told a press conference here that the airlines will lose $192-million in 1971 if fares don't go up. Five months ago
ATA predicted that the 1971 loss would be around $500-million . .. The
National Academy of Sciences has strongly rapped NASA for taking risks
with the lives of astronauts in the Mercury, Gemini and Apollo programs
by paying little or no attention to the effects of prolonged space flight.
NASA has responded by setting up the new position of Director of Life
Sciences in the Office of Manned Space Flight. Maj. Gen. James W.
Humphreys, Jr., (USAF, Ret.)-a medical doctor-was named.
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Today, oscilloscope manufacturers offer many sophisticated
oscilloscopes. Unfortunately, solving a measurement problem with them often takes more valuable hours than need
be. TEKTRONIX recognized this, so when we developed

150-MHz Rackmount

the 7000 SERIES (five mainframes and
seventeen plug-ins), several features
were incorporated that take the guesswork out of oscilloscope operation.

• CRT READOUT is exclusive to Tektronix. It labels the CRT
with time and frequency; volts, ohms, temperature (C), and amps;
invert and uncal symbols; and automatically corrects for attenuator probes and magnifiers. A trace identify push button on each
amplifier unit (also on the P6052 and P6053 Probes) deflects the
appropriate trace and identifies the correct readout. With CRT
Readout you look in only one place for accurate data.
• PEAK-TO-PEAK AUTO TRIGGERING is the only truly automatic triggering. It makes triggering as simple as pressing three
push-button controls: P-P AUTO
AC
INT
Now a triggered sweep is obtained regardless of the LEVEL/
SLOPE control position.

Tlll&'D •

LEVEL/SLOPE

TRIGGERING
llOOl

CDUPl.lllli

P·PAllTII

AC

SOUllCl
1111'

• PUSH-BUTTON CONTROLS do more than conserve front
panel space. Because they are lighted and single function, time
is not lost identifying them.
• AUTO-FOCUS CIRCUIT eliminates the need for continuous
refocusing with intensity changes .
• COLOR-KEYED FRONT PANELS conveniently relate controls
to functions. For example, green identifies all trigger controls.
• CAM SWITCHES require 75% less torque than normal wafertype rotary switches. They are just as convenient as power steering in an automobile.

When you require a new oscilloscope, evaluate the Tektronix 7000 Series; it has been designed to solve more of
your measurement problems easier and quicker. For a
demonstration, contact your nearby Tektronix field engineer
or write: Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon
97005.
Tektronix lease and rental programs are available In the U.S.

..

TEKTRONIX@
committed to
technical excellence

-
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All toroids look alike.
Our PULSE·RATED"toroids really are alike.
We developed the concept of pulse
rated toroids to eliminate tedious selection problems. Now we've developed new materials. Fully proven.
Component tested. So you get guaranteed performance over a temperature range of 0° to 60° C.
Pulse-rated toroids not only simplify your selection process, they
practically eliminate scrap. So you
get 100% yield in your pulse transformer production.
Specifications provided for every
pulse-rated toroid include pulse in-

ductance, volt-microsecond product,
and temperature behavior under
pulse conditions.
Parylene-coated pulse-rated toroids in sizes and specifications to
suit your design requirements are
now available for off-the-shelf delivery. Want some? We welcome the
opportunity to send you samples.
And hot-off-the-press spec sheets.
And to consult with you about your
design problems. Write Indiana
General, Electronic Products, Keasbey, N. J. 08832.

Indiana general ~

a division of Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corporation
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SYSTEM SOURCERY

EXACT announces a programmable waveform source
designed for trouble-free system interface
• Remote or local programming of
frequency, waveform, amplitude, trigger,
gate, D.C. offset and phase.
• Produces sine, square, triangle, ramp,
pulse ... symmetrical about ground or with
programmed D.C. offset. Programming
trigger or gate modes produces single-shot
or burst output.
• Programming inputs compatible with
DTL, TTL, contact closure.
• Frequency range 0.001 Hz to· 1.1 MHz
(usable to 0.0001 Hz).
• Voltage controlled frequency (VCF) with
1000:1 ratio.
• Two models . .. Model 605 with remote
and local programming ... Model 606 with
remote programming only.

grounds are isolated for flexibility and safety. Less
than 1 milliamp of sink current (less than 1 TTL load)
per programming line eliminates the need for buffers.
And, up to 50 volts can be applied to programming
lines without damage.
The Model 605 (shown above) can be programmed
remotely or by front-panel local controls. The operator can program all functions remotely or all locally,
or he can program some remotely and some locally.
All front panel connectors are paralleled at the rear
for added convenience. The Model 606 is identical
to the 605 except it is programmed remotely only.
Call or write Exact for a demonstration of these versatile generators. Or circle the reader service number
for complete specifications.
Model 605 (remote/local programming) .... . $1,450
Model 606 (remote programming only) ...... $1,250

Exact's Model 605 and 606 Programmable Waveform Generators are designed for use with the most
advanced automatic test systems. Commanded by
any standard digital logic , they can produce the
waveforms needed to drive high speed systems without disturbing the integrity of the system itself.
Trouble-free system interface is accomplished by
several design features. Programming and signal

®

EXACT
electronics, inc.
Box 160
Hillsboro , Oregon 97123
Telephone (503) 648-6661
A subsidiary of
Vector Management Corp.
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Improve your imageput The Bright Ones
in your system·
Easy-to-read displays enhance any
system , because nobody likes to
squint and strain to keep track of
what's going on. HP X-Y displays are
easy to read. They' re brighter than
the others, by more than a full order
of magnitude. That's why we call them
" The Bright Ones."
Our 1331 , for instance, displays information at 100 ft-lamberts (as compared to the competition ' s 3 ftlamberts), and gives you 1 MHz
bandwidth, variable persistence, and
flicker-free storage. This latter feature eliminates the need for display
refresh in computer-controlled systems , saving valuable processing
time.
Display brightness lets you observe
data even under the brightest light-

ing conditions ; you don 't have to turn
your work area into a " darkroom ."
And the 1331 's storage-mesh CRT lets
you show information with Z-axis
shades of gray-an HP exclusive.
The 1331 takes up only one half of
a standard-width systems rack , and
is available in two versions. The
1331A has front-panel controls; the
1331C, a programmable version, has
the controls and programming input
connector in the rear.
Price of the 1331A or 1331C is only
$1575, with OEM discounts available.
For applications where variable persistence and storage capability are
not required, we offer the 1330A. It
costs only $800, with OEM discounts
also available.
Whether your system will be used

for electronic testing , communications work , chemical or nuclear
analysis, spectrum analysis, military,
aerospace, commercial , medical or
educational applications, one of HP's
" Bright Ones" can help solve your
display problems.
For further information on these
and other HP X-Y displays, contact
your local HP field engineer, or write
to Hewlett-Packard , Palo Alto , California 94304. In Europe: 1217 MeyrinGeneva, Switzerland .
08 112

HEWLETT"' PACKARD
OSCILLOSCOPE

SYSTEMS
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Tips on cooling off
hot semiconductors
As power levels go up and up and package size shrinks, circuit designers are keeping semiconductors cool
with IERC Heat Sinks/Dissipaters. Reducing junction temperature gives many benefits: faster rise and fall times,
faster switching speed and beta, fewer circuit loading effects and longer transistor life and circuit reliability.

Thermal mating of matched transistors, such as these T05's shown on
a dual LP, maintains matched operating characteristics. The LP's
unique multiple staggered-finger design (both single and dual
models) maximizes radiation and convection cooling, results in a
high efficiency-to-weight and -volume ratio.

Power levels of plastic power devices such as X58's, MS9's, and
M386's can be increased up to 80% in natural convection and
500% in forced air when used with PA and PB Dissipators. PA's
need only .65 sq. in. to mount; PB's 1.17 sq. in. Staggered finger
design gives these light-weight dissipators their high efficiency.

Heat problems? IERC engineers we!. come the opportunity to help solve
your heat dissipation problems. As
the world's largest manufacturer of
heat sinks/dissipators for lead and
case mounted semiconductors, they
can come up with a practical, low
cost solution.

TOS's and T018's In high density packages
can be cooled off with efficient push-on Fan
Tops that cost only pennies. T-shaped, need
no board room, let other components snuggle close. Spring fingers accommodate wide
case diameter variations. Models for R097's,
R097 A and D-style plastic devices also.

High power T03's, T066's, T06's, T015's, etc.
can be operated with much more power
when used with HP's. These compact, lightweight staggered finger devices accommodate from one to four T03's. Provide the
same heat dissipation as an extrusion that's
three times heavier and one-third larger.

Free
four-page
Short Form
Catalog.
Send for
your copy
today.

Heat Sinks/Dissipators

----

IIERC 1~ I

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONIC RESEARCH CORPORATION/ A CORPORATE DIVISION OF OYNAMICS CORPORATION OF AMERI CA/ 135 WEST MAGNOLIA AVENUE. BURBAN K. CALIFORNIA 91502
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STANDARD MODELS
Curves for load line design available for each model.

CURTIS
TRACK-MOUNT
RELAY SOCKET ASSEMBLIES
Now the widest choice ever to mount
most any relay or timer. Features P.C.
board construction with barrier-type
screw or clamp type terminal blocks. Up
to 24 sockets snap in-or-out of 48" pre·
punched vinyl track using only two or
three mounting screws.
Send today for further information.

v

v

v
v
v
v
v
v
v

imum.

•Range of values in any category equal to ,., 33 3 of mean.
"Measured at 100 V, 5 seconds after 50 FC light extinguished.

CDS-5

I

A very compact
unit with a T.O. 5
housing, produced

to your specifica·

THE

CURTIS DEVELOPMENT & MFG. CO.

lions.

3236 N. 33rd St. • Milwaukee, Wis. 53216

Our engineering department
will work with you on any
special application of
photosensitive layers.
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1 FC
Max.
Simulated Nominal
Dark
Daylight Resistance Curent ..
CDS 50 V AC
50 FC
or
Max.
Type Mean•
2800° K
Min. Dark
Max.
Volt
A I " photocell, especially No. Output
lncand.
Resistance
Dissip .
Dark
designed for numerous
applications in outside o r - - + - - - + - - - - + - - - - + - - - + - - 701
1.5 ma
25 ua
500
inside lighting, flame con3 ma
25 ua
all raled
500
trol , and relay applications 702
where. thjl light source is 703
6 ma
40 ua
Y. watt 350 v
incandescent. Proven by
continuou
hundreds of thousands of 710
1330 ohms
meg.
I watt
500 v
photocell years of service.
711
670 ohms
meg.
I minute 500 v
712
330 ohms
2.5 meg.
350
901
1.5 ma
25 ua
All
1000 v
902
3 ma
25 ua
rated
1000
CDS·7
903
6 ma
40 ua
~ watt
700
904
contin 500
12 ma
200 ua
Has the same gen910
4 meg.
1000
1330 ohms
uous
eral characteristics
911
670
ohms
meg.
2
watts
1000
v
as the COS-9 but a
smaller size (\1 ")
912
330 ohms
2.5 meg.
I minute 700
for use where
0.5 meg.
913
165 ohms
500
space is at a min -

PIONEER

-

ELECTRIC & RESEARCH CORPORATION

I

lilDliJlil

Subsidiary of
Controls, Inc.
743 Circle Ave., Forest Park, Ill. 60130
Telephone : (312) 771 -8242
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In panel design, looks are everything.
But, you don't have to sacrifice good looks for the
sake of function. Every Rogan control knob and dial
is designed to enhance your front panel and perform
flawlessly.
Rogan offers hundreds of different shapes and
sizes and 17 handsome ABS standard colors-with
custom colors readily available. So no matter what
your application, Rogan control knobs will
contribute both functionally and aesthetically.
See for yourself. Write for our new "R-71"
catalog. Or outline your requirements for
quotation. Free samples of particular items will
be sent on request.
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NEW PRIZES!

971TOP
1a111ur
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1st p RI ZE

FRIDEN MODEL
1152 PROGRAMMABLE PRINTING
CALCULATOR

- ·
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SINCER
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Ideal for use at home as well as office. The
Friden 1152 Programmable Printing Calculator
with square root speeds business and scientific
figurework by eliminating repetitious intermediate
steps. After initial programming, only the variables
are entered.

SECOND PRIZE: Friden 1114 Electronic
Display Calculator. This compact calculator features a 14-digit display window and a "floating
decimal. " The lightweight machine is a little larger
than a telephone directory.

J

B

THIRD PRIZE: Friden Model 213 Adding
Machine (with automatic recall). Adding and

Friden Programmable Printing Calculator

subtracting with a constant and/or a grand total,
short cut multiplying , and calculating with non-add
data entries are featured. The last printed number
is held in memory, ready for recall.

4th and 5th PRIZES: EICO Model AX-5
4 ft.-high "Light Fantastic" Audio Lighting
System. When hooked up to hi-fi system or radio,
full spectrum color lighting in translucent dome
pulses, leaps, and falls in response to music.

6th through 13th PRIZES: Bulova
Accutron® " Spaceview " transistorized wrist timepieces. Tiny tuning fork vibrates 360 times a second , permits accuracy guarantee to within 60 seconds a month .

14th through 75th PRIZES:
Copies of the " Standard Dictionary of Computers and Information
Processing" by Martin H. Weik.
Reliable definitions and explanations for more than 10,000 hardware and software terms in use.
326 pages. Hardbound .

Friden Electronic
Display Calculator

Friden Adding Machine
(with automatic recall)
EICO " Light Fantasti c"
Audio Lighting System
Bulova " Accutron ® "
" Spaceview" wrist timepiece

••
"Sta ndard Directory of
Computers and Information
Processing"

NEW RULES!

- --·----

NEW EXCITEMENT!

--- -

-

HERE'S ALL YOU HAVE TO DO TO ENTER:
1. Pick the 10 ads that you think will be best read in this issue ...
2. List your selections on the Top Ten entry blank ...
3. Mail to Electronic Design before midnight February 28, 1971.
Try your skill .. . see if you can pick the Top Ten . .. 75 valuable prizes await the winners. There are no
slogans to write, no hidden tricks. All you need to do is examine this issue of Electronic Design carefully.
Pick the ten advertisements that you think will be best-read by your fellow engineer-subscribers. Then list
these advertisements (in the rank order you think our readers will select them) on the special entry forms
bound in this issue.
THERE'S A CHANGE IN RULES THIS YEAR Instead of selecting the top ten ads on the basis of "Recall
Seen" scores, the judges will base their decisions on the "Recall READ MOST" category of Reader Recall
-Electronic Design's method of measuring readership in the issue. This means that flashy ads will probably step back in favor of those ads which have a product story to tell ... ads which are more informative,
interesting, and useful to the reader. Remember, in making your choices, be sure to consider not only
your own interests in the subject matter of each advertisement, but also those of the other 73,000-plus
subscribers to this magazine.
Read the rules carefully, examine the ads, mail in your entry blank ... maybe this year you will be the
first prize winner!

ENTRY BLANKS ARE ON THE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL CARDS BOUND IN THIS ISSUE
1971 TOP TEN READER CONTEST RULES
1. Enter your Top Ten selections on the entry blank provided ,
or on any reasonable facsimile . Be sure to indicate the names
of the advertiser and page number for each of your choices .
These cho ices should be placed in the order you think readers
will rank them . (Ads placed by Hayden Publishing Company
in Electronic Des ign should not be considered in this contest.)
2. No more than one entry may be submitted by any one individual. Entry blank must be filled in completely, or it will
not be considered . The box on the entry blank marked " Reader
Contest " must be checked . Electronic Design will pay postage
for official entry blanks only.
3. To enter, readers must be engaged in electronic design
engineering work, either by ca rrying out or supervising design
engineering or by setting standards for design components
and materials.
4. No cash payments, or ot her substitutes , will be made in
lieu of any prize.

5. Contest void where prohibited or taxed by law. Liability for
any taxes on prizes is the sole responsibility of the winners.
6. Entries will be compared with the " Recall Read Most" category of Reader Recall (Electronic Design's method of measuring readership) . That entry which in the opinion of the judges
most closely matches the "Recall Read Most" rank, will be
declared the winner.
7. In case of a tie , the earliest postmark will determine the
winner. Decisions of Top Ten contest judges will be final.

Let lntersil guard you from
masking costs and delays
with an electrically
programable ROM . All you
need to code it is a few
seconds and a simple program
box. No masks. No eight weeks for delivery.
It's the IM5600, our 256-bit 40-ns T2L ROM
packaged in a 16-pin DIP or flatpack . A pin-for-pin
replacement for the 9034 and its second
sources, only faster. And it's off-the-shelf
from our distributors.
TWX-a-Code or Code-a-Card.

For super-fast service , TWX your code to us or
your nearest lntersil distributor. We 'll program up
to 100 RO Ms directly off the wire and have them
in the mail to you right away.
Another time saver. Order quantities of blank RO Ms, mount them
on your own PC cards and stock them . When you need it, program a
complete card at a time , plug it in and go!
Penny a bit, anyone?

Price for the IM5600 (0 to + 75° C version) is $25 .70 in 100-piece lots. But if you're interested
in really large quantities we can bring the price down to a fraction of that. Any takers?
See your friendly lntersil fellow.

lntersil stocking distributors. Schweber Electronics; Century Electronics ;
Semiconductor Specialists ; DeMambro Electronics ; R. V. Weatherford Co.
lntersil area sales offices. Los Angeles (213) 370-5766 ; Metropolitan
New York (201) 567-5585 ; Minneapolis (612) 925-1844; San Francisco
Bay Area (408) 257-5450.
Overseas representatives. Clichy, France :
Trancham Electronique. Amsterdam: Klaasing Electronics.
Tokyo : lnternix. Zurich: Laser & Electronic Equipment.
London: Tranchant Electron ique . Munich: Spezial Electronics .

IDl8rSil

U.S. representatives in all major cities.
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Solid state, for 1000x reliability.

Genistron, for high-amp ratings.
Get it al I. The whopping improvement in cycle I ife that sol id state relays switch on : 100- mi 11 ion operations
vs.100,000 from horse-and -buggy EM . Plus the fullest range going in high -amp solid state . All the way to
40 amps-twenty more than the nearest competition.
Up through 240 Volts AC, 40 VDC Genistron isolated SSR's are fully enctipsulated for ruggedness .
With barrier-strip screw-type terminals for easy connections . And our AC Syncroswitch Relay has zero-axis
switching to eliminate RFI . (Just what you 'd expect from the same people who bring you Genistron EMI filters .)
Catalog and specs, yours for the asking . Call or write Gen istron Solid State Relays, Genisco Technology
Corporation, 18435 Susana Road, Compton, California 902 21. (213) 77 4 -1850.

GENISTRON SOLID STATE RELAYS
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 42
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The Great Idea ...by Kelvin,Varley,
Poggendorff and Porter.
Porter is the gentleman seated second
from the left. With a little help from his
friends, Hank Porter came up with a great
idea. Or really, two great ideas. The
DIGIVIDER® and the DIGIDECADE®.
The DIGIVIDER is a voltage divider
that comes in two configurations. The
Kelvin-Varley-Porter version and the
Poggendorff-Porter configuration. They
are Thumb,w heel Switches that act like
ten-turn potentiometers, only better. Now
you can "click" the dial settings to whatever voltage you want (as an output) and
that's exactly what you get. And you
don't need a magnifying glass to read
the digits.
DIGIVIDER accuracies range from 0.1
to 0.025% full scale voltage ratio (0.01 %
available) with resolutions to 0.0001 %
and input impedances from 100 to
100,000 ohms. Trimming options are also
available.
The Poggendorff-Porter DIGIVIDER
configuration can also be used as a

resistance decade. Again, similar to a
ten-turn potentiometer, only in this case,
resistance as well as voltage settings are
directly related to dial settings.
The DIGIDECADE also comes in a different circuit configuration without anyone's name attached to it. Here, as a

resistance decade, it utilizes a weighted
code of 1-2-2-2-2-, using five resistors to
achieve nine discrete steps of resistance
from (0-9) or multiples thereof. It is a
linear progression that yields the desired
total resistance.
DIGIDECADES hove accuracies to
0.1 % of setting , resistance ranges from
10 ohms to 1 megohm and step sizes of
1 to 100,000 ohms.
As with all DIGITRAN products, you
can count on stability and quality . You
won't get more than a 5 milliohm change
in contact resistance through 100,000
accurate switching operations.
So, write for our new catalog on
DIGIVIDERS and DIGIDECADES, or even
better, give us a call. That's a great idea
too.

THE DIGITRAN COMPANY
A Divi sio n of Becton, Dickinson a nd Co. \ B-D]
055 South Arroyo Purk~· ay, P asadena, California 91105 • -Phone: (213) ~'·'9·3110, TWX 910-588-3794

Pictured/. l o r.:William Thomps o n Kel vin, 1824-1907, En!!lund, Hunk l'ort Pr,U .S.A., Cromwell F/eet u1ood Jlor/Py,1828-1883 f;nl?laml, } oh unn ChriMiun J>op.gf'nd orfi/ 796· 1877, Gt.'rmun r.
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GaAsLITE Update
Hooray! Price reductions for both red
and amber GaAsLITEs.
Effective immediately, prices (suggested resale in 1,000
quantities) on our red light-emitting diodes MV 50,
MV 10B and our amber GaAsLITE MV 1, have been cut
to 99¢. Smaller quantity prices have gone down, too.
Get the details from your distributor.
If you've been considering GaAsLITEs in sockets where
you need good brightness, low power drive, high reliability, and ready availability, it's time to stop thinking
and send a P.O. Wow! 99¢.

0
0

o

..LI
I

MV 2:
The green GaAsLITE is GO ...
We are now in full production with our green solidstate light, the MV 2. Its active galli~m phosphide puts
out a very bright 300 ft-L in the 5600A range @ 650 mA.

0

0

o

Packaged in a T0-18 header, the MV 2 completes the
stop-wait-go color choices that display designers have
been looking for.

MAN 1001
New: Polarity and overflow display

Suggested resale price, 1,000's: $3.75.

Customers who have bought and used our MAN 1 displays asked us to build a ±1 device to integrate into
digital readout displays, cockpit instruments, and industrial controls.
Voila! the MAN 1001 . Same size and package as the
MAN 1 GaAsLITE display. Same high brightness (typ. 350
ft-L @ 20 mA) and IC-compatible power requirements
(3.4V typ. forward voltage per segment @ IF = 20 mA) .
Suggested resale price, 100's: $11.50 each .

. .. and it's in our new GaAsLITE Answer Kit.
Creative display designers want new answers for panel
indicator light problems. They'll find them, complete
with applications ideas and design help, in our
GaAsLITE Answer Kit, available from any Monsanto
distributor worldwide for only $9.95. Contains a volume
of GaAsLITE Tips, two MV 50 and MV10B red GaAsLITES,
two MV 1 amber solid-state lights, and one of our new
green answers, the MV 2.
Get out a purchase req and start working with all kinds
o f GaAsLITEs now.

Meet Big Red, the MV 4
The GaAsLITE becomes an illuminator
Photography fans will be delighted to hear that we've
developed the MV 4 series of light-emitting diodes.
They put out 5,000 ft-L@ IF= 1.0 A in the 6700
region, well above the sensitivity range of most photographic emulsions. Mounted in a T0-5 stud-type header,
the MV 4 can take up to 1A continuous current in an
efficient heat sink.

A

MV 4's will also serve well as high intensity locators
and warning ind icators when pulsed. They will handle
peak currents of 25A at 1 µsec, 300 pps limits.
Price : (resale, 100's) $9.25.
Delivery: off the shelf.

Monsanto
For additional technical information write
Monsanto Electronic Special Products
10131 Bubb Road, Cupertino, California 95014
(408) 257-2140
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Up-to-date and thorough
PE Examination Guides
These two volumes offer the most convenient and economical coverage of the subject matter that must be
mastered to successfully pass the preliminary examination (Engineer-in-Training) and the final examination
for the professional license in electrical engineering.
Each concise, carefully organized volume presents
problems from recent state examinations together with
complete step-by-step solutions. Providing rapid access

to important topics, vital for "open book" examinations,
each also includes numerous pertinent illustrations and
lists of references for further study.
Prepared by practicing engineers, the books have
been written on the premise that the reader is versed
in engineering, and that he is approaching the time
when his State Board of Examiners will consider him
qualified for taking the examinations.

BASIC
ENGINEERING
SCIENCES
AND
STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERING
FOR
ENGINEERIN-TRAINING
EXAMINATIONS

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
AND
ECONOMICS
AND ETHICS
FOR
PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEERING
EXAMINATIONS

H. JACK APFELBAUM, P.E. , Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Lowell Technological Institute; and
WALTER 0 . OTTESEN, P.E., Patent Counsel

JOHNS. LYONS, P.E.; and STANLEY W. DUBLIN, Institute of Environmental Medicine, New York University
Medical Center

Comprehensive and well balanced in its coverage of the concepts
and techniques fundamental to all areas of engineering practice,
this volume presents nearly two-hundred problems carefully
chosen from recent examinations given by the individual states .
Typical of the material the reader is likely to encounter in Engineer-in-Training Exam inations, these are conveniently arranged
by subject, and cover three broad areas: background material in
mathematics, physics, and chemistry; the basic engineering
sciences: statics, dynamics, fluid mechanics, thermodynamics,
electricity, and engineering economy; and seven chapters detailing topics in structural engineering. Introductory sections precede each subject area and its fully worked-out problems, providing background in the specific concepts, principles, and
terminology. More than three-hundred detailed illustrations insure a complete grasp of problem-solving techniques. # 5712,
408 pages, illustrated, $13.95

Presenting a wide range of problems in electrical engineering,
this book concentrates on the subjects and topics that form the
basis for an ever-changing technology. The portion of the book
devoted to economics and legal and ethical considerations is
equally compl ete , providing in-depth understa nding that will
prove valuable in future engineering assignments.
Almost one-hundred problems in electrical engineering
range from basic circuitry to the uncategorizable "bonus" problems frequently encountered in examinations. More than onehundred-seventy illustrations illu strate the text. The section on
economics features an unusual approach to such topics as interest, costs, valuat ion, and the like - the summa rized use of formulas in solving nearly fifty typic al problems. # 5715, 320 pages,
illustrated, $12.95.

Hayden Professional Engineering Examination Series, LAWRENCE J. HOL'LANDER, P.E.,
Editor-in-Chief. Subsequent volumes will focus on mechanical and civil engineering.
Send no money - clip or duplicate this coupon today!

r-----------------------------------------------1
ril HAYDEN BOOK COMPANY, INC. I

15-DAY FREE EXAMINATION

~ 116 W. 14 St., New York, N.Y. 10011

Please send the book(s) checked below on a 15-day free exa mination basis. At the end of that time, I will remit payment , plus
postage , or return the book(s) without further obligation .

I
I
I

Firm / Institution _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

O #5712, Basic Engineering Sciences and Structural Engineering

Address _ _ __

_

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_

for Engineer-in -Training Examinations, $13.95

O 5715, Electrical Engineering and Economics and Ethics for
Profess ional Engineering Examinations, $12 .95

D Further information on the Hayden Professional Engineering
Examinations Series

City/ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

_ _ __
71.34 1

D Payment enclosed (Hayden pays postage) . Same return guarantee. On all overseas orders payment in U.S. dollars must be
enclosed.

I

I
I
I
I
I

-----------------------------------------------J
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ANEW FIELD-OF-ONE
IN LIGHTED PUSHBUTTON
SWITCHES.
Switchcraft's "PUSH-LITE"
switch offers reliable
leafspring switching in
a neat little package.

A rugged molded housing
encloses the highly reliable
leafspring switching and
protects against dust, dirt
and mishandling.

This whole new field of
compact (1 " x U{/' x 1 %")
pushbutton switches reduces
the size of your control panels ,
consoles-and cost, too! Our
new field-of-one consists of
6 series-including non illuminated and illuminated
single and twin -lamp units
in two housing colors (black
or grey). Up to 4PDT switching
in momentary and push -lock/
push -release functions.
Ratings range from dry circuit
switching, up to 3 amps., A.C. ,
non-inductive load .

Pick from flange or barrier
mounting-individually or in
matrix configurations. Series
PL " PUSH-LITE" switches
mount from front of panel with
clamp brackets, simply and
quickly. No mounting screws
show!
Design with up to two lamps
and either full or split display
screens-vertically or
horizontally. Full display
provides up to 3 lines of 6
characters each. Virtually
unlimited lighting versatility

ACTUAL SIZE

provided by 7 different colors
of pushbuttons, insert filters
and silicone bo9ts.
For additional information ,
contact a Switchcraft
Representative or write for
Catalog S-345 . SWITCHCRAFT, INC.
5529 N. Elston Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60630
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How DoYou Make
Over 1500 Connections
In Less Than 3 Cubic Inches ?
They show .you a layout for a 13module package that mounts into
14-contact double-pin motherboard .
sockets. The package also has 6
off-the-shelf connectors for system
interface connections.

How about a redesign? Out of the
question, time and money are almost gone.
Then as you look at the package,
the printed circuit idea takes hold.
Why not make several flexible
printed circuits? You'd have something like this ~

,.=g::;

"No problem", you say, "we just
use standard wiring techniques,
what's so difficult about that?"
Then they throw you a curve.
The package is for a special project
and the weight and space allow·
ances are all but used up. They also
suggest that you keep costs down.
You get the wire list and do the
arithmetic required to find the wire
and solder weight. Just to meet the
weight requirement you have to go
to No. 26 wire which means special
manufacturing techniques if current
capacity is OK. You'll never cram
that much wire into the space al·
lowance.
Maybe you can pick up module
interconnections by a motherboard
printed circuit redesign. For the
system interconnects you'll use
off-the-shelf connectors with crimp
pins. But these shortcuts provide
only a partial solution.
Now you're getting sore. You go
over the wire list and your arithmetic again and again, it's hopeless.

Now you're getting somewhere.
You'll make them for the module
interconnects and then place them
on the socket pins in layers. Any
problems? No, you can use conventional wiring to come from the connectors to the module pins.
What about production? You
talk to the printed circuit people
and discover that no one has experience with flexible etched circuitry.
Now you sit on the horns of a
new dilemma. Whom do you con-

suit about your problem? Then you
thumb through the booklet one of
the PC people loaned you.
What a find! You discover that
the company who puts out the
booklet specializes in flexible
etched circuitry and has solved
countless other problems just like
yours. You find an example of your
idea put to use. The booklet is full

of good ideas and contains design
and special fabrication tips. Not
only that, but the company can
design and manufacture the entire
interconnect without using a single
wire. Think of the production and
assembly economies. Send for your
own copy.

LJ't'

TELEDYNE
ELECTRO-MECHANISMS

29 Crown Street
Nashua, N.H. 03060
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It's like having a 450,000 sq. ft.
electronics supply house
right in your hands!
ALLI ED ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRIAL CATALOG No. 710

PRICE $2.00
REFUNDED WITH FIRST PURCHASE

The most complete, most factual, most wanted
catalog in electronics, backed up ·by the
largest inventory in the industry!
./ 616 PAGES

./ OVER 70,000 ITEMS

./ OVER 700 MANUFACTURERS
./ FACT-PACKED REFERENr.E BOOK

f

i
I

Let All ied Electron ic's giant 1971 Catalog be your buying
guide for everything in electronics. It's backed by the
fastest personalized service possible, the best orderfill ing record in the U.S.A. , plus the full resources that
have made us THE electronics supply house in the
country for 50 years. Send for your catalog today-there 's
an Allied Man waiting for YOUR order.

'S;·

NOW! There's an

1----------------------,

Allied Electronics
INDUSTRIAL CATALOG

Gentlemen:
1 Please Send Me a Copy of your
1
I New 1971 Catalog No. 710

ORDER DESK
At Each of the 850 Allied
Radio Shack Stores!

I I Enclose $2.00 (Credited to my first Order)
1 NAM

I

·
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TITLE
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CITY
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4LLIEO ELECTRON/CS I ::~:;::
A Subsidiary of TANDY CORP.
2400 Washington Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60612
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CAL-R builds Reliable
Resistors, Capacitors,
Thermistors and Thick
Film devices ...

...and you thought the ''R''
stood for Resistors.
a subsidiary of CapTech, Inc.

Matched sets and Network packages is a CAL-R specialty.
Write for our latest catalogue or call your CAL-R regional
representative.

1601 Olympic Boulevard
Santa Monica, California 90404
(213) 451-9761 TWX 910-343-6966
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editorial
Get ready now for
tomorrow's civionics era
Although few engineers are thinking of a career change during these
uncertain times, a growing number will want to hop on the civionics
(civilization-electronics) bandwagon in the years ahead. But before a
job switch is even contemplated the engineer must have specific answers
to some key questions. Are his present skills transferable to the new technologies, for example? What are the opportunities for advancement~
:Where are the companies located? What are the sala ry levels?
Civionics special reports, such as the one on mass surface transportation (p. 71)), will provide an insight into hardware needs and circuit
problems, but the designer will need to know a great deal more about
the field. He should:
1. Take courses at local colleges or universities. A growing number of
institutions are providing engineers with special courses in a variety
of civionics areas, such as pollution, medical electronics design, and technology in education.
2. Attend conferences, seminars and meetings. Practically all of the major professional groups are offering an increasing number of special technical sessions on the subject of civionics. For example, the National Telemetering Conference (Washington, D. C., April 12-15) will focus on the
theme: "Telemetry and the Environment: Accepting the Challenge."
Technical papers will be given on subjects such as telemedicine, monitoring of earth resources, and traffic control and police data systems.
3. Talk t o engineers who are presently employed in civionics-related
industries. Arrange for a company visit.
4. Join some of t he newer professional groups and societies such as the
Institute of Environmental Sciences, 40 E. Northwest Highway, Mt. Prospect, Ill. , and The Alliance for Engineering in Medicine and Biology, 3900
:Wisconsin Ave. N.W., Suite N-300, Washington, D. C.
5. Write to t he Engineers Joint Council, 345 47th St., New York City
or Deutsch, Shea and Evans, Inc., 49 E. 53rd St., New York City, for
further information on engineering salaries, demand and placement
services.
6. Read trade publications and the growing number of books dealing
with the subject of civionics.
The designer not only can take these steps, but he must-now. So that
wh en the trend to civionics gains momentum-as it will-he will be ready
for the opportunities that await him.
RALPH DOBRINER
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Electronics
to serve
the public

Winds of change are sweeping the country, and design
engineers are being caught up in them. Aerospace and
defense are no longer the unrivaled priorities they once
were in national councils. Instead there is increasing concern with environmental quality, housing, transportation,
medical care, education and crime. Engineers are being
asked to come up with dramatic solutions to long-festering
problems in these areas.
This year will be a crucial one for the electronics industry as shifts from space and defense to socially oriented
programs begin to accelerate. Recognizing the importance
of these shifts, ELECTRONIC DESIGN plans to carry a
series of special reports on emerging areas of technology
that should have a profound effect on the industry and provide new opportunities for design engineers. The first article
in this series - on mass surface transportation - appears
in this issue. Other areas that will be covered in the months
ahead include: anticrime and educational electronics, pollution monitoring and control systems, medical electronics,
nuclear electronics, air-traffic control and automobile-traffic
control.
All of the articles will be strictly hardware and designoriented, not merely "blue sky" surveys. They will inform
readers of hardware needs, as well as circuit and system
problems and proposed solutions.
These are new directions in engineering - so new that
ELECTRONIC DESIGN has coined a · word to describe
the technology. Civionics. It's a word you'll be hearing,
more of this year. And who knows? You may be a civionics
engineer before long.
1
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Looking for high accuracy
in a low level system?
Raytheon Computer's new MilliverterM
is precisely right for you.

level multiplexer in its class. And 4
times as fast with a 40KHz throughput
rate. We've got the capacity too. With
up to 96 analog input channels. 64 low
level. 32 high level. And we've even
Now you can have all the accuracy
provided a full set of manual controls
you need. And at prices you can afford.
for convenient off-line calibration.
Our new Milliverter has a total system
And if you're inputting to a comaccuracy of .0625 % at a gain of 2000.
puter, try one of ours. With processor
It's a combined low level/high level
cycle times from 900ns to 1. 7 5 µs, and
fully differential data acquisition sysprices from under $10,000. All include
tem. And it's yours with 32 low level
direct l/0 to the CPU, 4 addressable
channels, a 14 bit ADC, sample-andregisters and 74 powerful instructions.
hold and power supply for just $5 800.
And we have more than 600 programs,
We're using an instrumentation type
subroutines, applications packages and
amplifier-per-channel, each having a
operating systems for you to choose
built-in 3-pole active Butterworth filter
from. We'll get you on-line faster and
to virtually eliminate 60Hz noise and
for less money than anyone else around.
give you ultra high accuracy. The MilAs we said, we'll give you the best
liverter provides high accuracy signal
price/ performance ratio in the industry.
conditioning for all low bandwidth deIf that's what your systems need, write
vices such as thermocouples and strain
today. Ask for Data File E-191.
gauges. Signal ranges from 5
Raytheon Computer, 2700
m.v fs to 10 vfs are available. P.RAYTHEONf'4 South Fairview, Santa Ana,
In fact our Milliverter is 3 ~
'....I California 92704. Telephone
tunes as accurate as any low
(714) 546-7160.

The only thing Raytheon Computer does is your job. Precisely.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 50
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ver the next five years, according to Government and industry estimates, more than
$200-million will be spent on electronics for guided surface mass transportation.
Typical of the electronic needs are these :
• Fail-safe computer systems and signaling
systems for command and control.
• Gigahertz bandwidth communications systems, such as dielectric waveguides, not onl y
for control but also for passenger convenience.
• Quiet, efficient, reliable, nonpolluting electrical propulsion systems, such as Jin.ear induction motors, and the associated electronics to
control them.
• Methods for getting large quantities of
power to a rapidly moving vehicle that might
even be floating on a cushion of air, such as highly trackable sliding contacts.
• A means of detecting hazards on the guideway several miles in front of the vehicle, such as

0

tieups and automobile generated air pollution in
major cities of the United States provid.e s the
answer. With efficient mass transportation, a city
acquires mobility without overdependence on cars.
A high-speed train between two cities can g.e t
people to the center of each metropolis faster
than they can make it now by flying to an outlying airport, then creeping in the rest of the way
by bus. Automation is the key to better transportation.
For such a system to operate in an automatic
mode, there must be a great deal of command
and control electronics, placed in fixed positions
along the guideway, as well as sensors, monitoring circuits, communications equipment and perhaps a large central computer. The function of a
command and control system is to monitor the
location and condition of all vehicles and passengers on the system and to control the· actions
of each vehicle for maximum efficiency.

Designing

---

-

-

-

- --- - - -

-

.

tomorrow's
8:05 express
David N. Kaye West Coast Editor
optical detection. (A one-inch stone could do a
great deal of damage to a tracked air-cushion
vehicle traveling 3/ 4 inch off the ground at
speeds of 250 mph.)
All of these systems will have to meet tight
performance and environmental specifications.
And unlike aerospace and defense electronics,
one specification that will be found in all guided
surface mass transportation requirements is that
the system must be fail-safe. This means that if
anything goes wrong, the system must revert to
a mode that does not endanger the passenger. The
designer will not be asked for a reliability number only, for that merely defines wh en the system
will fail. He will also be asked how the system
will fail. This adds up to systems that are more
reliable than those that have taken men to the
moon.
Why the big push to develop modern, auto.mated transit systems? One look at the traffic
72

Command and control systems can be broken
down into two basic types :
• Fixed block. The guideway is divided into
a series of sections, usually all of the same
length. Each section is called a block. Only one
vehicle · is allowed in a given block at one time,
and as the vehicle moves through the block, its
communication system receives only the information designated for that particular area. The
location of vehicles on the system is coded by
block number at any instant in time. By merely
determining which blocks are occupied and
which aren't, a controller knows the location of
all vehicles in the system. The length of the
blocks is chosen to pro·v ide an adequate stopping
distance between vehicles in case of emergency.
In some systems a headway of several blocks is
required between vehicles.
• Moving block. The guideway is divided into
a series of sections, or slots, that constantly circuELECTRONIC D ESIGN
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toring functions. Each special-purpose computer
generates digital speed codes and d.etermines
block occupancy for up to 30 blocks of track.
According to Dr. Robert H. Perry, supervisor of
the engineering systems group at Westinghouse
Electric Co. in East Pittsburgh, each block has
two wayside boxes of electronic equipment: one
at the beginning and another at the end of the
block. The speed-code generator (a special-purpose computer) sends digital signals to the wayside boxes at the beginning of each block on a
multiplexed line. These signals tell a vehicle in
that block how fast to go·. A transmitter in the
wayside box couples the signal into the track,
using inductive loop coupling. If there is no
vehicle in the block, the signal is .received by
the wayside box at the end of the block of track.
If a vehicle is in the block, it receives the signal,
shorts out the block, and the signal never gets to
the receiver at the end of the block. By compar-

late around the system. When a vehicle is inserted
into a slot, the slot moves with the vehicle. The
slot, or moving block, is an electronically· determined distance which, when occupied, cannot be
infringed upon by another vehicle. Slot size can
be made variable, so that when the vehicle speeds
up, the slot gets larger to compensate for increased stopping distance in an emergency.
Different computers-different functions

Each of these two basic types of systems requfres computer control. Fixed blocks can be
controlled either by a large central computer or
by small, special-purpose computers placed
around the system-or by a combination of the
two. Variable-size, moving block systems require
an enormous central computer for control. Fixedsize moving blocks can be controlled best by a
group of small, special-purpose computers. In all

DATA DOWN LINE

1. Speed commands on
the Bay Area Rapid Tran::::::: : :titt:m:n:m:#m~m:ttl:):tl}l:ttm:ttm:tti:i::tli:t:m:ttm@itt)+m:t:f sit system will be sent to
up to 30 wayside boxes
simultaneously on a single
line with this multiplexed
communication
system.
The comparison of data
received with data trans·
mitted in the fail-safe,
bit-by-bit com pa rat or
yields vehicle location inDATA BACK LINE
formation as well.
----------~--'~-----~to------:-----

TRACK

I•

cases, a central computer is the best way to
achieve general supervision and monitoring of
the equipment. A central computer must be available for rapid analysis of system failures.
Most advanced of the command and control
systems being built today is the Bay Area Rapid
Transit (BART) system, which will serve the
San Francisco Area. Westinghouse designed the
command and control system for BART. One of
the most interesting parts of the system is a
multiplexed speed-code and block occupancy (see
Fig. 1). This tells the vehicles how fast to
go and also informs a special-purpose computer
of the location of the vehicles. It is typical of
the electronics necessary for the command and
control of sophisticated transportation systems.
BART is a fixed-block system, with small,
special-purpose computers placed periodically at
stations and along the wayside. A large central
computer performs merely supervisory and moniEL ECTRONIC D ESIGN
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ing the signal received with the signal transmitted, a special-purpose computer determines
whether the block is occupied or not. To keep the
signal from one block from propagating into the
next, a shorting bar is positioned at the end of
each block. Detection of occupancy forces the
speed-code generator to consider the speed codes
for all blocks and to adjust them where necessary.
In most of the United States, equipment for
wayside use must be designed for temperatures
of - 10 ° to + 45 °-C, humidity of 5 to 95 % , winds
up to 94 mph; vibration of 1/ 4 g sustained at
frequencies from 0 to 25 Hz, shock of 4 g's and
rain of two inches for 24 hours. To withstand
this environment, the equipment includes a heavy
outer box for protection against animals and
people, 0-ring seals and a polyurethane conformal coating on circuit boards for enduring humidity and rain, potting of circuits for shock
and vibration protection, and heavy-duty sealed
73

connectors. Equipment designed for use on or under the vehicle must withstand temperatures of
- 50 ° to +75 °C, humidity of 5 to 95 % , vibration
of 1 g sustained at frequencies from 0 to 60 Hz,
shock of 20 g's on 3 axes and, if the equipment
is outside the vehicle, rain of two inches for 24
hours.
In addition wires must be run through steel
conduits, antennas mounted under the vehicle
must be sealed in a substance like fiberglas, 0ring seals must be used on all closures and circuit
boards should never be cantilevered.
To protect against electrical interference from
internal circuitry, such as chopper drives, and
from external interference, including radio station antennas, electric power lines and steel
bridges, the chosen frequencies must not fall in
the harmonics of the chopper, narrowband interference filters must be used, wire must be run
either as a shielded cable or twisted pair, singlepoint grounding should be used and transmission
lines must be balanced to cancel out external
fields. Any digital circuitry must use high noise-immunity logic.
Among other environmental factors that must
be guarded against are acid and alkaline washing of the underside of the vehicle, stones kicked
up off the track, grease on the track that might
break the electrical contact of the car to the
track, and unusual resonances due to· distortions
in the guideway or track.
David Cooper, director of engineering at the
International Rectifier Corp. in El Segundo,
Calif., points out that equipment for transportation systems must be designed with a minimum
lifetime of 15 years and be relatively maintenance-free as well as fail-safe.
If the central computer in the BART system
were to become completely inoperative, the system could still operate. Special-purpose computers would continue to run the vehicles. Since
no one yet knows how to make a central computer
control all operations in a fail-safe mode, most
automated transit systems proposed have these
small, special-purpose computers.
An example of fail-safe, solid-state electronics
is a system of timing developed by Westinghouse
to stop small passenger vehicles automatically at
Tampa International Airport in Florida (see Fig.
2). According to David H. Woods, supervisor of
train control at Westinghouse:
"The timer uses a device called a fail-safe
latch. The latch is a solid-state relay that requires
an ac signal to it to activate it. There is a trigger
input also, as with · any relay. The timer is configured such that a series of these latches are
cascaded together with their trigger inputs connected to taps on a down-counter. The taps are
outputs that appear as the counter reaches a preset count point.
74

"The down-counter has been designed so that
the minimum counting time occurs when the outputs come in their proper sequence. At the end
of the count, an ac signal appears at the output
of the final latch. Fail-safety can be built into a
system using this timer, since the timer can only
fail by counting for too long and never for too
short a period of time. Since the mode of failure
is known, a system can be designed around this
timer, which is fail-safe."
Moving-block command and control systems do
not yet exist, outside of experimental models. The
first moving-block system is to be built in the
next few years in Morgantown, W. Va., with
funds supplied by the Urban · Mass Transportation Administration in Washington. The system
will connect the two campuses of the University
of West Virginia by means of a large number of
small, rubber-wheeled vehicles on a guideway.
The most interesting part of this system is the
method by which the vehicles reach the proper

2. Fail-safe timing of a vehicle as it moves from one
point to another along a guideway is done with a
down counter and a cascaded series of solid·state
latches. A vertical plate is mounted on the guideway
at the beginning and end of timed areas. Sensor A
and Sensor B are optical transmitter-receiver pairs.
As the transmitter-receiver pairs pass over the vertical
plates, transmission is interrupted. Sensor A starts
the count. A minimum time must elapse between the
triggering of these optical links, or a fail-safe relay
will be tripped, stopping the vehicle.

speed. James Bryden, a member of the technical
staff at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., notes:
"The car has on board a receiver, a decoder
and an up-down counter that counts the number
of pulses transmitted by a central computer.
While the car is speeding up, the number of
pulses the car receives is greater than the number
of pulses generated off a shaft encoder that
measures the wheel speed. When the number of
pulses received from the computer equals the
number of pulses generated by the shaft encoder,
the appropriate speed has been reached. The car
ELE.C TRONIC DESIGN
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slows down by the same process in reverse."
Typical of the intriguing problems facing
transportation system designers is that of how
to detect the location or presence of a vehicle
with rubber tires. In Morgantown it will be done
with magnetic detectors implanted in the guideway. A vehicle passing over a detector will disturb the magnetic field, and a signal will be sent
to a computer, which' will record the presence of
the car. This is fine in concept. However, when
the time comes to design such a fail-safe magnetic metal detector, the story may be different.
If the detector fails, the computer-if the system:
is to be fail-safe-must somehow sense any obstacle at that point and must stop the cars behind it or an accident might result.
Another rubber-tire vehicle system under construction is one to move people from terminal to
terminal at the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. Dr. Perry at Westinghouse considered magnetic detectors, load detectors, optical sensors and
check-in, check-out devices for use on this fixedblock system. Because of the difficulty of designing any of the other conceptual systems in a
fail-safe way, Perry decided on a check-in, check.out approach. The system uses an optical sensor
at the beginning of the track to denote an initial
block occupancy in a fail-safe way. If the sensor
fails, the block reads "occupied." As the vehicle
enters the next block, it will trigger a receiver at
the wayside that will pull a fail-safe latching relay into an "occupied" state. At the same time the
receiver will signal the preceding block to switch
to "unoccupied." Therefore as a train enters a
block, it signals "occupied," and when it. leaves
the block, it signals "unoccupied." If anything
fails, an "occupied" signal will always r·e main
behind the train to avoid a rear-end collision.

bit speed commands."
Why then is the Office of High Speed Ground
Transportation funding programs to develop
communication systems with bandwidths on the
order of 100 MHz to 1 GHz? Sources at the Dept.
of Transportation have told ELECTRONIC DESIGN
that the system of the future will not only have
automatic command and control systems but will
also have a great deal in the way of passenger
conveniences. Such things as television, Picture
Phones and other entertainment and communication services will one day ride the trains. Already
telephones on the present Metroliners, traveling
between Washington, D.C., and New York, are
very heavily used. Each of these services requires
many megahertz of bandwidth. An inductive line
system will not do the job.
Most promising of the systems p·r oposed for
broad-bandwidth communications are a variety
of guided microwave links (see table) . These

DIELECTRIC
WAVEllUIDE
COMMUNICATION
LINE

Gigahertz or ki lohertz?

To have an automated command and control
system, the controller must be able to communicate with the vehicles. According to Stuart W.
McElhenny, manager of automation engineering
at General Electric's Tram1portation Div. in Erie,
Pa., "I can't imagine ever needing more than a
few kilohertz of bandwidth for all command and
control functions." If, in fact, no more than tens
of kilohertz of bandwidth are needed, then the
solution is simple. Data can be transmitted on a
two-wire transmission line and can be picked up
by the vehicle with an inductive loop coupler.
The transmission line may even be the rails. As
Dr. Perry of Westinghouse notes :
"Communications in BART are via a two-wire
inductive loop system [the rails of the track].
Two frequencies between 5 and 10 kHz are shiftkeyed at 18 Hz. Information is communicated
with a 6-bit, comma-free code. BART has 9 sixEL ECTRONIC DESIGN
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3. Bandwidths of up to 500 MHz are possible with a
dielectric waveguide communications link. A length of
waveguide on the vehicle co(!ples energy from the
line. The waveguide consists of a semicyl indrical rod
of polyethylene, bonded to a metal shield.

range from a leaky, circular waveguide from
Sumitomo Electric Industries in Osaka, Japan,
to a dielectric image line from General Applied
Science Laboratories in Westbury, N.Y.
Sumitomo developed a circular wave-guide
with a continuous line of coupling holes down its
entire length. As the vehicle passes by, a coupler
on the vehicle collects energy from the radiated
field of the leaky waveguide. The coupler proposed is a traveling-wave antenna with an elliptic reflector. System performance, measured on
an experimental system, is reported to be about
85 MHz bandwidth at a frequency of 7.5 GHz,
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with repeaters needed every eight miles.
General Applied Science Laboratories has developed a dielectric waveguide (see Fig. 3) that
consists of a strip of semicylindrical polyethylene
mounted on a copper shield. The coupler is another length of dielectric line mounted on the vehicle. System performance, measured on an experimental system, is reported to be 500 MHz
bandwidth at a frequency of 4 GHz, with repeaters needed every five or six miles. Tests have
also been run on a 9-GHz prototype. This system
had substantially more than 500-MHz bandwidth
capabilities.
TEM waveguide has 100-MHz bandwidth

Wheeler Laboratories in Smithtown, N.Y., has
developed a TEM waveguide that has a square
outer conductor with one side open but protected
by a cover of dielectric sheet. It has a round
inner conductor supported by beads of dielectric
sheet. The coupler on the vehicle is a quarterwavelength, backward-wave directional coupler.
In appearance it is a flat sheet of metal, with
connectors on both ends and a dielectric window
between it and the main waveguide. System performance, measured on an experimental system,
is reported to be 100-MHz bandwidth at a frequency of 250 MHz, with repeaters needed every
five or six miles.
Richard FitzGerrell, an electrical engineer at
the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences in
Boulder, Colo., has developed a surface-wave
·communications line that consists of a spirally
corrugated copper tube coated with polyethylene.
The coupler is a length of the same type of line.
Its system performance, measured on an experimental system, is said to be greater than 100MHz bandwidth at a frequency of 500 MHz, with
repeaters needed every two miles.
TRW Systems in Washington, D.C., has completed a study of a variable parameter transmission line. It is basically a leaky wave transmission
line, with ferrite material mounted in the coupling holes. When the magnetic field at the
coupling holes is varied, the amount of coupling
varies. Therefore the coupling is increased when
the vehicle is present and decreased when it is
not there. The advantage of this scheme is that
the loss of the leaky waveguide would be greatly
diminished, due to the fact that energy wotild not
leak unless it was desired. Theoretically, according to David J. Bryant, head of the TRW electromagnetic systems section, repeater spacings could
be increased to over 20 miles, while system bandwidths of over 500 MHz could be achieved. This
system has not been as thoroughly tested as· others, so experimental results are not available.
Sources in the Dept. of Transportation indicate
that the General Applied Sciences dielectric line
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is the front-runner at present. Each line has
problems with rain, snow and ice. All are fairly
expensive----although this is miniscule compared
with the cost of the guideway.
Propulsion of trains requires very high torque
at 0 speed. This is most easily achieved by using
de motors, and therefore all major transit systems at present use such motor drives. But some
future systems may use variable torque rotating
ac induction motors, with pulse-width modulator
control. "Small size," "inexpensive" and "maintenance-free" ar.e words used by ac induction motor
exponents. And the SCRs and integrated circuits
necessary for the pulse-width modulator are now
available.
Prior to the BART project, cam controllers
were used for at least a century to set the de
motor speed. A cam controller is a rheostat with
a set of discrete resistors that can be switched
into and out of the field circuit of the motor. But
for BART, cam control is being replaced with
chopper control. Choppers have been around for
many years, but the railroad industry is ordinarily very slow to accept change. Choppers have
the advantage of being relatively lossless: They
inject very little heat into the system. They also
provide continuous speed control, rather than just
discrete steps corresponding · to the resistors in
the cam controller. Terry D. Sanders, supervisor
of solid-state train control at Westinghouse,
notes:
"In addition the chopper can make braking regenerative. Normally we effect dynamic braking
by using a chopper to control the energy to a
bank of resistors in series with the field winding of the motor. Instead of dumping the power
into fixed resistors and producing heat, the system can be regenerative and can feed the power
back into the rail system to power other trains."
Linear motors headed for wider use

Although de rotating motors are still favored,
the future would seem to lie with linear motors.
Linear-induction motors appear destined for use
in high speed, inter-city vehicles, and linearsynchronous motors in low and medium-speed
intra-city vehicles.
Most linear motors proposed today have their
active part-the stator-on the vehicle. But for
high-density systems, it may be practical to place
the stator on the guideway. A linear motor is the
same in its method of operation as a rotating
motor; it is merely the same motor cut open and
stretched out.
Garrett-AiResearch Corp. in Torrance, Calif.,
has built the only linear-induction motor in this
country that is designed to drive a train. Others
have been built in Europe. A 2500-hp motor has
been installed by Garrett on a research vehicle,
EL ECTRONIC DESIGN
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and the company is building an 8000-hp version
that is to drive a Grumman tracked air-cushion
r.esearch vehicle, soon to be tested in Pueblo,
Colo. The motor will provide 8000 hp on a continuous basis, and 12,000 hp for three minutes.
The vehicle will travel at speeds of over 250 mph.
Keith Chirgwin, chief engineer for ground
transportation at Garrett, points out that some
potential problems remain:
"One problem is that the 5 18-inch-thick reaction rail [rotor] can overheat and warp. The air
gap between the coils and the reaction rail must
also be kept fairly constant. On our research
vehicle the gap from coil to r.eaction rail is about
0.45 inch for designed thrust."
Dr. Richard A. Uher, senior engineer in the
Westinghouse Transportation Div., notes some
other problems:
"We feel that the r.eaction rail on a linearinduction motor will cause serious problems. At

SUMITOMO LEAKY
WAVEGUIDE

guideway and a passive vehicle."
Potentially better than tracked air-cushion vehicles for high-speed transit ar.e electromagnetically suspended vehicles. Dr. James R. Powell,
a nuclear engineer at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory in Upton, N.Y., describes his proposed system this way:
"The train would have three sets of superconducting loops. They would be: one on either side
for both suspension and propulsion, and one set
on the bottom for lateral stability. The suspension, or lift, loops would sit between two passive
loops on the guideway. The lift loops would balanc.e halfway between the two guideway loops,
due to field balancing. Thus the train could easily
ride about six inches above the guideway and not
have the small obstacle problems of a tracked aircushion vehicle.
"Propulsion loops could be laminated together
with th.e lift loops. Only that portion of the pro-
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WAVEGUIDE
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Future high-speed trains will carry communications systems with bandwidths on the order of 100 MHz to 1

GHz. Possibilities for such guided microwave links include these four broadband concepts ..

high speeds a 5/ 8-inch reaction rail, such as Garrett is using, might crimp and distort due to the
guidance forces. In addition long-term maintenance is very difficult on an extremely closely
toleranoed system."
Uher also cautions: "At speeds below 100 mph
the efficiencies of a linear-induction motor drops
to around 20 % . At speeds of 150 mph or faster,
efficienci.es rise to at least 60 7a . At low speeds
a linear-synchronous motor is practical. Efficiencies of 60 '.7£ to 70 % might be achievable at
20 to 30 mph."
At TRW Systems in Redondo Beach, Calif.,
Kenneth K. Tang, a member of the technical
staff, reports: "Disney is experimenting with a
linear-synchronous mot9r for a system that would
be installed in Disney World in Florida. The initial development of the motor was done by North
American Rockwell. This motor uses an active

pulsion loop that is normal to the direction of
train motion provides thrust. A 100,000-pound
train would require about 4000 pounds of thrust.
That could be provided with about 4 MW of
power. The levitation loops would carry about
300,000 to 400,000 amps, with essentially no
i"R losses at all."
Dr. Gordon T. Danby, a physicist at Brookhaven, explains: "For levitation, the train is active and the guideway is passiv.e. For propulsion,
the train is passive and the guideway is active.
Propulsion would be linear synchronous, and
sections of the tract could be switched so that
only portions of the guideway are active at any
point in time."
Coils are considered active when drive current
is passed through them and passive when voltage
is induced across them.
Consider the problem of providing 17 MW of
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power to a vehicle suspended in the air and moving at a speed of 250 mph.
Chirgwin of Garrett discusses the problem:
Three phase, 60 Hz, 7500 V. is the power to be
distributed to the Grumman tracked air-cushion
vehicle. We are proposing a group of three sliding carbon brushes on rails. The specs call out
99 % contact with the rail, with no, power interruption of more than 30 ms. The Grumman ve:
hicle requires 12 MW continuous and 17 MW
for three minutes. That means that up to about
2300 amps must pass from the rails to the vehicle.
We propose to split that into two cables to, ease
the current-carrying requirement."
Dr. Uher at Westinghouse says: "We proposed
a lightweight, sensitive, rugged sliding-contact
sysfom for power pickup-not unlike a phonograph tone arm."
Tang at TRW sounds this warning: "RF interference generated by sparking in the po,w er pick-

up system might be a serious problem. The whole
problem would, of course, be eliminated if it were
the guideway that were active rather than the
vehicle."
What if vehicle hits a stone?

Since tracked air-cushion vehicles are designed
to go 250 mph at an altitude of 3/ 4 inch, and hitting anything at 250 mph would severely damage
not only the vehicle but also the people riding
inside, it's necessary to sense obstacles measuring an inch or more on the guideway far enough
in advance so a vehicle can start braking at least
two miles away. Two methods are proposed.
One is a laser system developed by General Applied Science Laboratories. According to Hector
Medecki, senior research scientist:
"We use a moving mirror to provide a scan,
and a series of laser transceivers strung out
along the length of the guideway. The laser beam
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is reflected back off a continuous fence of corner
reflectors. A corner reflector sends the reflected
beam back at precisely the same angle as that of
the incident beam. With a center-beam, raised,
reaction rail guideway, we would deploy our
retro-reflector fences on either side of the support base of the reaction rail.
"We determine the pres.ence of an object in
the following way: We pulse the laser with a
. pulse width of about l / lOth of a microsecond.
We then gate the receiver, so that the receiver is
off when the pulse is transmitted and is only
turned on when the pulse is expected to return
from the nearest retro-reflector.
"The gating system allows us to receive a return only from the retro-reflector fence. If an
object is in the way, the signal will not return.
Our beamwidth is about 3/ 4 inch. During a scan
the beam moves about 1/ 8 inch per laser pulse.
Therefore, for an object of at least one inch in
size, the receiver must receive at least three or
four pulses. Before the detector will confirm an
obstacle, at least two of three pulses must 'see'
the obstacle."
Medecki acknowledges several problems yet to
be solved. At infrared frequencies, rain, snow,
fog and ice all cause problems. The retro-reflector fence would probably have to be heated to
prevent snow and ice from collecting on it. The
worst environmental problem of all is heat. During the day the guideway can get quite hot, and
this can cause two problems: One is called scintillation, and the other is beam bending. Scintillation is the image distortion that causes the beam
to dance around. Beam bending is caused by the
temperature gradient above the guideway. The
beam tends to bend upwards. If, instead of being
aimed 600 feet down the guideway, the laser
is only aimed for 300 feet, many of these problems are not as severe.
A similar system is currently being investigated by Applied Metro Technology in Barrington, N.J. This system uses light-emitting diodes
in a nonlasing mode. According to Dr. Matthew
J. Campanella, vice president of engineering, a
typical installation would have transmitter-receiver pairs spaced every 70 feet along the guideway. Each transmitter would be aimed at a reflector up to 1000 feet down the guideway and
mounted at the base of the reaction rail. Due to
the broad beamwidths, any object would be hit
by several overlapping beams without mechanical
scanning. Interruptions in the beams would be
detected by the receivers. The broad beamwidths
would also serve to eliminate the beam-bending
problem.
Other areas of surface mass transportation
where electronics will play a part include automatic ticketing and station controlling, passenger
conveniences and comfort, and security. • •
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Whether you're in a sweat on a VCXO prototype
application - or need a production run in a hurry, y
get 'em straight from Damon. Speedy proficiency in design
and production of VCXOs allows Damon to deliver allsilicon solid state devices with linearity to within 1% of
best straight line and frequency deviation to± 0.25%.
Just glance at the specificati
good news on available character
designs are available, too. Ask Dam
VCXOs tailored to your specifications Call or write: Damon/Electronics Division, 115
Needham, Mass. 02194. Phone: (617) 449-0800.
SPECIFICATION GUIDE*
Parameter
Center Frequency
Frequency Deviation
Frequency Stability
. 24 hr. @ 25°C
O to 65°C (no oven)
Linearity
Minimum Deviation
Rate
Maximum Deviation
Rate
Mod. Voltage (Typical)
Mod. Input Impedance
Output Power Available
Load Impedance
Power Requirements
(Typical)
C.F. Manual
Adjustment Range

Basic and
Multiplier VCXOs

Mixer and MixerMultiplier VCXOs

1 KHz to 300 MHz
±0.01% to
±0.25% of C.F.
±1 to ±10 ppm

100 Hz to 300 MHz
±10 Hz to ±1 MHz

±10 to ±50 ppm
to within 1 % of best
straight line
O (de)
0.2% of C.F.
(100 KHz max.)
±5 V peak
>SOK ohms
0.5 mw to 20 mw
50 ohms to
10 K ohms
- 25 v ±1 v@
30 ma
±0.Q1%

±0.5% of peak
deviation
±2% of peak deviation
to within 1 % of best
straight line
o (de)

Shown approximately

3/4

size

10 KHz to 100 KHz
±5 V peak
>50 K ohms
0.5 mw to 20 mw
50 ohms to
10 K ohms
- 25 V±l V@
40·50 ma
±5% of peak
deviation

• Obviously, the limits are not absolute. THe interrelationship of parameters for VCXOs are of such a nature as to permit optimization of
any one or more characteristics to satisfy customer requirements .

<b>DAMON

yes, mag
tape
terminals

It's true.

For example, take a look at the tape
cartridge, which was specifically designed for reliability required for
data transmission.

After helping a jillion feet of paper
tape wind and unwind its way
through communications systems
everywhere, Teletype announces the
addition of magnetic tape data
terminals.

Its vital statistics are: 3* x 3* x 1*,
It contains 100 feet of
magnetic tape .

X* precision

There are some basic advantages in
both mediums. But as you are well
aware, the medium that's right for a
system depends a lot on the application criteria.

It will hold 150,000 characters of
data, recorded at a density of 125
characters per inch. The equivalent
of a 1000 foot roll of paper tape.

The new magnetic tape data terminals have many operational features
that make life less complicated for
the operator.

This means that your data is easier
to store, easier to handle, easier to
work with than ever before. And it's
reusable.

New, modular line of Teletype® 4210
magnetic tape data terminals.

Teletype is a trademark registe red in the U.S . Pat. Office.
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS

equipment for on-line, real-time processing

The units have a "fast access" switch
which will move tape forward or
reverse at a speed of 33 inches per
second. A digit counter provides a
reference point to help locate various areas of the tape.
Four ASCII control code characters
can be recorded in the data format
to aid character search operations.
When the terminal's "search" button is pressed, tape moves at the
rate of 400 characters per second

Also magnetic tape adds high speed
on-line capability to low speed data
terminals.
You can zip data along the line at up
to 2400 words per minute. For example: Take a standard speed Teletype keyboard send-receive set, and
a typical typist. Add a new magnetic
tape unit to this combinatio n and
the on-line time savings can pay for
the magnetic tape terminal in short
order.

Straight-through threading makes
tape loading and unloading exceptionally easy.

They can send or receive at high or
low speed. Or can be used independently as stand-alone terminals online.
If you would like to know more about
this new line of Teletype magnetic
tape data terminals, please write
Teletype. Corporation, Dept. 89-15,
5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois
60076.

You can take better advantage of
voice grade line speed capabilities.

until the control code selected is
detected. Then the terminal stops
the tape automatically.
A "single step" switch is also provided which enables you to move the
tape forward or backward one character at a time. In editing or correcting tape, you can send a single
character using this feature.

An operator can prepare data for
magnetic tape transmission using
the keyboard terminal in local mode.
Then send it on-line via the magnetic
tape terminal up to 2400 words per
minute.
These new modular magnetic tape
data terminals offered by Teletype
are perfectly compatible with model
33, model 35, model 37 and lnktronic®
keyboard send-receive equipment.

Teletype 4210 magnetic tape data terminal with 37 keyboard send-receive
set.

TELETY P E

r

machines that make data move

lrul;
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Design active filters with less effort
Use these simple charts to design any of the five most common
filters with a small number of components.
Designing active filters does not have to be a
tedious job. By using only the essential design
criteria for the five most commonly used secondorder active-filter functions, you can design any
one of these filters with a minimum of effort.
The five filters are low-pass, high-pass, bandpass, band-reject and all-pass types. Each of
these filters uses resistors and capacitors as the
passive elements and a high-quality op amp in
a positive, fixed-gain configuration as the active
element. There are other methods for generating
these transfer functions , but the ones presented
offer a simplified means for realizing these functions with a small number of components.
To fully characterize each of the five types of
filters, the following information is needed:
• Voltage transfer function, H (s).
• Circuit configuration.
• Cutoff or center frequency, w 0 •
• Damping ratio ' or quality factory Q.
• Stability functions.
• Passive component values.
Both the center (or cutoff) frequency and
damping ratio (or quality factor) are selected to
meet the over-all filter requirements. With these
two pieces of information determined, the component values can be calculated.
The stability functions provide a measure of
the sensitivity of the circuit to changes in component values. If components with tight tolerances are used, the filter performance will be
very close to the initial specification. For the
sake of economy, of course, component tolerances
should be no tighter than the over-all filter performance requirements dictate.
A brief description of the denominator of the
transfer function provides some insight into the
characteristics of the five filters described.

tor is second order. The transfer function s can all
be written
H(s)

where

N (s)
D ( s)

'w

D( s ) = S 2 + 2 0 s + W 0 2 •
If the damping ratio ' is less than unity, then
the roots of D (s) will be complex conjugates and
will lie along a circle of constant radius in the
s-plane (Fig. 1). The angle 0 (given as cos-1 O
and wo determine the polar coordinates of the
roots. As ' varies, these roots will move along
the semicircle. By choosing component values fu.e
designer can arbitrarily place the poles of his
filter anywhere in the left half of the s-plane.
The damping ratio determines the shape of the
filter response in the neighborhood of w 0 • The
lower the damping ratio the greater the resonance at the cutoff frequency and the longer it
takes for the filter gain characteristic to approach its asymptotic value of - 40 dB/ decade.
For the frequency selective filters, the quality
factor Q is often used instead of the damping
ratio. This quality factor is given as Q = 1/ 2'
and is the ratio of the center frequency w 0 to
the - 3 dB bandwidth in rad/ s. ••

jw

All have the same denominator

All of the tr an sf er functions of the filters
shown have one thing in common-the denomina-

Howard T. Russell, Applications Engineer, Components
Group, Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Tex. 75222. ·
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1. The poles of the filter can be arbitrarily placed anywhere in the s-plane in order to achieve the desired
value of damping. The angle 0 is given as cos-1 , , where
' is determined by the relative values of the passive
components chosen for the particular active filter.
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Low-pass

High-pass
1. Transfer function:

1. Transfer function:
w2
0
H(5) = - - - - - 52 + 2fw0 5 +w0 2

2. Circuit configuration:

.1lCI

52
H(s)=-----s2 + 2twos + wo 2
2. Circuit configuration:

~RI

R

•; Q<>--'""-·11111..·-------G>

•; o----i~i--------t~f1 1-----E>
R2

3. Cutoff frequency:

3. Cutoff frequency:
1

0

R J'c

1

w

w - - - - -1

c

0

1 2

=---c1R,fi2

4. Damping factor:

4. Damping fector:

r={i

r={i;

5. Stability functions:

5. Stability functions:

(a)

llw 0

=_

WO

At

(b)

t

rAR + 2_ AC 1 + 2_ AC2]
[ R
2 c,
2 C2

1 [AC 2

=2

c2

[~~J c~

c, •

~i] c~

llw 0 =_ f~c +

w0

[

C

~ AR 1
2

R1

+

2_
2

AR~
R~

AC1l

-

C~

6. Component values:
R =

(a)

(b)

6. Component values:

C=

[~o] ~1

"2"

~] :,
(continued on page 84 J
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Bandpass B

Bandpass A

1. Transfer function:

1. Transfer function:
K (w /Q)s
0

K (w /Q)s
0
0
H(s) = - - - - - - - - : -

0

=: - - - - - - - : : s2 + (wo/Q)s + wo 2

H(s)

s2

+ (wofQls + w 0 2

2. Circuit configuration :

2. Circuit configuration:
R

R

c
R
•; O---"VY1r---..---;r--..-----,
c

R2

2R

RI

3. Center frequency:

wo=

3. Center frequency:
1
wo= RC

./21
RC

4. Quality factor and center frequency gain:
Q=

4. Quality factor and center frequency gain:

Vi'

1

5-K

Q=3-K

where

where

5. Stability functions:

b.w 0
w0

(a) -

b.CJ
=-R ~b.R
-+R
C

b,Q
(b)

Q

5. Stability functions:

(2

/21

Q-1)

b.Ko
(cl - - = (3 · 54QI
Ko

b.wo
(a)

t6RR~ A,
6R~

b.Q

-

(b)

~-840-~
6R~
3.54Q -1 tR2
R - "°A,
2

6. Component values:

R=

Q
b.Ko

(c)

.Ko

(2Q-1)

.

lR2 6R~
-

R2

-R1

30 t·~ [6R 2- 6R~
3Q-1

R2

R

1

6. Component values:

./21

1
R=w0C

woe

(K-1) R
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All-pass (360°)

Band-reject
1. Transfer function:
s2 + w 2

=-------'0- - -

H(s)

1. Transfer function:
s2 - (w 0 /Q)s + w 0 2
H(s) =

s2 + (w /Q)s + w 2
0

+ (w 0 /Q)s + w 0

2

2. Circuit configuration:

2. Circuit configuration:

c

R

2R

c

R

2

s

0

2R

2R

C/2
C/2

C/2

C/2

R2

3. Center frequency:
1
wo= RC

3. Center frequency:

4. Quality factor:

4. Quality factor:
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THE FLUX RING MEMOl IY.
HERE'S WHAT rr ISN'T.

IT ISN'T SLOW AND
BULKY LIKE THE CORE.

IT ISN'T EXPENSIVELY
COMPLEX LIKE PLATED WIRE.

IT ISN'T VOLATILE
LIKE A SEMI.

FLUX RING. IT IS THE
BEST OF ALL THE ISN'TS.

Remember the vacuum tube?
It was the dominant component of all things electronic
just a few short years ago .
The core is like the vacuum
tube .
It has dominanted main
frame computer memories for
the past two decapes, because
it was the only game in town .
Until now.
The Signal Galaxies Flux
Ring magnetic memory runs
rings around the core in every
way.
Flux Ring memories have an
initial access time of 40 nanoseconds compared to 200 for
cores .
Flu~ Ring memories have a
cycle time of 100 nanoseconds
compared to 600 for cores.
Flux Ring memories have a
complementary bit structure
which cancels common mode
noise.
Flux Ring memories have a
Mean Time Between Failure
several times better than the
best core memory you can buy.
You can buy an 8,192 bit Flux
Ring array for less than a
penny a bit. Or a 65,536 bit Flux
Ring stack for under 0.8¢ a bit.
Can you think of any reason
for specifying a core memory
rather than a Flux Ring
memory?

Plated wire memories came
along during the mid-'60s
because cores just couldn 't
hack the tough environmental
specs asked for on some
military and space programs.
Plated wire has been coming
-and coming-and comingand coming ever since. Like the
old political challenger who
was never quite elected. Or the
ball team that always finished
second .
And with Flux Ring now on
the scene the road will be even
tougher.
Here's why.
Flux Ring is equal or superior
to Plated Wire in every
important specification .
Yet Flux Ring memories cost
less than half as much on a bit
for bit basis.
Check the Flux Ring specs
we covered in column one.
Compare them to the best
Plated Wire specs available
anywhere.
You ' ll find the Flux Ring
memory is about twice as fast.
It requires less complex
electronics. Operates on about
one-half the drive current . Has
a much better Mean Time
Between Failures. And , being
batch processed , costs a lot
less.
Can you think of any reason
for specifying Plated Wire
instead of Flux Ring?

Non-volatility is very important
in military, and many commercial applications where loss
of power could cause critical
problems due to data loss in
the memory.
The Flux Ring memory is not
volatile.
But that 's not the only
advantage of the Flux Ring
over the various kinds of semi conductor memories.
Particularly if your requirements exist today!
Have you noticed how the
semi-conductor people speak
of the dramatic breakthroughs
in price and performance which
will take place in 1973-or 1975.
On the other hand, Flux Ring
memories are here now. The
yields are high .
When you look at the fine
print you 'll find Flux Ring
memories are faster than ICs.
And when all of the costs are
added up you ' ll find them to be
less expensive too.
Should you specify a semiconductor memory without at
least looking at an equivalent
Flux Ring?

What is a Flux Ring?
It's a batch fabricated planar
array of magnetic thick-film
elements manufactured by
using unique electro-plating ,
photo-resist and chemical
etching techniques .
We call it the Flux Ring
because the magnetic flux from
the film elements is provided
with a low reluctance path in
the form of a ring surrounding
the element.
Simple but effective. It works.

THE $80 ARRAY. HOORAY.
Here is a flux ring array. Just 4
by 4 inches square and .075
inches thick . This one contains
8,192 bits (64 by 128). By the
time the ink dries on this ad we
will be offering 3 times the
packing density. You can buy
this array for just $80 in 100 lots.
We also have 64,000 bit
stacks and complete memory
modules too .
So don 't specify ANY memory
until you carefully compare
price and performance to the
Flux Ring.

SIGNAL GALAXIES, INC.
A Subsidiary of the Signal Companies Inc. • 6955 Hayvenhurst Ave.
Van Nuys, California 91406 • Telephone (213) 988-1570
See us at the Computer Designer's Show in Anahiem, Calif. January 19-21. 1911.
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Boost op-amp power in ac circuits
by adding a split-load output stage.
It's economical in parts and power.
The versatility of packaged operational amplifiers makes them useful as building blocks for a
wide variety of circuits. Their versatility can be
improved, however, if their output power is
boosted to handle electro-mechanical loads such
as servo motors, solenoids and mechanical
choppers.
One good way to get more power out of an op
amp is to hang a complementary emitter-follower
stage onto its output (Fig. 1).
In a typical system, the power-supply buses
are about ± 25 V or more while most op amps are
designed to work at ± 15 V or less. Since the op
amps require only about 10 mA at 15 V, they can
be operated from a 25-V line if zener diodes are
used to limit the voltage. The output emitter followers, however, must provide much larger peakcurrent swings (about 100 mA for a 0.5-W, 10-V,
pk output) and thus should be supplied directly
from the 25-V buses.
Since the high-current pulses in each of the
emitter-follower collector circuits can be accompanied by a 15 to 20-V voltage swing-25-V supply minus 5 to 10-V peak emitter swing-the
power dissipation in both collectors will exceed
the power delivered to the load-not a very economical way to operate. The 0.5-W circuit of
Fig. 1, for example, has an output-circuit efficiency of about only 33 %.
Split-load circuit increases efficiency

If a transformer, having three equal windings
(two primaries and a secondary), is connected as
shown in Fig. 2, the power developed in the
collector circuits can be usefully coupled to the
load instead of being dissipated in the transistors.
This split-load configuration reduces the collector
dissipation by a factor of three in this case since
the peak collector-to-emitter voltage can now be ·
reduced to 5 V or less, as compared with its previous value of 15 to 20 V.
An efficiency of about 67 % can be realized (out

Sergio Bernstein, President, Berne Electronics, Inc., 28
Havilands Lane, White Plains, N. Y. 10605.
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Comparison of Parameters
Parameter

Ordinary
emitter
follower

Split-load
stage

Turns ratio (N)

0

(V •• /e,n) - 1

Output
impedance

R,/(.B+l)

R. /(.B+l) (N+l)

Input
impedance

RL(,8+1)

. RL(,8+1) (N+l)

Efficiency

(7T/4) (e,n/V ••) Approaches 'TT I 4
or 78%

of a theoretically possible 78 % ) while the power
output is doubled to about 1 W. This power output is obtainable with transistors having betas
of 50 or more, at currents of 100 mA.
The output impedance of the split-load configuration is extremely low. It was measured to
be about 3 n for the 1-W circuit when used as
an oscillator-driver (following the feedback
scheme of Fig. 1). When used as an amplifier, the
1
circuit has an output impedance of a few tenths
of an ohm.
The output-power capability is limited by two
factors : the output-current capacity of the op
amp and the betas of the output transistors. The
peak output current capability of the circuit is
equal to the product of these two factors.
Since the output-voltage swing is limited to 20
V, peak-to-peak, the current 11mits the output
power. Typically, an IC op amp has a peak output current rating of 2 mA; hence the circuit's
output current is limited to ± 2{3 mA.
The output is capacitively coupled to the transformer winding to allow an effective de feedback
path. When the circuit is used as an oscillatordriver, this capacitive coupling renders the circuit almost immune to destruction by output
short circuits. With the output shorted, the npn
transistor delivers only enough current for the
wiper of pot Ra to exceed about 0.75 V-the voltage required to make D1 conduct.
The circuit of Fig. 2 is a special case of the
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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general configuration shown in Fig. 3. To see how
the scheme works, let windings e-f and g-h be
used as reference with a unity turns ratio between
them. Then, ignoring base-emitter drops and assuming that the saturation resistances of the
transistors can be neglected, we can write
eoutl l = e ;n/1 = (Vee - e ;11 ) / N1
(1)
where N 1 is the turns ratio between the collector
windings (a-b and c-d) and the reference windings.
To maximize output power and efficiency, therefore, N, should be selected so that
N1 = (Vcc/e; n) - 1.
(2)
It should be emphasized that e ;n is the peak value
of the input signal.
In the example of Fig. 2, the turns ratio was
chosen as unity. Since e ;n = 10 V pk, there is 10
V pk at the emitters of Q , and Q 2. With N1 = 1,
there is a 10-V drop between V cc and each collector. This leaves 5 V for Yee across each transistor, permitting linear operation.
The load current has two components

Note that the load current, h, is not equal to
the emitter current I. , but is comprised of two
components. One is equal to I. as expected from
the unity transformation ratio between the
emitter and output windings. However, an additional component is coupled to the output winding
from the collector circuits. The component is
equal to N ilc, or approximately N 11.. It is this
second component which increases the efficiency
of the split-load circuit.
The load current, I L, is therefore given by
h = I. + Nil e ::::::: I. (N1 + 1)
(3)
The above relationship holds true, even if the load
R L is connected directly at the emitter, and not
through an output winding; provided of course,
that winding e-f is in the circuit, as shown. This,
indeed, is the situation in Fig. 2.
From Eq. 3 it is seen that the emitter current
is less than the load current by a factor
1/(N, + 1). This allows lower power transistors
to be 'used for a given load. The base drive requirement' is lowered, the input impedance is increased, and the output impedance is decreased
as well.
A summary·of the superior parameters obtained
with a split~load stage is given in the table. It
should be noted that the formulas for the input
impedance, output impedance and efficiency of
the emitter-follower circuit are special cases of
the formulas for the split-load stage, with N = 0.
In particular, N = 0 implies that e 10 = Yee and
the efficiency of the emitter follower becomes
7T/ 4 .••
Acknowledgment
This work was don e while the author was with the
P erkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk, Conn.
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TWIN-TEE
NETWORK

OUTPUT

t1ov

INPUT

ttOOmA

DI

02

GAIN ADJUST

1. The emitter followers boost the op-amp power to about
0.5 W. With the dashed line connected and the colored
components omitted, the circuit is a lir:iear amplifier.
The reverse case yields an oscillator-driver.
+l!IV

+25V

II

PRIMARY

•
INPUT

GAIN
ADJUST

Ro

•

II

PRIMARY

-l!IV

-25V

2. The transformer doubles the power and efficiency of
the output stage by coupling the power developed in the
collector circuits into the load. The output can now
provide ± 10 V at currents up to ± 200 mA. This circuit
can also be used as an oscillator-driver by employing the
feedback scheme illustrated in Fig. 1.

3. The generalized split-load output stage has an N1 :1
turns ratio between the collector windings and the output
windings. In the analysis in the text it is assumed that
f3 is high enough to consider 1. = le.
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In one instrument package ...
Signal Generator• Sweeper
Frequency Synthesizer
Applications:

Features include:

Automated Test Systems
General Lab
Military & Government

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model RF-808 Generator/Sweeper
offers the benefits of three different
instruments ... all for $3,576. Covering
the frequency range of .05 MHz to
80 MHz in 1 KHz steps, the RF-808
combines generator and sweeper
versatility with synthesizer accuracy
and programmability.
The RF-808, 51/4 inches high, can be
rack-mounted with panel adapter.

Frequency settable to 1 Hz resolution
Remote programming
Digital frequency setting
High signal power output
FM, AM and pulse
Automatic or manual sweep
Stability 5 parts in 109 per day
Solid state

Write today for free literature on the RF-808
... and on the RF-815 Power Amplifier,
tunable from 10 MHz to 500 MHz, and the
RF-805 80 MHz wideband Power Amplifier.
Accessories include: 10-watt Impedance
Transformers, 20-watt 2-way Power Combiners, 40-watt 4-way Power Combiners,
Filters, Splitters, etc.

RF COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Electronic Instrumentation Operation
Phone: 716 - 244-5830
TWX: 510 - 253-7469
1680 University Avenue • Rochester, N. Y. 1461 O • A Subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corporation
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There's a one
•
micron
dif.ference in
these mesh
screens
magnified
100,000* times

Can you see it?

* estimated

Not likely. You couldn't spot a 25 micron difference
in these screens with the human eye, let alone one.
We picture the enlarged micro-mesh screens because
we regularly produce mesh to micron tolerances, or
even millionths of inches.
Buckbee-Mears has all sorts of exotic capabilities in
electroforming and the pr~cision etching of metal
and glass. We've been making precision parts since
we began etching metal fire control reticles for the
military in World War II. Today, with our automated
computer -plotter system (BMAPS), we can do things
20 times faster than a few years ago . And do them
more accurately , too.
For example , we electroform standard stock sieves
down to 5 micron hole sizes, guaranteed accurate

within -+- 2 microns. In quantity. We can do even
better on special orders .
If you need a little less precision-for fewer dollars,
of course-check our prices and delivery times for
more routine etched metal or glass parts. We can
make virtually any part that can be drawn on paper.
Our prices are fair , and we think 15 days is long
delivery.
Solving problems for people like you is our business.
We have a long list of blue chip companies we ' ve
helped , and we 'd like to add you to the list. Call or
wr ite Bill Amundson , Industrial Sales Manager, to day. His number is 612 -227 -6371.
No problem is too small for us .
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Custom compensate your op amp.

You can

extend the closed-loop frequency response and get
higher slew rates and lower gain-error.
If you're interested only in "average" performance with the new generation of monolithic
operational amplifiers, follow the manufacturer's
recommendations and link the unit to t he capacitor t hat th e spec sheet calls for. But if you want
super performance with your super-gain op amp,
substitute an RC network designed especially
for your application.
T he new op amps, such as F airchild's µ,A748
and Amelco's 841, leave the shaping of the openloop frequency characteristics entirely to the
user. Although th e manufacturers recommend
connecting a single external capacitor to the device between pin numbers 1 and 8 ( F ig. la),
with a little un derstanding of t he basic transistor electronics involved and a little determination, t he circuit designer can greatly extend the
open-loop gain for a given frequency domain. At
th e same time he can maintain the stability and
phase margin.
Increase the open-loop gain

The main purpose for improving the open-loop
gain at a higher frequency of operation is to reduce the op amp's closed-loop gain error, which
is defined as the difference between the ideal
closed-loop gain and the practical closed-loop
gain. Expressed mathematically,

1 (1
= -A
V

+

R F ) (1)
-R
IN

where Av is the finite ac open-loop gain of the
amplifier at the frequency of operation, and R1N
and RF are the input source and feedback resistances, respectively.
For example, for a unity-gain amplifier to
have an accuracy of 0.01 %, Av must be greater
than 20,000 V per volt at the frequency of in-

.Gary L. Payton and Morris I. Warren , Engineers, Systems
& Computer Informati on , Inc ., 162 1 Centi ne la Ave.,
Inglewood, Calif . 9030 2.
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terest. The manufacturer's recommendation
would limit the user to a O-to-60-Hz bandwidth.
But with custom compensation techniques, the
user can extend the 0.01 % gain accuracy bandwidth to greater than 400 Hz. Another beneficial byproduct of this approach is the increase
in the slew-rate for the unity-gain mode to approximately 1.0 VI µ,s.
A practical illustration of the kind of frequency response (Bode plot) that one might like
to see, which promises extra gain-error reduction, is shown in Fig. 2. Control theory stipulates
that, for optimum stability, the slope of the Bode
plot at the crossover (unity-gain) frequency be
not much greater than 20 dB per decade for an
acceptable phase margin. The custom compensation technique uses two capacitors and a resistor, connected as indicated in Fig. l b.
The first step to complete understanding of
this technique requires thorough familiarity with
the simplified schematic of the op amp's internal
electronics (Fig. 3), which at the same time
serves as an excellent conceptual model. 1 Clearly
recognized is a cascaded arrangement of three
distinct transistor amplifier stages: a differential amplifier; a high-gain, double feedback common-emitter transistor amplifier, and a unitygain transistor buffer.
It is the second stage, with the behavior of its
loading characteristics a s well as its capacitive
feedback contributions to the output of the first
stage, which commands most attention. These
are the two key factors that decisively locate the
breakpoint frequencies of the poles and zeros in
the over-all Bode plot.
Consider first the components R 2 and C2 connected in series between pin numbers 7 and 8 in
the redrawn second stage (Fig. 4a) . The two
diodes serve merely to reduce the zero crossover
distortion of the ac signal that may be present
at the output of the device, and they need not
be accounted for analytically. This commonemitter configuration can be generalized into the
network described in Fig. 4b, where the impedance z~~ acts as a resistive series-current degenerative feedback, ZF provides the capacitiveELECTRONIC D ESIGN
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+

R

R

-v

1. The recommended compensation specified by the
manufacturer employs a single capacitor that introduces
a simple 20-dB roll-off at low frequency and stabilizes
the device against temperature variations and parts re-

placement. High-gain flexibility accompanied by low gainerror reduction at the frequency of interest is provided
by this alternate hook-up (b) of external components (resistor R2 and capacitor C2).

Av

2. Bode plots of both compensation techniques
are compared by graphical superposition to illustrate the increased gain for the extended frequency domain. Note the addition of another
pole and zero to the Bode plot.
3. Simplified schematic shows the internal electronics of each of the three amplifier stages and
their relation to the external components.

+v

(Vzlour
(Vzl 1N

-v

4. The device's second stage is redrawn (a) for analytical simplicity. Internal as well as compensation (externa l) feedback elements are recognized. The second
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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stage can be visualized as a general common -emitter
configuration (b), with the basic impedance elements
defined as shown.
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shunt negative voltage feedback, and ZL is the
over-all complex load impedance. The latter comprises the internal load as well as the external
load (of the second stage) introduced by the
compensation elements R2 and Cz.
For analytical simplicity, we now employ the
Miller Theorem 2 and redefine a valid mid-frequency ac model (Fig. 5). With the assumption
that the second-stage voltage gam
Av2 = (V2) 0U'r/ (V2) JN
(2)
is independent of ZF, the latter can be replaced
with an equivalent input impedance,
ZF1 = 1 !FAv2
(3)
and also with an equivalent output impedance,
z ~,

(4 )

ZFo = 1 + (1/ A v2 )
Since

zF= l / sc ~, ,

(5)

-

li2lour

hoe

it follows from Eqs. 3 and 4 that
(6)
CFi = Cdl + Av2 )
and that
CFo =CF (1 + 1/ Av2) ,
(7)
where CF i and' CFo are the input and output Miller capacitances, respectively. Equation 6 shows
that the input Miller capacitance, CFi , of the
second stage cannot be placidly ignored without
seriously nullifying the validity of the analysis.
On the other hand, with CF quite small (on the
order of 10·" farads), and with Av2 large, but
finite (as is normally the case), the contribution
of the output Miller capacitance, c~'O > to the load
is seen from Eq. 7 to be considerably diminished
in importance, and hence negligible :
CFo '.: : .'. 0.
(8)
Replacing the common-emitter transistor with
its hybrid model, we then enumerate the usual
simplifying assumptions involving the h-parameters of the second stage :
h re '.: : .'. 0.
(9a)
hoe'.::::.'. 0.
(9b)
h re RE > > h ie·
(9c)
h re > > 1.
(9d)
The approximate expression for the voltage gain
of the second stage is given as 3
Av2 = - ZL/ RE.
(10)
It is now necessary to examine the exact form
of the transistor function of the second stage of
the operational amplifier. With Eq. 8 in mind,
we can easily derive a detailed expression for
the load impedance, Z1, (Fig. 6):

J

z _

5. With the second stage described by its mid-frequency
equivalent ac model (hybrid configuration), the input
and output capacitance CF; and CFo are defined by the
Miller Effect.

R [
l + SR2C2
(ll)
LL l + S(R1~+ R2 )C 2
.
Substituting Eq. 11 into Eq. 10, we find that
the gain of the second stage is
A

J

l + SR2C2
(l 2 )
l + S(RL + R2)C2 '
where K2 = - Rd RE. Evidently the frequency
response is governed by the pole whose break
frequency, fB, is
vz=

K2 [

1

fB (13)
- 27T(RL + Rz) C2
and by the zero whose break frequency, f 0 , is
fo = l / 27T(R2C2) .
(14)
The critical second stage

'6. Valid ac model of combined first and second stages of
the device, with CFo = 0 and with the effect of h-parameters reduced for analytical simplicity. Note that CFi is
a function of the second-stage gain, Av2 , the impedance
of which decreases with an increase in frequency; this
variation in CFi is compensated by C1 connected in
parallel.
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The transfer function of the second stage affects the transfer function of the first stage. Reviewing Eq. 6, we regard CF i as the capacitive
load at the output of the first stage of the
amplifier, coupled with the output resistance, R 0 ,
of that stage (Fig. 6). We immediately recognize
a low-pass configuration, where the voltage gain,
Av1 of the first stage can be written as
A _ .(V,) ouT _ K 1 [
1
]'
(l 5 )
Vi ·(V 1 ) IN 1 + SRoCFi
'
where K1 is the fixed de gain of the first amplifier stage. If Av2 is assumed to be much greatELECTRONIC D ESIGN
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er than unity, Eq. 6 can be reduced to
CP i = CF Av2,
(16)
and Eq. 15 becomes
Av1 = K1 {1/ 1 + SR0CF[Av2]) .
(17)
Substituting Eq. 12 into Eq. 17, we get, after
simplification,
Av1 = K1
S[(RL+R2)C2J+l
}
{ S 2[K2RoCFR2C2] + s [ (RL + R2) C2+ K2RoCF] + 1 '
(18)
whose zero is governed by f 8 (Eq. 13) and whose
poles occur at the frequencies labeled fA and f c,
which, in turn, are derived from the roots of the
quadratic in the denominator of Eq. 18.
While, compared with the manufacturers' recommendation, this second-stage compensation
approach has shifted the initial pole, f' Ai to a
somewhat higher frequency, fA. This is not quite
satisfactory from a stability viewpoint because
of greater variation in gain with device substitution and temperature change. To remedy this
situation, the second pole, fc, of the second stage
must be less than the zero, fn, of the first stage.
Shift the pole

One solution is to shift that pole further leftward to a lower frequency region and we can do
this by decreasing the value of fc. This is easily
done by placing an additional capacitor of an
appropriately chosen value in parallel to CFii as
shown in Fig. 6. The compensation capacitor at
the first stage-Ci, connected between pin numbers 1 and 4-is the one to use, and Eq. 16 is
then modified to
CF i =CF Av2 + C1.
(19)
Reviewing the procedure for obtaining Eq. 18,
we can, in an analogous fashion, derive the expression for the transfer function when Ci :/= 0.
The final form is given as follows:
A -K 1 {S[(R L +R2)C2]+l}
_(20)
vi Y iS2 + Y 2S + 1
'
where
Y1 = KzRo C~·R 2 C 2 + RoC1 (RL+R2) C2
Y2 = (RL + R2)C2 + K2RoCF + RoC1
Remembering that,
f n>fc>fB> fA,
(21)
we find for C1 =F 0 that fB vanishes completely
since the second-stage pole cancels the first-stage
zero.
The third stage is a unity-gain amplifier with
no contribution of poles or zeros to the frequency region of interest. Additional poles may exist
at frequencies that occur well beyond the megahertz range; for most applications in which the
closed-loop gain is generally greater than unity,
this possibility is not critical and may safely be
overlooked. The minimum requirement for the
external load resistance (or impedance) to the
device is slightly greater with this compensation
E L ECTRONIC DESIGN
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technique than with the single-capacitor technique specified by manufacturers.
Using the technique

The custom compensation for the op amp is
determined by the over-all open-loop transfer
function, described as follows :
A v(S) =

VouT

- V = Av1
IN

X

Av2 X Ava ,

(22)

where Avll Av2, Ava are the individual transfer
function for each amplifier stage. With Ava equal
to unity, the resulting equation is:
(23)
Av(s) = K1 · K2 [~~?~+Y~S + 1] ,
where
Y1 ·= K2RoCFR2C2 + RoC1 (RL+R 2) C2.
Y2 = (RL+R2)C2 + KzRoCF + R 0C1.
Before the compensation components C,, R 2
and C2 can be specified, certain internal parameters that are intrinsic to the device must first
be empirically determined. These parameters include K2, the second-stage de gain, R 0 , the firststage output impedance, CF, the second-stage
internal capacitance, and RL, the second-stage
load resistance. All of these vitally affect the
poles of Av(s).
For the Amelco 841 operational amplifier, in
particular, the second-stage de gain, K z, of the
uncompensated device is easily deduced by direct
measurement of the voltage difference betwen
pins 1 and 6, and is found to be 500. The output
impedance of the first stage, R 0, is 2. 7 Mn and
is calculated by noting the value of the corner
frequency for a selected capacitor connected between pins 1 and 8, as specified in the manufacturer's data sheet. Repeating this procedure
with the value of R 0 already established, and
without the connection of a compensation capacitor, we then determine the internal capacitance,
CF, from the modified corner frequency and find
it is 6 pf. The second-stage load resistance, R L,
also determined by measurement, is 25 kn.
It is possible to boost the op amp's open-loop
gain to a minimum of 80 dB at 400 Hz. To
achieve this result, both compensation capacitors were conveniently assigned the same value
of 1200 pF. A resistance of 5 kn was then chosen for the compensation resistor. ••
References:
1. Fullager, David, A New High Performance Monolithic Operational Amplifier, Linear Circuit Engineering,, Farchild Semiconductor Note 20-BR-0029-48 / 7M.
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Kurz-Kasch
Digital Logic

Instruments*

0

,.

'

Q

... complete logic systems analysis through the Logic-Probe concept
Rugged, all solid-state, Kurz-Kasch logic probes are designed for fast,
accurate testing of logic levels in all types of integrated circuit systems. A simple readout system Indicates " true", "zero", or " pulse"
readings precisely through color-coded visual electronic readouts in
the probe tip. Absence of logic levels is indicated by all readouts
remaining OFF.
Applications Logic levels can be accurately tested in virtually any
(DTL, TTL, RTL) IC system including desk calculators, business machines, N/C devices, computers or telephone systems. Power is derived
from the unit under test allowing use in the field or in the lab.
Specifications
Readout Light Red= Logic "l "
Readout Light White= Logic "O"
No Readout Light= " infinity"

High input impedance prevents
loading of circuit under test.
Size Ut dia., 6" long, 26%"
leads with pin terminals

A pulse detection feature is available on most models of logic probe.
A third readout is provided to display high speed pulse trains or a
single cycle pulse of less than 50 nanoseconds on the standard Model
LP-520. Overload protection to + 50, - 20 volts DC is also available.
Standard Probes Logic probes are presently available in five standard
models. MODEL LP-500 for use in testing 4.75-5.0 V DC logic systems.
MODEL LP-510 for testing 4.75-5.0 V DC systems ... includes overload
protection to + 50, - 20 V DC. MODEL LP-520 ... for 4.75-5.0 V DC
logic systems ... includes overload protection and pulse detection
features. MODEL LP-530 for testing of 12-15 V DC logic systems .. .
includes overload protection to + 50, - 20 V DC. MODEL LP-540 .. .
for 12-15 V DC systems .. . includes overload protection and pulse
detection features.

Kurz-Kasch shrinks square wave generator to logic probe size Model
LG-580 is a new shirt pocket size, all solid-state logic (square wave)
generator for trouble-shooting, testing, or inspection of digital circuitry. Use it to ... set flip-flops ... run counters ... perform clock
functions. A unique one-shot mode plus 100 Hz, 1 K Hz, 100 K Hz, and
1 M Hz signals are injected through the probe tip. The Model LG-580
is power lead reversal protected and is priced at $79.95. The Model
LG-580 is for all 4.75-5 V DC systems. Also available is Model LG-581,
same as Model LG-580 above, except for use with 12-15 V DC systems
- $89.95.
Special Probes As a routine service, Kurz-Kasch will custom design
logic probes to user specifications. Custom designs can include: both
positive and negative logic levels from 50 to 30 volts ... special pulse
detection characteristics ... floating or grounded cases . . . custom
power supply requirements . . . power lead reversal protection .. . and
your choice of logic crossover parameters.
Kurz-Kasch logic probes provide all the information you need to
quickly and accurately evaluate all logic systems . . . and they are the
most economical logic testing instruments available. Standard Models
range in price from $39.95 to $69.95. Write today for complete details
on all standard and special logic probes.

Kurz·Kasch,lnc.
Electronics Division,
1421 S. Broadway, Dayton, Ohio 45401.
*Patent #3,525,939 applies, others pending.
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MANAGEMENT

Use a technical Rx for management ills,
says this company president, who prescribes engineering
principles for solving a supervisor's problems.
Richard L. Turmail , Management Editor

There is no law that says an engineer must become a manager. Howeve•r , many electronics designers prefer to swap design decisions for management ones. The problem is that often they
find themselves unprepared to handle supervisory decisions.
The question, then, is how can an .e ngineering
manager or would-be manager better prepare
himself for the responsibilities of his position?
If you're a designer-turned-manager, chances
are you'll be encouraged by Frank H . Roby, president of Sola Basic Industries, because he uses
the engineering principles you were teethed on
·t o solve management problems. By appraising
Roby's method, you may discover new ways to
apply your own technical knowledge to a job
you have not been formally trained to do.

Where the pri nciples apply

In the broadest sense, engineering is the application of scientific principles to practical ends,
such as the design, construction or operation of
efficient and economical structures, equipment
and systems. Roby reminds managers and engineers alike that an equally appropriate definition
for an engineer is one who skillfully or shrewdly
manages an enterprise.
Roby's success with Sola Basic has largely
been the result of his "bump principle," in which
company acquisitions must be closely related to
the firm's business of making electrical and electronic equipment for the distribution, control and
use of electrical power. Each newly acquired
firm can help one or more of the other established divisions by means of technical exp.e rtise
and/ or supply.
"Our 10 divisions complement one another,"
Roby says, "like 10 grapes in a bunch, instead
of like 5 grapes and 5 coconuts."
"My management effectiveness," he says, "is
often dependent on my ability to combine efficiency as an engineer with whatever skill I possess as an entrepreneur."
Alth.o ugh the front-line manager may not need
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the skills of an entrepreneur, he can, according
to Roby, by the effective use of engineering principles, solve management problems when they
involve:
• Motivating people.
• Digesting data.
• Technical orientation.
People who need people . . .

"The biggest over-all management problem has
always been the motivation of people," says Roby.
He offers the company profit plan as an illustration of the point.
Roby believes that all serious management
problems extend from the bottom line (profit)
of the financial report, and that if a company
is making a suitable profit, there are few problems. He says that a company must have a profit
plan, that the plan is the canvas on which the
manager paints the picture, and t hat he must
get his subordinates to bring that picture to life.
If the manager stays with the same approach
to planning, according to Roby, people start to
see what those profit figures mean. Eventually,
after he has painted the picture half a dozen
times, they see how they can make the plan work.
Here, "repetition" is as effective a tool as it is
in engineering.
"But remember," Roby says, "no one ever
listens until you've said it six times. People can
help you," he says, "but only if you're predictable. The equivalent engineering principle is
'logical sequence.' My secretary, for instance, has
told a client on occasion that it was all right to
change my schedule to meet his needs. She
knows my behavior pattern, because, for one r.eason, I never throw away a piece of paper, I mark
it 'destroy,' instead. That way she learns as much
from what I don't keep as from what I do. It's
the same with engineering : you learn as much
from a failure as you do from a success, sometimes more."
To motivate his employees, Roby says that he
treats them as equals, which elevates them, and
he tries ·to be consistent in his actions so they'll
always know where he stands. He says that his
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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"No one ever listens until you've said it six times."

management method works best at all management levels when the chief executive is willing
to spend considerable time at frequent intervals
with his various operating units instead of merely overseeing operations from a headquarters
office.
He adds that he doesn't always see the boss
when he visits one of the company's operations.
He makes a point of seeing the first-line managers and paints the profit picture for them,
personally.
Data digestion depends on the diet

The second area of management concern where
engineering principles can apply is the digestion
of data. It involves three stages of operation:
1. Digging out relevant inform:;i..tion.
2. Collating and interpreting it.
3. Acting effectively and decisively on the resulting intelligence.
In explaining how engineering principles can
be applied to solve the problems that crop up,
100

Roby says that engineering teaches you, in gath.e ring and sharing information, to take a look at
random elements and "paint" a practical picture
that has meaning. For example, both engineers
and accountants have mathematical ability. While
an accountant records history, Roby says that an
engineer will take the same figures and rearrange them into an organized pattern that has
meaning. Thus, the accountant records; the engineer reasons.
"The poorest-managed businesses," Roby says,
"are the ones managed emotionally by someone
carried away with ideas, rather than with facts
that have meaning."
As an illustration of effective action taken
after data has been interpreted, Rqby cites his
"corporate identity program."
He had learned that most businesses fail
through not being able to sell their products.
Companies, he says, like General Electric have
an advantage because when a purchasing agent
doesn't have time to check out an unknown brand,
no one is going to criticize him for buying a
well-known one like GE.
Further interpretation of the data, however,
led Roby to the conclusion that this particular
fact of business life could be turned to his firm's
advantage if he acted effectively. He reasoned
that there were disadvantages to being a GE,
because people are funny about names. For
example, according to Roby, GE has never been
able to successfully compete in the electronics
component market because they are their own
competitors. He says that many buyers feel that
business ought to be conducted in its natural
elements, and they therefore prefer to buy electronic components from a company that produces them exclusively.
Roby decided to combine the advantages of a
name that has customer recognition value with
that of small exclusive producers. He adopted a
"corporate identity program" for each of his
firm's acquisitions, using a logo that displayed
each division's name along with the "SB" of Sola
Basic.
Because Roby wanted each of the ten division presidents to be autonomous-which enhances the division's image as a separate producer-he gave up his right to order. And he
proved his point logically with the following sixstep program by:
1. Publishing a book on corporate identity and
distributing it company-wide.
2. Placing the logo on stationery, business
cards, invoices, etc.
3. Pointing out that since the firm's equipment
goes everywhere, each division ·would stand to
profit if the name plate was that of one company.
4. Instituting uniformity of packaging to further encourage customer recognition.
EL ECTRONIC DESIGN
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5. Sending corporate people (after five years)
to the divisions to help them with publications,
advertising and sales promotions on a parent
company basis.
6. Placing a flyer in every product package
that describes all divisions of Sola Basic.
Roby says that the plan has worked, and the
company is beginning to reap the profits that instant recognition often stimulates.
Where technical knowledge is vital

Those management problems that require a
particularly high degree of technical orientation
include:
• Sales volume-a problem almost certain to
exist after all others have been solved.
• New product development-essential for
rapid company growth.
• Manufacturing methods-the key to profitability.
• Operating controls-necessary to measure
progress.
Sales volume. Roby says that you've got to be ·
certain you have a good product, because only
then can you use the engineering principle of
logical sequence to remove the last doubt in the
prospective buyer's mind. He adds that it is important for the salesman to be technically oriented, not only to know the product but the buyer
as well. Since it's necessary for the salesman to
put himself in the buyer's shoes in order to determine his needs, it usually takes someone with
a strong enough technical background to come
back to his own point of view.
"I'll bet 85 % of all salesmen now, even in the
insurance field, are technically oriented," Roby
says, "because they can paint a logical picture
and not get sidetracked by a creative, but illogical argument."
New product development. Roby says that it's
important to place your engineers in the right
department. As he sees it, there are two kinds of
engineers : the efficient engineer who puts in
long hours in making the effort, but who is never
overly concerned about the results of his work;
and the entrepreneur engineer who conceives
ideas to satisfy his intellectual curiosity. Since the
engineer with both qualities is rare, a good manager tries to split his department or project into
two distinct areas of operation-product development and engineering-thus using the two kinds
of engineers to advantage. It's important, too,
that the manager himself be an engineer so that
he can more actively participate in the development of a product.
"When I was a salesman,'' Roby says, "my
engineering background helped me immensely. I
was able to patent over 20 product ideas, because
I didn't always have the product the customer
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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"People can help you, but only if you're predictable."

wanted. If I hadn't been an engineer, my sales
would have been more limited.
"I think technical training is priceless,'' Roby
adds.
"Nearly all our company managers are' engineers, and nine out of ten of our division presidents are engineers."
Manufacturing methods. Managers of technical
discipline are vital in the manufacturing operation of his company. At Sola Basic, Roby says
that an industrial engineer is in charge of plant
equipment and standard costs, a job that entails
cost accounting and quality control. The man in
charge of production control has a computer
background and is responsible for both the kind
of material required and its flow. The materials
manager, who is responsible for the shipping
department, storeroom inventory, and purchasing, must have a good technical knowledge of
materials so he'll know, for example, if he can
substitute aluminum for copper. The factory
superintendent (called the production manager
at many companies) manages everything in the
101

This company president is a 'chief' among engineers
Engineering has been Frank H. Roby's way
of life ever since he graduated with honors from
Purdue University in 1933. He says: "I don't
like to read instructions or maps; I'd rather
reason out the problem." He has lived by the
principles of engineering, and he has guided
Sola Basic by applying these same rules.
During the past five years Roby has presided
over the third phase of Sola Basic founded in
Milwaukee, Wis., as the Froedtert Grain &
Malting Co. in 1867. At the start of its second
phase in 1951, the firm became a conglomerate
holding company of diversified activities under
the name of Basic Products Corp. When Roby
took the corporate reins in 1965, he changed
both the company's name and its business by
getting rid of its profitless subsidiaries and
concentrating on building a fully integrated
operating company making electrical and electronic equipment for the distribution, control
and use of electrical power.
Roby believes that the electrical industry is,
and will continue to be, one of the most rapidly
expanding in the world.
Through the course of Roby's tenure as president and chairman, the company's sales have increased from $51-million to $103-million, and
earnings have increased from $1.7-million to $3.5million-about 15 % per year. Sola Basic Industries now has more than 4,000 employees in 20
plants in the United States and 11 plants in
Canada, Mexico, Colombia, England, Japan, Australia, and the Nether lands.
In 37 years of business life, Roby rose
from a salesman with Square D Co. to that
firm's vice president of marketing. He later

factory but the money.
"He must be an engineer," Roby says, "because
when the product and the assembly process
don't go together, he must apply his technical
knowledge fast."
Operating controls. Most company controls
center around money. Since financial controls
are essential, Roby says that it is necessary to
set up a guide for his firm's accountants to
follow.
"I indicate the form in which I want to see the
numbers," Roby says, "because accountants are
inclined to tell me what the figures are on a
month-to-month basis, when I want to know
what the change is since the first of the year."
Still receptive to ideas

With all this weighted evidence in favor of
an engineering background, Roby's answer to
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served as the executive vice president of Federal
Pacific Electric Co., and was elected president of
that company a year before he went to Sola
Basic Industries.
For much of his 25 years with Square D,
he served as spokesman for both the Industrial
Control and Low-Voltage Distribution Equipment Industry. Typical of this type of activity
were his successful dealings with WPB and
OP A in Washington in which the industry received blanket priorities on materials and price
rollbacks were avoided.
A past vice president and president, and a
present director of the American Standards Association, he recently received the Howard Coonley Gold Medal for personal contributions to the
Voluntary National Standards movement.
Both academic and business communities have
recognized Roby's contributions to his industry.
In 1967 he was awarded an honorary Doctorate
Degree in Engineering by Purdue, and last year
he received the James H. McGraw Medal for
Cooperation in the electrical industry. He was
cited for his outstanding personal initiative,
creativity and leadership in developing and promoting sfandardization in electrical products to
the broad benefit of the industry as a whole and
the public ~t serves. His efforts included involving the active cooperation of all branches of the
electrical industry to achieve the desired
objectives.
Roby says simply about his success that he's
an "introverted activist. Becau11~ of my logical
approach, though, my wife has said if I'd been
born a woman, I'd probably lay all my hairpins
in a row."

the question of whether or not his background
and training had ever got in his way on his climb
to the top, was surprising.
"It proved to be a problem," he said, "when
I found that I was reasoning things out and
marrying the idea, to the exclusion of any other
idea.
"You reach the point where you think you
know it all," he said, "and if you're the boss you
can be wrong, but you're still the boss. Now I've
learned to like it when someone changes my mind
because it proves that I'm still receptive to the
ideas of others."
Of his management experience, Roby says that
he's found that the decisions of "what to do"
are academic. "When to do" is more important
and takes experience and maturity. He says his
engineering background has made it possible for
him to know what and when to do it most of
the time. ••
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Cut the Size of Your
Power Supply in Half with Fast, High-Voltage
Transistors from RCA..

Conventional 5 V, 25 A Supply

New 5 V, 50 A Supply

ncn
For details and application note, write: RCA, Commercial Engineering, Section

57A-7/UT14, Harrison, N.J. 07029
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ideas for design
Current-source polarity is reversible at will
A constant-current circuit can supply either
polarity of reference current with appropriate
circuit modifications (see diagram) to a grounded
load. The voltage reference may be derived from
any point in a circuit and the input impedance
of the circuit is constant.
The potential established at the noninverting
input of an op amp by R2 and R3 keeps the FET,
Q,, biased in the pinchoff region. The op-amp
output adjusts the gate voltage of Q1 so that the
drain current is constant and independent of
FET parameter variations. Since gate current is
many orders of magnitude less than drain current, little error is introduced by assuming that
drain and source current are the same. Diode D
is included to prevent the possibility of forward
biasing the gate.
This circuit has several advantages over other
constant-current configurations. It is simple and
errors are not a function of the load, so that outstanding dynamic characteristics result: Only a
sir1gl.e precision resistor, R 1 , and a precision ratio
match, R2/ R3, are required. The reference voltage

Precisely controlled load current flows only through
the FET, Q1 • To reverse current flow, v••r should be
positive, Q1 should be a p-channel FET and D1
should be reversed .

1

with respect to ground allows the load to be
grounded, and active loads can be accommodated
as long as the drain-source voltage of Q1 is maintained greater than its pinchoff voltage.
L eonard Accardi, Electrical Engineer, Advanced Development, LOG B-3, Kollsman Instrument, 80-08 45th Ave., Elmhurst, N. Y. 11373.
VOTE FOR 311

Dual Schmitt trigger
matches diodes
The circuit shown functions as two Schmitt
triggers. It triggers as a function of the inputs to
Q, and Q2 , and these inputs do not have to be of
the same voltage ievel. The circuit can be used to
match diodes or, with a simple modification, will
also act as a normal Schmitt with very low
hysteresis.
Initially Q3 is _biased so that when Q, and Q2
are cut off Q3 is in saturation. Rs and the combination of R3 and R, determine the base voltages
V 1 and V z. When either Q, or Q2 starts to conduct, Qa is cut off. As shown, Q1 triggers at 8.7 V
and Q2 triggers at 9.5 V.
The circuit can be used as a Schmitt trigger
with very low hysteresis by connecting the bases
of Q, and Q 2 and adjusting the bias so that
V 2 - Vi equals the hysteresis voltage of Q z.
It can also be used in a test fixture to match
diodes. When the two diodes are matched within
tolerance, the circuit triggers. A bulb can be used
as the indicator.
104

12V
R6
l.8k
OUTPUT

INPUT
QI

521

VI

Different input voltage levels to Q1 and Q2 will
trigger this circuit. The circuit can be used to
match diodes. Connecting the bases of Q1 and Q2
produces a Schmitt trigger with low hysteresis.

Augustine Kuruvilla, 84, Dacosta Square, St.
Mary's Town, Bangalore, 5, India.
VOTE FOR
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Symmetrical counter can handle
any odd modulus
A counter whose modulus is controlled by the
number of flip-flop stag.es used has a symmetrical
output, little delay, and an adaptable design.
Four stages, as shown in the diagram, can count
to seven; three stages would count to five; n
stages would count to 2n-1.
The operation of the counter is relatively
simple. A shift counter is made by fold ing the nth-stage outputs back on the steering
inputs of the first stage. The first stage is used

OUTPUTS

to control the clocking phase by means of gates
A, and A 2 • This allows a half of a clock period
to be counted. The counter shown is a divide-byseven configuration in which each output period
is made to cover seven clock periods.
All outputs are symmetrical, providing the
clock is symmetrical. Also, all stages are clockedge synchronous, therefore eliminating needless
delays due to propagation through the counter.
David Mundie, Project Engineer, SCI Electronics, Inc., P. 0. Box 4208, Huntsville, Ala.
35802
VOTE FOR
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CLK

R3

R4

lOUTPun _ _ _ __,

A divide-by-seven counter uses four flip-flop stages
and three gates. The timing diagram demonstrates

TTL-compatible analog gate
for only $2 in parts
ANALOG
SIGNAL
IN

0----------_,.o:;;

ANALOG
,;:o....--OSIGNAL
OUT

IM

4 .7k

.-----.JYVV--0+15V

the symmetry of the output if the clock itself is
symmetrical. Over-all delay is minimal.

This low-cost TTL-compatible analog gate is
ideal for a myriad of instrumentation and telemetry applications. It is based on the analog-gate
circuit described in another Idea for Design, 1 with
transistors Q1 and Q2 added to make the circuit
compatible with TTL logic levels.
Transistor Qa is an emitter follower. By allowing the FET's gate to follow the input signal, it
keeps th.e channel resistance low over a wide
range of input voltages.
The added transistors operate as follows: A
logical ONE at the input of Q 1 causes both Q, and
Q2 to conduct heavily, making the gate of the FET
negative and thus cutting it off. A logical ZERO
input applies a positive voltage to the collector of
the emitter follow.er, opening the analog gate.
Using the components shown, the total co,s t of
the gate is approximately $2.
Reference

-15V

This analog gate can handle large signals because
emitter follower Q3 allows the FET's gate to follow
the analog signal input, keeping the channel resist·
ance low over a wide voltage range.
106

1. G. Colla, K. Roffi, and G. Sinigaglia, "High-Level
Analog Gate Uses an Inexpensive J-FET," Electronic
Design, Sept. 26, 1968, p. 71.

Steven E. Holzman, Technical Staff Member,
E . S. L., Inc., Sunnyvale, Ca.Zif.
VOTE FOR 314
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Computer Microtechnology
has RAMS,

CM 2150 If you're looking to build a big fast main store or high speed
cache or just want a huge hardworking scratch pad , design in our
256 x 1 bipolar read/write memory, CM 2150. Here are four good reasons why:

1 It's fully decoded . You don't need any extra decoder chips . If your memory
has to be fast, this is the way to go.

2 It's bipolar. TIL and DTL compatible. And, as we said , fast:
74 nsec typ . access, (including the decoding time which is not part
of the spec on some other RAMS).

3 it has three chip selects: 2 active high, one active low. You can expand your memory
up to 2048 words (of whatever length your system understands) without adding
a single decoder; outputs are OR-tieable. And even if you add inverters, buffers,
or decoders in your chip select lines, any delay of up to 40 nsec will not slow down
your address time. You can pre-address any of the bits in your chosen word and
get all your data out in 74 nsec. There's no speed penalty in building a big random store.

4 BONUS

1: The CM 2150 has a fan-in of V2 TIL unit load . Any standard buffer or inverter can drive
twice as many 2150's, happily reducing your system package count. BONUS 2: Less power
supply current is needed; our spec is only 1.8 mW /bit.

ROMS,
and
REGISTERS
Have we got RAMS! We haven't even mentioned the CM 2100, our
40 nsec 64-bit scratchpad; our CM 2400 series 4096-bit hybrid memory module;
or our new CM 1101 MOS 256-bit read/write memory that sells for less than 4¢/bit
in volume . If you want more data on these parts or on the CM 2150, circle the
bingo card number or call us collect at (408) 736-0300, (617) 891-0002,
or (714) 835-8323. For delivery, call our distributor in your area:
Kierulff, K-Tronics , F-J - R Electronics, or Schley Electronics.

Computer Microtechnology Inc.,
P. 0. Box 7050, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086

,...

h

~
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Program to design a bridged-T attenuator is BASIC
The design of a variable attenuator is often
tedious, especially if the number of attenuator
steps is large. The use of a time-shared computer
can relieve the burden and provide speed and
accuracy. This program is written in BASIC, and
will calculate the two resistor values between
steps of a bridged-T attenuator section.
The program (Fig. 1) assumes equal input and
output impedances. Error messages are returned
by statements 170, 250, and 330 if required. The
number of permitted attenuator steps can be
adjusted in the limit statement 360. If, for example, no more than 20 steps are permitted, then
360 should read, "IF N > 20 THEN 330." Statement 290 should be altered also, to read "(NOT
GREATER THAN 20) ." For a fixed attenuator,
of course, N = 1.
The first R1 computed in the program is the
smallest value of R , in the attenuator from input.
The final R2 computed is the smallest value of R 2
in the attenuator to common.

An elective escape is provided by the statement
in line 790 in Fig. 1. If 1 is the input, the program will go back to statement 130 and calculate
another attenuator. If 0 is the input, the program will halt.
The program has been designed to run under
any BASIC compiler and does not contain any
convention or syntax peculiar to a particular
compiler or computer.
Bert Solomon, Xerox Data Systems, 701 S.
Aviation Blvd., El Segundo, Calif. 90245.
VOTE FOR 315

-INCREASE ATTEN .

RO

R2
IN

llD
130
HD
15D
17D
lqD
21D
2~

23D
25D
270
2qo
3DD
31D
33D
3•0
350
3bD
380
3qo
•Do
HO

PRINT ' '8RIDGED T ATTENUATOR, Z IN = Z OUT"
PRINT "llHAT IS THE IMPEDANCE IN OHMS";
INPUT RD
IF RD > D THEN 21D
PRINT "IMPEDANCE NOT GREATER THAN ZERO!"
GO TO 13D
PRINT ''llHAT IS THE LOSS PER STEP IN 08";
INPUT L
IF L > 0 THEN 2qD
PRINT "LOSS PER STEP NOT GREATER THAN ZERO!"
GO TO 210
PRINT "HOV MANY STEPS <NOT GREATER THAN qq)'•;
INPUT N
IF N > D THEN 35D
PRINT " INCORRECT NLM!ER OF STEPS!"
GO TO ~D
IF N - INT<Nl > 0 THEN 33D
IF N > qq THEN 33D
PRINT "FIXED RESISTORS ARE BOTH EQUAL TO"RO" OlfolS."
PRINT " Rl I S THE SERIES RESISTOR BETVEEN STEPS. "
PRINT " R2 IS THE SHUNT RESISTOR BETVEEN STEPS . "
PRINT "K IS THE RATIO OF INPUT CURRENT TO LOAD CURRENT. "

'+20 PRINT "Z IN = Z OUT ="RO" OHMS."
•3D
"O
•80
•qD
5 DO
510
520
53D
550
5b0

PRINT "THE FI RST Rl IS CONNECTED FROM INPUT TO THE FIRST STEP."
PRINT " THE LAST R2 IS CONNECTED FROM THE LAST STEP TO C(Mll()N."
PRINT "LOSS,08
Rl,OHMS
R2.0HMS
K"
FOR S = L TO N•L STEP L
LET K = EXP<S 0 !LOG !l0ll/20>
LET Rl • RD• <K-1 >
LET R2 = ROt<K-1 )
IF S • L THEN 570
PRINT "
" <Rl - Pl> , <P2 - R2>
GO TO bOO

570 PRINT
580
5qD
bOO
blO
b20
b30

"Rl

II

LET T2 • R2
REM Pl IS THE Rl FOR THE PRIOR STEP.
LET Pl • Rl
REM P2 IS THE R2 FOR THE PRIOR STEP.
LET P2 • R2
IF S >• 10 THEN b80

bSO PRINT "

"S•"

11

,

11

11

,K

bbD GO TO bqo

bBO PRINT "

11

S, 11

" •"

11

,K

bqD NEXT S
7DD LET Tl • Rl
?20 PRINT II
" RC
7'D PRINT "TOTAL SERIES RESISTANCE EQUALS"Tl" OHMS."
75D PRINT "TOTAL SHUNT RESISTANCE EQUALS"T2" OHMS."
7bDLETA • O
7qo PRINT "IF FINISHED INPUT Dl I F NOT INPUT l.";
8DD INPUT A
82D IF A • l THEN 13D
83D ENO

1. Bridged-T attenuator is designed by this BASIC
program with interactive control by the program·
mer. Lines 110-300 provide for input of data.

108

INCREASE
ATTEN .

OUT

2. The attenuation of the constant-impedance
bridged-T network depends on the values of R1 and
R2 • The exact attenuation for given settings can be
computed in advance by the program of Fig. 1.

>RUN
BRIDGED T ATTEtfJATOR, Z IN = Z OUT
WHAT IS THE IMPEDANCE IN OlfolS: bDD
WHAT IS THE LOSS PER STEP IN DB: 2.5
HOW MANY STEPS !NOT GREATER THAN qq): 8
FIXED RESISTORS ARE BOTH EQUAL TO bDD OlfolS.
Rl IS THE SERIES RESISTOR BETVEEN STEPS.
R2 IS THE SHUNT RESISTOR BETVEEN STEPS.
K IS THE RATIO OF INPUT CURRENT TO LOAD CURRENT.
Z IN = Z OUT = bDD
OHMS.
THE FIRST Rl IS CONNECTED FROM INPUT TO THE FIRST STEP.
THE LAST R2 IS CONNECTED FROM THE LAST STEP TO C<M!ION.
LOSS.DB
Rl,OlfolS
R2,0HMS
K
2DD.11285
2.5
1.333521'
2bb.85•78
1D28.D53•
l.n927q•
355.85b57
333.'1385
7.5
2.3113737
'7•.5•237
lb0.D32Tc!
3.lb2217b
lD
qD.q13q9
b32.812•2
12.5
•.21bqb5
H3.8b8q3
5b.73bq"
15
5.b23'132
1125.3173
37.•5153•
17.5
1.•q8~2
150D.b3'7
25.b5b051
2D
lD
bb.bbbbbb
TOTAL SERIES RESISTANCE EQUALS 5•DO
OlfolS.
TOTAL SHUNT RESISTANCE EQUALS 17q9.q9.9
OHMS.
IF FINISHED INPUT Dl IF NOT INPUT 1.: l

3. A typical solution printout lists loss and circuit
values as computed by the program. Answering
the question in the last line with "l" allows the
program to be reentered. A "O" stops the program.
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ICs simplify a two-phase bidirectional motor drive
A simple low-power method of obtaining a bidirectional two-phase motor drive is shown in the
figure.
Flip-flop 1 (FFl) supplies a 50% dutv cycle
square wave to FF2 and FF3. The Q and Q outputs of FF2 supply one· phase to the motor-drive
bridge circuit (not shown).
FF3 shifts the outputs of FF2 by 90 degrees,
using the Q output of FFl as the clock input.
The Q and Q output8 of FF3 supply the other
phase to the motor-drive circuit. G3 through G8
form an "exclusive OR" function, selecting the
proper phase for reverse and forward commands.
G2 insures that FF3 keeps the same relation-

Only four ICs are required to buUd this two-S)hase
motor control. Two 7400 quad two-input AND gates

ship to FF2, even with noise spikes and the
power turned on or off.
Two TI7473 dual J-K flip-flops were used for
FFl, FF2, and FF3, and two TI7400 quad twoinput AND gates were used for the gating. The
total power dissipation is approximately 240 mW.
If low-power IC packages of the same type are
used, the power required may be dropped to
approximately 23 mW.

Ron Kostenbauer, Electronics Engineer, Odetics, Inc., 1845 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim,
Calif. 92802.
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and two 7473 dual J-K flip-flops were used. Total
power dissipation is approximately 240 mW.

60-Hz relay senses frequency
for fan control
Dual-frequency power supplies (60 or 400 Hz)
normally require no adjustment when changing
the input frequency. However, if cooling fans are
used in the supply cabinet, switching in the correct fan is necessary to avoid possible equipment
damage if the frequency is changed.
A good solution to this problem is to use a
frequency-sensitive relay to do the switching. A
standard 120-V, ac, 60-Hz relay is quite effective.
When 60-Hz power is used, the relay pulls in and
connects the input power to the 60-Hz fan terminals. When 400-Hz power is used, the higher
coil reactance prevents relay pull-in. The input
is then connected to the 400-Hz fan terminals.
110

REV

NO
60Hz

FAN

NC

IZOV
60/400Hz
60Hz
RELAY COIL

400Hz

FAN

A 60-Hz relay can be energized only when connected to a 60-Hz supply. If it is connected to a 400-Hz
supply, the higher inductive reactance of the coil
limits current to less than pull-in value.

Peter Yanczer, President, Marcon Engineering
Co., Inc., 9526 Manchester Rd., St. Louis, Mo.
63119.
VOTE FOR 317
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Our newest calculator can.
The Friden * 1116 calculator is the first and only
~ electronic calculator that does problems involving
11
accumulation of products and multipliers, and
co square root extraction , with so few keystrokes.
For instance, to work the problem above, set
A = 2.8
the :L key to accumulate totals. Touch the
2.1, X, and the+= keys. You've squared one side and stored the answer. Repeat
for the other side: 2.8, X, and+=. Now you 've got the sum of the square of the
legs. Touch T1 , then V. The answer: 3.5.
That 's a simple problem for the 1116. It will automatically accumulate
two grand totals in its memory registers while you use the two working registers.
And there's an optional item c0unter.
This calculator is not only designed to do your most complex problems,
it's designed to simplify them. Its decimal system is totally automatic. If you like,
it'll automatically round off your answers to
the number of places you select. And
if an answer is bigger than the
16-place display, it'll "underflow"
on the right to save the most
significant digits and eliminate any possibility of
major error.
But you can see all that
for yourself. Just call your
nearest Friden office and they'll
set up a demonstration. Or write:
Friden Division , The Singer Com pany, San Leandro, California 94577.

INGER

* A Trademark of The Si nger Com pany
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Gunn-diode modulator covers 0 to 10 MHz
Gunn-diode oscillators can be modulated by
adding a modulation voltage, V to the de-bias
supply voltage, Vi n to obtain a modulated bias
voltage Vout· This modulator subtracts Vm from
Vi n directly: The collector current of Q, is given
by
(V in - Vrn - Vbe1 ) / R1,
wh ere V be1 is the base-emitter voltage of Q1.
Through emitter follower Q 2, the collector potential of ~, controls the collector current of Q 3 in
the same way as Vin controls the collector current
of Q1.
If we choose R i . R 2 and Ra = R4, and if we
assume that V bei = V be2, then the collector potential of Q 3 is given by
Vea = V in - Vrn + Vee- - Vee+ + Vbea•
To prevent bias oscillations of the Gunn diode,
which beh aves as a negative differential conductance ( dynatron characteristic), the output resistance of the modulator should be low. Toward this
end, t he potential Vea is applied to one input
(base of Q 4) of a differential amplifier (Q.
t hrough Q8 ) while Vout is applied to the other
input (base of Qs). At equilibrium, the voltages
must be equal-that is, Vout =Vea·
Under this condition, the output current need111 ,

ed by the load is controlled by both Q 1 and Qs.
Since the output voltage is not dependent on the
load, the differential output resistance is very
low.
The collector-to-emitter voltage of Q8 , V ees,
which is given by
Vee8 = (V in - Vm) - Vout,
is controlled by both Vee- and Vee+· It is adjusted
to about 2 V, which provides low power dissipation and modulation voltages up to 3 V, pk-pk.
Neither coupling capacitors nor transformers
are used in the design, so the modulator has a
rather broad bandwidth. It covers de through
10 MHz.
The modulator's specifications are as follows:
Vee-= - 15 V
Vee+= +18 V
V iu=- 2to - 15V
Vout =Oto - 13V
Input resistance seen by Vm = 50D.
Ouput resistance = O.ln.
Modulation signal gain = 1.0.
Modulation frequency range = 0 to 10 MHz.
Di pl. Ing. P et er Albrecht. / n.<;tititt fur T echnische Electronic T echnical University, 8 Munich
2, A rcisstr. 21, W. German y.
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Vee-

4.7k

3.311
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osc.

eo
Ill

'nils modulator

for X-INmd Gunn diodes supplies
100 to 300 mA at 7 to 12 V de. Its output resist·
ance Is extremely low, to prevent bias oscillations
Of the diode. Transistors Q10 Q1 and Q8 are ITT

112

types BC 172 C; these have fj > 500 and transit
frequencies of 300 MHz. Q8 , Q4 , Q11 and Q1 are
2N5139s and Q8 is a 2N2905; both types are
made by National Semiconductor.
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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"WHEN IT COMES TO REED RELAYS~

MAGNECRAFT WROTE THE BOOK"!
After developing the largest stock of dry reed and mercury-wetted reed relays on
the market today, we had enough experience to write a book. So, we did! The
first edition was a tremendous success, many thousands of copies have been
distributed .
A completely revised edition of this industry sandard is available today, with information about the latest reed relay technology advancements, such as IC Compatible Reed Relays, Thermal EMF considerations, RF Switching Reed Relays,
5,000, 10,000, and 20,000 volt High Voltage Reed Relays . Testing information,
principles of operation, application notes, complete product data, specifications and
much, much more are also contained in the 100 some pages of the handbook.
And to make everything easier to locate, we've include a comprehensive index .
Free copies are available to qualified designers, engineers, and others involved in
the electrical or electronic fields.
Send for it today!
Manufacturing Stock Relays for Custom Applications

MagnecJJa£t®ELEcTR1c

co.

5575 N ORT H LYNCH A V EN U E• CH IC AGO . ILLI NOIS 60630 • 3 12 • 282 -5500
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 64
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The "foremost-in-film-capacitors" people
did it again ... another first from Dearborn I

-65C to +150C
OPERATION
WITHOUT
VOLTAGE DERATING
NEW! DELTAFILM® 'LJ
METALIZED POLYSULFONE
FILM CAPACITORS.
OUTSTANDING.

Extended operating temperature range lets you use
these new capacitors in

applications where

film

capacitors could not previously qualify. Capacitance/
voltage parameters equal to or better than those of
metalized polycarbonate capacitors. Extended life
expectancy. Improved electrical characteristics. Voltage range from 60 to 200 VDC. Available in hermetically-sealed metal cases as well as wrap -and -fill
epoxy end seal construction.
For complete technical information write to:
Dearborn Electronics, Inc.
Box 530, Orlando, Fla. 32802

Electronics

f the Sprague Electric Company)

/

Inc .

10-010 1 R1
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new products
LED DIP display for $10 has
decoder/driver and memory

Decoder/driver displays
are only 1.2-in. deep

Displli?J Geneml, Inc., 241 Crescent
St., Waltham, Mass. Phone: (617)
899-2700. Price: $90.75.

Heu·lett-Packard Co., 1501 Page
Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. Phone:
(415) 326-7000. P&A: $16.50 (199), $14 (100-499), $12 (500 to.
999), $10 (1000); 2 wks .

For a price of only $10 (1000piece quantities), the new 50827300 soli d-state LED numeric display comes complete with a decoder/driver IC on the same substrate, a memory and a red filter.
The new display's 4-by-7 dot
matrix generates digits that are not
boxy in appearance and are pleasing and easy to read. In addition,
the use of dot arrays insures
against ambiguous reading if one
dot fails.
Characters on the new solidstate display are 0.29-in. high and
0.19-in. wide and packaging is in
a standard 0.6 by 0.4-in. dual-inline configuration that can be
mounted
in
standard, readily
available hardware or directly on a
printed-circuit board.
The 5082-7300 unit is fully compatible with DTL and TTL circuitry and requires only a 5-V de supply for operation. Its current drain
is only 75 mA (typical ) and 120
mA (maximum). Power dissipation
is a maximum of 660 mW.
Other attractive characteristics
ELECTRON IC D ESIGN I , January 7, .1971

of this low-cost display are rugged
and reliable construction insuring
a long operating life that is estimated at 100,000 hours when operated at half-brightness levels.
A user can address the display
with four-line BCD positiv·e-logic
information in one of two ways:
Parallel character input and sequential character input.
To address each display with
character information in parallel,
all memory enable input lines are
permanently connected to ground.
This allows the display to continuously read and show the character
information presented to the fourline BCD input.
To address several displays with
a common set of four- line BCD inputs, the memory enable line for
each display is wired for sequential activation of the memory. This
can be accomplished by connecting
each display memory enable line to
a counter that is clocked to the input information.
The new solid-state LED display
costs $12 each, when purchased in
quantities of 500 to 999 units.
Other prices include $14 each for
100 to 499 units and a price of
just $16.50 for 1 to 99 units.
CIRCLE NO . 250

Incorporating a 140-degree viewing angle, the series D-4000 7-segment numer ical decoder/driver displays feature a behind-the-panel
depth of only 1.2 in. The displa.ys
use fluorescent tubes and interface
directly with four-line BCD . Standard displays contain three, four and
five decades. Bezels are available
in various sizes and options are
also available.
CIRCLE NO. 251

Conversion modules
are self-contained
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OATA A(;QUISIT!Of, SYSTEM

Zeltex, Inc., 1000 Chalomar Rd.,
Concord, Calif. Phone: ( 415) 6866660. P&A: $40, $29, $70, $50, $75;
stock.

A new lin e of 14-pin DIP hybrid
conversion products features selfcontained operation requiring only
external power suppli es . The line
consists of the ZD410 four-channel
IVIOSFET analog multiplexer, the
ZD430 8-bit d/ a converter and the
ZD450 sample-hold module. It also
includes the ZD470 staircase and
ZD471 successive-approximation 8bit a/d converters.
CIRCLE NO . 252
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Unity-gain amplifier
slews at 1 kV/µ s

DDC, 100 T ee St., Hicksville, N. Y.
Phone : (516) 433-5330. P&A: $75;
stock to 3 wks.
Featuring a - 3-dB bandwidth of
100 MHz and a full-output frequency of 15 MHz, the HFB-7 FET
hybrid unity-gain amplifier slews
at a rate of 1000 VI µ,s with an output of ± 10 V at 30 mA. Its input
impedance is 10 11 n, input current
is 200 pA and input capacitance is
4 pF. Offset voltage and voltage
drift are determined by an optional
external correction circu it.
CIRCLE NO . 253

Dia 10-bit converter
uses 1.5 in. 2 of space

Micro N etworks Co1·p., 5 Ba1·bara
Lcme, Woneste1·, Mass. Phone :
( 617 ) 756-4635. P&A: $235; 1 wk.
The model i\IN410 10 bit ac-reference d / a converter takes up less
t han 1.5 in.~ of PC-board space
with dimensions of only 0.875 by
1.7 in. It accepts digital inputs
that are TTL/ DTL compatible and
analog inputs of ± 12.5 V ac or de .
Th e unit is made of hermet ically
sealed flat pack circuits mounted in
a molded shell. It meets the requirements of MIL-STD-883.

16-segment readout
shows tiny characters

Oppenheimcl', Inc., 2475 Wyandotte
Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. Phone:
(215) OL9-6000.
A new 16-seg ment alphanumeric
readout features miniature character size of 0.4 by 0.4 in. The Opcalite readout is front relampable.
has a non-glare high-contrast face
and produces a brightness of 500
foot-lamberts at 5 V de. It can be
mounted on 0.675-in. centers and is
avai lable in single or stacked units
with a choice of colors and filters.
CIRCLE NO. 257

CIRCLE NO. 254

Nine-lead modules
hold eight diodes

California Microcircuits, Inc., Div.
of T eller Indnst1·iPs, Inc., 111 Main
St., El S egundo, Calif. Phone:
(2 13 ) 772-2161. Avciilability: stock.
Two diode package modules contain either eight 1N914/ 1N4148
diodes, or eight FD600 diodes, with
either common anodes or with
common cathodes. The nine-lead
packages are single-in-line units
with pin spacings of 0.1 in. Each
diode package module is available
in either molded or in unpacka ged
configurati ons.

Low-cost power amps
develop 60-W outputs
~·

CIRCLE NO. 255

5-V 100-A power supply
is a mere 500 in. 3
••·t ~/.uh
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Trio Laboratories, 80 Dupont St.,
Plainview, N. Y. Phone: ( 516 )
681-0400 . P&A: $695; stock.
The new model 630 power supply
provides an output of 5 V de at 100
A from a package measuring
only 8-1 / 2 by 6-3 / 4 by 8-1 / 2 in .
Its efficiency is 65 % for all load
cond itions and it operates without
the need for forced-air or external
cooling with full-rated output to
+ 55 ° C. The model 630 power supply operates from 115 V ac at 47 to
100 Hz.

Analog D evicPs, Inc., 221 Fifth St.,
Cconbridg e, Mass. PhonP: (617 )
492-6000. P&A: $85, $98; stock.
A wide selection of new power
operational amplifiers develop outputs of ± 20 V at 3 A or ± 12 V
at 5 A at low prices. Models 402,
403 and 404 retail at $85 and
models 406 and 407 at $98. All five
operational amplifiers are rated for
80 W of internal power dissipation
and have open-loop de gains of 3000
and 60,000 for the $85 and $98
units, respectively.

CIRCLE NO . 256

CIRCLE NO . 258
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One-in.-high supply
delivers 40 watts

...-.· ·..;;'
..,.

Arnold Magnetics Co1p., 11264
Playa Com·t, Culver City, Calif.
Phone: (2 13) 870-7014. P&A:
$200; 2 to 4 wks.
A new 1-in.-hi gh power supply
delivers 40 W of power or 5 A of
curr ent to a load from a 5-by-5 .3in. package. As a special vers ion of
t he earli er PHU power s upply, it
operates from 115 V ac over 47 · to
500 Hz and has output volta ges
fro m 3 through 2000 V de which
can be specified . Crowbar overvoltage protection is available as an
option.
CIRCLE NO. 259

GETTING
THE MESSAGE
ACROSS!
That's our job at IEE and, we've been at it for close to two decades.
Whatever your message: Letters, words, numerals, colors, etc.,
you tell us and we'll put it all together, and, in any size-subminiature, standard or jumbo 3" high displays: For every type readout
we also have a compatible l.C. or hybrid Driver/Decoder series
with a wide range of features and options. When it comes to "man to
machine communications" and demanding display requirements
contact IEE. After all, one message certainly deserves another.

Modular power supplies
program currents

K epco, Inc., 131-38 Sanfm·d Ave.,
Flushing, N.Y. Phone : (212 ) 4617000. P&A: $150 : stock.
A new line of modu lar currentstabi li zed power supplies offer progra mmable current with adjustab le
voltage limi ting . Designated as
CCP, t hey feature fast-recovery
circuits that allow the output to
stabilize in as litt le as 2 µ,s / V of
compli ance. CCP modu les measure
3-R / 8 by 6-3 / 8 by 4-15/ 16 in . and
provide terminal-strip access to all
functions.

Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc. 7740 Lemona Ave., Van Nuys, Calif.
Telephone: (213) 787-0311 • TWX 910-495-1707

CIRCLE NO . 260
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Counters with memories
use plug-in-card logic

Instrum ent Displays, Inc., 18 Granite St., Haverhill, Mass. Phone :
( 617) 374-0311. P&A: $110 ( 4 decades) ; stock.
A new line of counter displays
with memories features all logic
functions on plu g-in cards. Only
one connector is required for each
card regardless of the number of
decades used. In a single bezel and
housing, anywhere from 2 to 8
decades can be provided. Individual
logic cards mount directly behind
the display tubes.

Dia converter
resolves 14 bits

CIRCLE NO. 261

High-gain op amp
boasts fT of 1 GHz

Optical Electronics, Inc., P. 0. Box
11140, Tucson, Ariz. Phone: ( 602 )
624-8358. P&A: $60; stock.
The model 9491A operational
amplifier provides a guaranteed 6dB / octave roll-off rate, beginning
typically at 1.5 MHz and crossing
unity gain at 1 GHz minimum. The
unit makes possible closed-loop
bandwidth in excess of de to 300
MHz by just employing a feedback
resistor and an input resistor. The
device also offers a minimum openloop gain of 60 dB.

T eledyne Philbrick N exus, Allied
Dr. at Route 128, Dedham, Mass.
Phone : ( 617) 239-1600. P&A:
$895; stock.
Model 4001 is a high-speed selfcontained d/ a converter offering
14-bit resolution. Built-in features
include a r ef eren ce, switching networks, an output amplifier and
gain and offset adjustments. Overshoot and controlled monolithic
transition between digital levels is
± 5 m V. Settling time is 20 µ,s ±
the least significant bit. Operation
is from ± 15-V power supplies .

CIRCLE NO. 262

Miniature module
socks out 5 V at 1 A

Comput er Products, Inc., 1400
Gateway Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Phone : ( 305) 933-5561. P&A:
$63.95; 1 to 5 days.
The PM532 is a fully encapsulated PC-mounting power supply
module that provides 5 W of power
in a package measuring only 3.5 by
2.5 by 1.25 in. Voltage and current output are 5 V de at 1 A. It
operates from 115 ± 10 V ac at
50 to 400 Hz. Ripple and noise are
less than 1 mV and line regulation
is ±0.05 % .
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FET-input op amps
offer zero trimming

Varadyne Systems, div. of Varadyne, Inc., 1020 Turnpike St., Canton, Mass. Phone : (617 ) 828-6395.
P&A: $49; stock.
Featuring externally programmed selection of either a unipolar
or bipolar output, a new 0.1 % 10bit d/ a converter sells for only $49
in single-un it quantit ies. In its 1.6cubic-inch plastic case, model DAC49 contains input buffer logic, electronic switches, ladder network,
voltage reference source and output
buffer amplifier.

I
Analog Devices, Inc., 221 Fifth
St., Cambridg e, Mass. Phone : ( 617 )
49 2-6000. P&A: $22 or $33 ; stock.
Two new FET-input IC operational amplifiers can be trimmed
for zero (cancelling initial offsets ) ,
without introducing serious additional voltage drift problems. Respective features for mode 1s
AD503J and AD503K include: an
offset voltage of 20 or 8 mV, a
bias current of 15 or 5 pA, a
voltage drift of 30 or 15 µ,V /° C, a
common-mode r ej ection ratio of 80
dB and an open-loop gain of 50,000.

CIRCLE NO. 264
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D/a converter for $49
handles 10 bits to 0.1%

CIRCLE NO. 265
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OSCILLATORS

SERIES P

THE
MOST
COMPLETE
LINE OF

1 Hz to 250 MHz

PANEL
MOUNTED
COUNTERS

Model P·4A
~ey

resettable counter. U.L. listed.
Lock on counter permits reset by key
only for security measures. 115 V .,
60 Hz. std.

ENM now offers the most complete line of panel mounted
counters manufactured by a single source in the U.S.A .
Seven separate and distinct panel mounted models encompassing both resettable and nor.-resettable counters ,
key lock types and elapse time indicator with 9999 .9 time
scale.
All units feature six digits with a stand ard counting speed of 500 cpm . Higher
speeds and various voltages available.
Specials on request.
Write for 4-page full line
lllr..
panel mounted counter brochure.,.

II

{gfl:!//JMJ COMPANY

LOW
CURRENT
DRAIN

800
MICRO-AMPS
AT 1 Hz

YES, THAT'S RIGHT . .. less than 1 ma current
drain at the frequency of 1 Hz! If your new
KLOOGE can 't stand a high current drain oscillator, our new Series 162 is probably the
answer. Not only is the Series 162 easy on
the current drain and budget, it only requires
an area of 1.5 x 1.5 x .62 inches ... much smaller
than a clock plus countdown.
IN T ERESTING? Call Wayne Benson , (area)
312 - 232-2600 , and he will be glad to fill you in
on all the details and send you our new catalog.

5340 N. Northwest Highway
Chicago. Illinois 60630
Phone: (312) 775-8400

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 68

"IT'S GOOD BUSINESS
TO HIRE THE HANDICAPPED."
u

ISN'T THAT A GREAT IDEA, SNOOPY?

Series 162

FREQUENCY: 1 Hz to 1 MHz
FREQUENCY TOLERANCE : ±0.001 %
TEMPERATURE RANGE : 0° C. to 60° C. typical
SUPPLY VOLTAGE : -20V DC, o r + 6V DC, or +12V DC
OUTPUT VOLTAGE : Compatible with MOS, TIL log ic ,
Sinewave also available.
SIZE : 1.5 11 x 1.5 11 x 0.62" PC board mount,
Chassis mount al so available.

"' '·I

FREE:
NEW 1971 CATALOG

•
1H110

250 MH1

OSCILLATORS

Our new catalog covers var ious types of
oscillators : VCXO, LCVCO, RCVCO, h igh
stability , computer clocks, high output
power, Navy standard hardware modules
and low current drain oscillators from
1 Hz to 250 MHz. We' ll even send you
three ne at conversion charts (3) to hang
on your wa ll and impress your friends.

accutronics
THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT
OF THE HANDICAPPED, WASHINGTON, D. C.

DIVISION Of GIBBS MANUfACTUIUNG & ftESEAftCH COftPOftATION

1128 NORTH STREET

GENEVA , ILLINOIS 10134

INFORM ATION RET RIEVAL NUMBER 69
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Remote-readout DPMs
allow universal mounting

I

I!

I

.I'

II

~MAXi
f
..

, NEW ROM
MINI

Midi

.

MAXI

OpTiMA -. ,

Optima small cases
Modular
Rack-adaptable
Aluminum
6 new sizes
Optima 17
Integrated chassis/case
Rack-adaptable
The total package
4 sizes

Data T echnology Corp., 1050 E.
Meadow Circle, Palo Alto, Calif.
Phone: ( 415) 321-0551. P&A:
$150 (3 -1 /2 -di git unipolar) , $157
(3 -1 / 2-digit bipolar); D ecember
1970/ January 1971.
Allowing universal mounting
capability limited only by the user's
imagination, the new 3800 series
of 2-1/ 2 and 3-1/ 2 digit unipolar
and bipolar panel meter s are
available with separate a / d converters and ;;eµaraie remote r eadouts that r equire a mere 1.6 in. of
behind-the-panel depth.
Equally important is the new
meters' low input offset or bias
current of just 100 pA. In terms
of performance and cost, this
minimizes the user's problem of
either having to generate an opposing input cancellation current or
to lower the meter's input attenua-

Optima MC rack
Low price
Trimable bezel
Steel construction
8 sizes

Award winning designs. Responsive
service. Modern manufacturing.
Over 14,000 standard enclosures.
2166 Mountain Industrial Blvd.
Tucker, Georgia, 30084
Telephone 404-939-6340
\... A division of Scientific-Atlanta, Inc . .J

Sepa rate display and a/ d converter
plug-in modules can mou nt toget her
or remotely through a cable.

tor impedance thereby increasing
circuit loading .
The separate a/ d converters come
with power supplies on the same
4.5 by 3.2-in. cards. Each converter card can be plugged directly
into the readout module to give a
total behind-the-panel depth of
just 3.5 in. If the user des ires,
the converter can be remotely ( up
to 3 feet ) hooked up to the readout
through a cable.
Characteristics include an input
impedance of 1000 Mn, commonmode r ejection of 80 dB and normal-mode rej ection of 20 dB, standard programmable decimal points
and standard BCD outputs that
are TTL/ DTL compatible. Printcommand and remote-hold features
are also available.
The 3800 series digital panel
meters have an accuracy of ± 0.1 %
of reading ± 0.05 % of full scale
and a reading rate of 6 readings / s.
Input power consumption is approximately 7 W when operated
from 105 to 125 V ac at 50 to 60
Hz.
All the integrated circuits and
readout tubes used in the 3800
series feature plug-in construction.
Coupled with the universal mounting features, servicing and replacement of the 3800 series digital
panel meters becomes a simple and
inexpensive task.
CIRCLE NO . 2 67
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Four-digit multim·eter
retails for $495
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Double-pulse generator
produces 5 MHz for $395
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Dixson Instruments, Inc., Box 1449,
Grand Junction, Colo. Phone: (303)
242-8863. P&A: $495; stock.
The mn124 four-digit multimeter
with 17 ranges of measurement
and accuracies that range from
0.001 % to 0.01 % costs only $495.
It measures de voltages from 200
mV to 1 kV in 5 ranges, ac voltages
from 200 mV to 500 V in 5 ranges
and resistances from 200 n to 2 Mo
in 5 ranges. It also measures ac
and de currents. Other features include automatic zero and polarity
and built-in calibration.

Lyons l nstrum.ents Ltd., H oddesdon, H erts, England. P&A: $395;
January, 1971.
The PG-71 half-rack pulse generator spans a pulse repetition frequency of 1 Hz to 5 MHz, in single
or double-pulse outputs, with 7
decade ranges that include a logging vernier, for only $395. Pulse
delay and width range from 50 ns
to 1 s and output amplitude covers
0.5 to + 10 V. External triggering
is from de to 1 MHz. Rise and fall
times are under 10 ns for both
channels.

CIRCLE NO. 268

CIRCLE NO. 270

Automatic IC tester
sells for $1400

Scope time-base plug-in
shows 1-ns/cm sweep

NewD-C
generator
simplifies
alignment
This new design eliminates the
need for a front bearing in the
generator. Instead, it utilizes a
drive motor shaft and bearing
which simplifies alignment resulting in improved performance
and longer mechanical life.
Ideal for high response motor
systems with fast reversals, such
as are required in computer
applications.
The Model ST-7258A D-C
Generator is available with output ranges from 3v to 10v/1000
rpm and approximate rotor inertias of 3.5 gm-cm 2 to 8.5 gmcm2.
SERVO-TEK PRODUCTS COMPANY
1086 Goffle Road, Hawthorne
New Jersey 07506
Phone: 201-427-3100

SERllO-TEK®
PRODUCTS COMPANY
Cafl or write for
complete
details.

Electrodata Concepts, Inc., 69 Connecticut Ave., Norwalk, Conn.
PhonP: (203) 853-2792. Price:
$1400.
A new automatic IC tester tests
TTL, DTL and RTL (including
Nixie drivers ) in DIP, ftatpack or
T0-5 packages up to 16 pins for a
price of only $1400. The model
7000 automatically tests for truthtable verification, outputs, inputs,
input thresholds, shorts and overcurrents. Test results are displayed
on a test set panel by means of
pass/ fail lights and four faultanalysis li ghts which pinpoint
faults .

Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill
Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. Phone: ( 415 )
326-7000 . P&A: $1150; 8 wks.
A new oscilloscope time-base
plug-in has a delayed sweep that
gives a sweep time of 1 ns/ cm to
make it possible to measure pulse
widths and short time intervals
with sub-nanosecond resolution.
The 1841A also makes it pos ible
to view compli cated waveforms or
pulse trains. Designed for use with
the 183 series oscilloscopes, it has
21 sweep times ranging from 10
ns/ cm to 0.1 s / cm.

CIRCLE NO . 269

CIRCLE NO . 271
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IC's & SEMICONDUCTORS

Hybrid 1-A regulator
needs no compensation

Texas Instruments, Inc., 13500 N.
Cent'ral Expressway, Dallas, Tex.
Phone: (214) 238-2011. P&A:
$17.10 (100 to 999 ); stock.
Featuring adjustable output voltage from 2 to 37.5 V, a new hybrid
positive-voltage regulator includes
regulated output current up to 1 A
without the need for an external
pass transistor or for any external
compensation techniques.
The new HIC106 positive-voltage
regulator can be operated either in
series or in shunt modes and requires only a single external adjustable resistor. An optional output is available with internal current limiting.
Excellent temperature stability
of ± 0.02% characterizes the HIC106 over an operating temperature
range of -55 to + 125 ° C when
operating at an output voltage of
25 V and at an output current of

12-bit d/a converter
drifts but 1 ppm/°C

Burr-Brown Research Corp., International Airport Industrial Park,
Tucson, Ariz. Phone: (602) 2941431. P&A: $10 to $28; stock to
4 wks.
The model 4550 monolithic d/ a
converter features 12-bit accuracy
± 1/ 2 the least significant bit, a
switching time of 200 ns for settling to within ± 0.01 % and a temperature coefficient as low as ± 1
ppm/° C. It offers a choice of two
temperature ranges: 0 to + 70°C
and - 55 to + 125 ° C. Input logic
1s DTL/TTL compatible. The 4550
operates from - 15 V.
CIRCLE NO. 273

Transistor complements
drop noise to 0.5 dB

General Electric Co., Semiconductor Products Dept., 1 River Rd.,
Schenectady, N. Y . Phone: (315)
456-2298. P&A: from 23¢ (10,000
quantities); stock.
New pnp / npn complementary
signal transistors encapsulated in
epoxy T0-98 packages feature a
specified noise figure of 1.5 dB
maximum and 0.5 dB typical. Transistor numbers 2N5998, 2N5999,
2N6008 and 2N6009 offer a de
common-emitter
forward-current
gain hold-up range of 10 µA to
300 mA. Leakage is 10 nA.
CIRCLE NO. 275

600-V bridge rectifiers
carry up to 750 mA

1024-bit bipolar ROM
accesses in 30 ns

1 A.

Other characteristics include line
regulation of 0.15 % for an input
voltage swing of 20 to 40 V and
an output voltage of 15 V. Load
regulation is given as 0.2 % for an
input voltage of 40 V and an output voltage of 35 V when operating
within the output current range of
1 to 300 mA.
Internal power dissipation is 5
W at a case temperature of 25 °C.
Ripple rejection characteristics
range over 74 to 86 dB.
In addition to the HIC106, a
negative-voltage version (the HIC107 ) is available. Except for its 0
to -37.5-V output, it has the same
characteristics and ratings as the
HIC106.
CIRCLE NO. 272
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General Instrument Corp., 65 Governeur St., Newa1·k, N. J. Phone:
(201) 485-2100. Price: 42¢, 37¢,
A line of new low-cost singlephase silicon bridge rectifiers is
rated for 250, 500, 750 mA of current at a voltage range of 50 to 600
V PRY. The bridges measure 0.69
by 0.25 by 0.52 in. and have inline leads for printed-circuit board
insertion. Types 7BP02, 50BP02
and 25BP002 are plastic-molded
units which are priced as low as
32¢ each for 1000-piece quantities .

Monolithic Memories, Inc., 1165 E.
A rques Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif.
Phone: (408) 739-3535. P&A: $70;
3 wks .
A new 1024-bit bipolar read-only
memory organized as 256 words by
4-bits accesses in just 30 ns. The
1\11\15200 also has low power dissipation of 0.35 mW / bit. The new
memory has full address decoding
on the chip and is DTL/ TTL compatible. It also has two enab le inputs and an open collector output
which allow for easy expans ion.

CIRCLE NO. 274
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and the
baIId plays flat ...

Inverter-type SCRs
take 150 A at 600 V

-

from IO to 3000MHz
Inte1-national R ectifier S emiconductor Div., 233 Kansas St., El S egundo, Calif. Phone : (2 13) 678-6281.
Price: $35.30.
A new series of fast-switching
inverter-type SCRs can handle
average currents of 150 A at voltages ranging from 50 to 600 V. The
units offer a current differential of
300 A/ µ,s and a voltage differential
of 200 VI µ, s. Their turn-off time
is only 20 µ,s. Series 151RF units
are supplied m JEDEC T0-93
cases .
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MODEL 123
LO/RF Freq. Range
10-3000 MHz
IF Range
DC-2000 MHz
Isolation
20 db (min.)
Conversion Loss
8 db (max.)
Impedance
50 ohms (all ports)

Modulator I demodulator
has -65-dB suppression

DESIGNED TO MEET MIL·E-5400

Very flat conversion loss of the MD-123 assures
excellent performance over the entire band
with this latest ANZAC flat-pack. For S-band
telell'etry its .125 x .375 x .500" size is ideal. For
ECM, broadband microwave synthesis or other
broad frequency applications its bandwidth and
size are unequalled. Better performance in the
smallest package - available now - for significantly less than competitive units. For immediate action, prices and engineering data
call (617) 899-1900. Ask for Casey, the Strawberry Blonde or Art LeMay.

Fafrchild Semiconductor, 313 Fairchild Dr., Mountain View, Calif.
Phone: ( 415 ) 962-3563. P1·ice:
$7 .20.

A new monolithic double balanced modulator/ demodulator features carrier suppression of - 65
dB at 0.5 MHz and - 50 dB at 10
l\IHz. The µ,A 796 linear IC has
precisely matched transistor components at its inputs and outputs.
It operates with an input offset
c:urrent of 0.7 µ,A and limits drift
to 2 nA/° C. It provides a differential output swing of 8 V pk-pk.
CIRCLE NO. 278
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DS·B
POWER DIVIDER

TP·75 50/75!!
TRANSFORMER

CD·50 HYBRID
OCTAVE WIDE

2-2000 MHz
20 db isolation

2·200 MHz
0.25 db loss

80·1000 MHz
0.5 db loss

anzac

...

a

MHF·3P DOUBLE·
BALANCED MIXER

MTV·50 2·WAY
POWER DIVIDER

5-500 MHz
8 db conv. loss

40-400 MHz
30 db Isolation

39 Green Street • Waltham, Mass. 02154
(617) 899-1900 TWX (710) 324-6484

£[£( TRONI( S

Division of Adams-Russell
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COMPON ENTS

Time-delay relays
cover 25 ms to 500 s

High-resolution CRT
costs just $45

Tempo Instrument Div. of Allen
Electric and Equipment Co., East
B ethpage Rd., Plainview, N. Y.
Phone : ( 516) 694-4400.
Two new series of miniature
solid-state time-delay relays, LPT l
and LPT5, provide fixed time delays from 25 ms up to 500 s and
200 s respectively. Both feature
plastic-encapsulated flatpack configurations and are DIP compatible.
The former operates over - 55 to
+ 170 °C and the latter over -55 to
+ 125 °C.

Thomas Electronics, Inc., 100 Riverview Dr., Wayn e, N. J. Phone:
(2 01 ) 696-5200. Price: $45.
Incorporating a 3-in. dia and
line resolutions that range from
0.002 to 0.004 in., a new compact
CRT costs less than $45, in production quantities. It uses magnetic
deflection and either electrostatic
or magnetic focusing. It is designed for applications in computer output terminal systems and as a flying-spot scanner in electronic video
recorder systems.

There is
a difference in
Heath Dynamics'
Quartz Crystal Filters!
Heath Dynamics specializes 1n the
design and manufacture of the
highest quality Quartz Crystal
Filters and Discriminators for the
Communications Industry
Our facility is completely new.
inside and out. fully staffed and
equipped with the most modern
mechanical and electronic test
measuring devices.
We employ the assistance of one of
the largest time sharing
computers available.
Heath Dynamics· area of
specialization includes the
manufacture of miniature and
sub-miniature filters 1n the range of
10 thru 32 Mhz. Bandwidths may
be from .025% thru 35% 1n the
smallest packages and may range
up to 2.0% in the larger ones.
We manufacture direct replacement
tilters tor all the current monolithic
designs using our halt lattice
configuration which yield lower
insertion loss. lower ripple and
greater ultimate rejection. Yet our
tilters cost less and taster
delivery is guaranteed'
All Heath Dynamics· crystal filters
designed and manufactured to your
particular specifications meet
Mil F. 18327
In short. we want your business
and we'll act like it. Do us both a
favor and send us your print or
specification for a quote If you
have any questions just write or
call us .. we ·re here to se rve you

L

g;-

heath

_d_y_n_a_m_ic_s_,_i_n_c_.
6050 n . 52nd ai·enue
Rlendale, arizana 85301
(602) 934-5234

subsidiary of
Heath International, Inc., Richmond, Mich.

CIRCLE NO. 2 79

Small-transformer kit
spans many impedances

CIRCLE NO. 281

High-voltage relay
switches to 12.5 kV

Microtran Co., Inc., 145 E. Mineola
Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. Phone:
( 516) LOl-6050. P&A: $37.95;
stock.
The model 500K Selector Kit
contains nine transformers covering a center-tap impedance range
of 600 to 50 kn. The transformers
are open-frame types and range in
sizes from 1/ 4 by 3/ 8 by 3/ 8 in.
to 3/4 by 3/ 4 by 1 in. The kit is
furnished with outline drawings, a
nomograph for class A & B trans istor amplifiers, a power-vs-dBm
chart and a MIL-T-27 guide.

Grigsby-Barton, Inc., 3800 Industrial Dr., Rolling Meadows, Ill.
Phone: (312 ) 392-59 00.
A new compact high-voltage relay for use with floating power
supplies can switch 12.5 kV at 1
mA and is capable of standing off
15 kV across its contacts and over
40 kV from contacts to coil or to
case. It is available in 6, 12, 24 and
48-V models. The case is of castaluminum and comes with highvoltage cable connectors. Case dimensions are 4-1 /8 by 2-5/ 8 by
1-5/ 8 in.

CIRCLE NO . 280

CIRCLE NO. 282
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Solid-state detectors
sense power lines

Guardian Electric Manufacturing
Co. of California, Inc., 5755 Camille
Ave., Culver City, Calif. Phone:
(213 ) 870-4642.
A new line of solid-state protective sensors detect under-voltage
and phase-loss conditions and either
sound an alert or shut down operating equipment. They are available as three-phase voltage or fourwire phase-sequence sensors, as
204-V-ac three-wire sensors, and
as adjustable frequency and ac
current sensors.
CIRCLE NO. 283

Keyboard reed switch
can be pre-adjusted

Chip capacitors
cover 10 pF to lµF
Allen-Bradley Co., 1201 S. S econd
St., Milwaukee, Wis. Phone: ( 414)
671-2000.
New multilayer chip capacitors
range in values from 10 pF to 1
µ,F. MB capacitors are available
in four proposed standard EIA
sizes and in standard capacitance
values. Their operating temperature range is - 55 to + 125 °C.
Standard voltage ratings available
are 50, 100 and 200 V / de. Available capacitance tolerances are
±5 %, ±10 % and ±20 % . The new
monolithic chip capacitors come in
NPO, stable, semi-stable and Hi-K
materials.

CIRCL! NO. 284
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0.00019-in. 3 inductor
has 1-mH inductance
Nytronics, Inc., Inductor Div.,
Orange St., Darling ton, S. C.
Phone: (803) 393-5421. Price:
$2.38 to $3. 64.
The P ee Dee Ductor is an axiallead inductor tha't packs inductance
values of 0.1 µ,I-I to 1 mH in a device 0.075 in. in dia and 0.14-in.
long. It has minimum Q values of
21 to 55 at rf frequencies with
standard inductance tolerances of
± 10 % . It handles currents from 30
to 600 mA and operates from - 55
to + 125 °C.
CIRCLE NO. 286

Amphenol S witch Div ., The BunkerRcimo Corp ., 2855 S. 25 Ave.,
Broadview, Ill. Phone: (312) 2612000.
The new 601 single-reed keyboard switch permits switch adj ustment to a specified operating
po in t at the factory. Electrical
characteristics include initial contact resistance of 0.2 n, contact
power-handling capacity of 10 W
and breakdown of 300 V ac at 60
Hz. All contacts are sin gle-pole
norma lly open. The total switch
height, in a mounted position, is
1.593 in.

who makes
one
digital head
do the
work
of two?

Tiny power-line filter
is a mere 0.115-in. long
Potter Co., 500 W. Florence Ave.,
Inglewood, Calif. Phone: (213)
678-2651. P&A: $4 to $14; 6 wks.
A new hermetically sealed filter
for ac and de power lines meas ures
only 0.115-in. long and weighs as
little as 2.5 grams. Specifications
include a de r esistance of 0.01 0,
a de current rating of 10 A, dielectric strength of 100 V de and insulation resistance of 100 Mn. Voltage ratings are 50 and 28 Vdcw at
+ 85 and + 125 °C, r espectively.
Operating temperatures range from
-55 to +125 °C.

Dual Cap!
Read 7 or 9-Track Tapes
With a Single Head!

Model D79E Read/ Read Head
with one 7-track read section,
on e 9-track read section .

Dual Density!
Model D92C 9-track
Read-After-Write ...
both recording modes,
800 and 1600 BPI.

Nortronics
is who!
These heads with the sp lit perso nalities
are indi ca tive of Nortroni cs' prowess in
des igning and manufacturing unique
so lutions to magneti c recording prohlems . For digital. mini -digital. ca rd
reader, or audio applications. Hea d First
To Nortro ni cs.
COMPUTER DESIGN CONFERENCE
ANAHEIM , CALIFORNIA, BOOTH 306

NORTRONICS
COMPANY, I NC.
8101 Tenth Avenue North
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55427
(612) 545-0401

CIRCLE NO. 287
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DATA PROCESSING

Optical reader terminal
reads bar codes

Twin-display terminal
controlled by one link

4k by 8-bit memory
mixes RAMs and ROMs

./

F'n"t:anti-Packard Ltd., Electronics
Div., 121 Industry St., Toronto 15,
Canada. Phone: ( 416) 762-3661.
Price : $3000.
The Datatriever on-line optical
reader terminal reads printer-generated bar code on any transmitted
document. An integrated keyboard,
a numeric display and a 20-column
printer provide comm uni cation
wi·th remote terminals. Transmission is asynchronous in serial
ASCII at bit rates up to 50 kilobaud over full or h alf duplex lines.
CIRCLE NO. 288

Keyboard-display
is self-contained

Communitype Corp., 767 5th Ave.,
NPW York, N.Y. Phone: (212) 7584230. P&A: $4150; 30 days.
The model 2000 CRT display terminal features two independent 9in. display units that are controlled
and selected by a single data communications link and keyboard.
Each screen has a display capacity
of 20 lines with 40 character positions to a line. A display screen
selector provides the capability of
selecting either display or both displays simultaneously.
CIRCLE NO. 290

Unicom, Inc., 1275 Bloomfield Ave.,
Fairfield, N.J. Phone: (201) 2281696. P&A: $2490; 30 days.
A new 4k by 8-bit memory system allows the mixing of lk by
8-bit segments of read-only and
read-write memories. It features
TTL compatibility, is non-volatile
and has ac on/off · protection and
sensing. The new memory system is
field alterable and comes completely packaged in a 19-in. rack-mountable frame. Power supplies for t he
memory can also be supplied.
CIRCLE NO. 292

1.5-µs core memory
expands to 32k by 18

Encoded transports
run 1600 characters/in .

UniComp, Inc., 18219 Parthenia St.,
Northridge, Calif. Phone: (213)
886-7722.
A new totally self-contained keyboard-display contains a keyboard,
CRT display, memory, power supply and communications interface,
all in one package. The 522 standalone unit can be used in place of
Teletype equipment and features
selectable transmission rates of
110, 150, 300, 600 or 1200 baud, as
well as 9600 bits/s. A split screen
displays 1998 characters in full or
half -duplex operation.

Peripheral Equipment Corp., 9600
Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, Calif.
Phone: (213) 882-()030. Price:
$2920.
The 7000 series of magnetic tape
transports includes phase-encoded
models with 7-in. reels that work
at 1600 characters/ in. They are
available in read-after-write and
write-read configurations and offer
9-track and 12.5-in./ s operation.
Data transfer rates are up to
20,000 charncters / s. The new
transports require only 9-3 / 4-in. of
space.

Information Control Corp., 9610
Bellanca Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Phone: (213) 641-8520 . P&A:
$1388; 30 days.
A new inexpensive randomaccess core memory system can be
expanded up to 32k by 18 bits by
the addition of eight 4k increments.
The Comrac 50 utilizes DTL/ TTL
and can read / restore and clear/
write in a full cycle in 1.5 µs.
Read / modify / write mode is a split
cycle requiring 1.8 µs and access
time is 0.45 µs. The basic memory
uses two boards.

CIR CLE NO. 289
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TOOLS & ENGINEERING AIDS

Microprobe station
mounts 12 test probes

'Adcotech Corp., 887 Maude Ave.,
Mountain View, Calif. Phone:
(4 15) CA9-4040. P rice: $285.
A new microcircuit probe station
can mount and rapidly position as
many as 12 removable test probes.
Designated as the Model 610, the
new prober is manually operated
and uses a r estrained spher e as t he
mech anism for mountin g each probe
arm to a fixed-ring assembly. The
sphere mechanism serves as a bearing, s lide, support and locking fixt ure for the arms for uni ver sal
probe-tip motion.
CIRCLE NO. 294

Handy solder puller
facilitates rework

e
se
This tiny curved connector (No, it's not warped!) is the
very critical little mouse that helps make the mighty
Hawk missile soar.
A diallyl phthalate* compound from U.S. Polymeric's
Parr Division made the molding of this arc-shaped
part possible for National Connector Division,
Fabri-T ek. The resin's negligible lifetime
shrinkage and dimensional stability, along
with the high heat resistance and retention
of insulating properties, assured correct
alignments and reliable performance.
For more information, let us send you
"The Effects of Temperature and
Humidity on Electrical Properties
of Thermosetting Plastics."
*FMC supplies basic diallyl phthalate and
diallyl isophthalate resins under the
tradename DAPON. Write for
complete information and a list of
companies supplying molding
compounds and prepregs
based on these resins.

Edsyn, Inc., 15954 Arminta St.,
Van Nuys, Calif. Phone: (213)
989-2324. P&A: $5.95; stock.
The Soldapullt desoldering tool
facilitates component rework
throu gh rapid removal of unwanted
solder from solder joints. Molten
solder is drawn into the chamber
with a hi gh-impulse vacu um stroke
by t humb release of a spri ngloaded piston. A plastic sleeve
sh ield s the exhaust ports from t he
user. The unit's low cost of $5.95
includes a 12-page solderabi li ty instruction manual.

ORGANIC CHEMICALS DIVISION
633 Third Avenue

New York. N .Y . 10017

®

FMC Chemicals

CIRCLE NO. 295
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MICROWAVES & LASERS

0 .3-GHz 23-dB amplifier
drops noise to 4 dB

P-i-n switching diodes
have breakdowns to 1 kV

SciPntific

Microwave Diode Corp., 467 Merrimac· St., Newburyport, Mass.
Phone : ( 617 ) 462-7462. Availability: stock to 3 wks.
The MD431 series of microwave
p-i-n switching diodes features
breakdown voltages from 150 to
over 1000 V. Typical series resistance varies from 8 x 10 1 n to 1 n
as forward bias is applied. Capacitance varies from 1.7 to 0.7 pF.
The diodes are available in pill,
D0-7, and miniature glass packages. Applications include limiters
and phase shifters.

Communications,

Inc.,

2710 National Dr., Garland, T ex.
Phone: (214) 271-3685.. P&A:
$145; stock to 1 wk.

The model SC330 broadband amplifier provides 23 dB of gain that
is fiat within 0.5 dB from 30 to 300
MHz with a maximum noise figure
of 4 dB. It features high performance and hybrid construction. Several units can be readily cascaded·
for higher gain without sacrifice of
gain flatness or noise figure. Other
amplifiers are available' for 1.3-GHz
bandwidths.
CIRCLE NO . 296
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12-V 0.5 GHz transistors
provide 25 W of power

Communications Transistor Co11J .,
Industrial Way, San Carlos,
Calif. Phone : ( 415) 591-8921.
P&A: $84.30; 5 to 10 days.
Three new rf power transistors
operate over the frequenc;y range
of 450 to 512 MHz and provide up
to 25 W of output power from 12-V
supplies. They exhibit infinite
VSWR through all phase angles.
The three are the C3-12, with a
4-W output, the C12-12 with a 12W output and the C25-12 with a
25-W output.
301

CIRC LE NO . 300

Packaged photosensor
includes fiber optics

1-GHz power amplifiers
deliver 200 W cw
Photodiode arrays
hold leakage to 10-9 A

Welch Allyn, Skaneateles Falls,
N. Y. Phone: (3 15 ) 685-5788.
A new reflective high-efficiency
photosensor comes complete with
lamp, fiber optics and phototransistor in one package. The sensor
comes in two configurations and is
adaptable for single-channel reflective-presence indicator applications.
The fiber optics transmit and shape
light into a rectangle 0.025 by 0.3
in. A similar fiber-optic bar transmits reflected light to a phototransmitter. Operating current is
0.115 A.

Microwav e Power Devices, Inc., 556
P eninsula Blvd., H empstead, N. Y.
Phone: (516) 538-7520 . Availability: 6 to 10 wks.
Covering a range of 100 through
1000 MHz, a new series of solidstate replaceable-module power amplifiers deliver output levels greater than 200 W cw. They employ a
combination of lumped-stripline
techniques and drive VSWR loads
of 2: 1 at any phase with no detuning. A typical unit is the PA275-20-100-10 275-MHz amplifier
with a 100-W output.

A new series of silicon phcitodetector arrays contain Schottkybarrier and diffused photocells with
exceptionally low leakage currents
of 10-9 A. They feature response
times of 5 x l0- 9 s and linearity
deviation of only 10 % . The arrays
offer center spacings from 0.008 to
0.05-in. and element densities from
50 to 256. Model PIN-DA has 100
elements in a 10-by-10 matrix.

CIRCLE NO. 29 7
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United Detector T echnology, 1732
21 St., Santa Monica, Calif. Phone:
(2 13 ) 393-3785.
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PACKAGING & MATERIALS

Plug for PC boards
interfaces in put/ outputs

Electi·onic Molding Corp., 96 Mill
St., Woonsocket, R. I. Phone : ( 401)
769-3800 .
A new plug allows interfacing
between input and output pins to
basic patterns on printed-circuirt
boards or · to an outside power
source. The plug's solder-type terminals are made of · phosphor bronze.
A molded cover is screwed to the
base and acts as a wire strain relief. Two models are offered: one
with top entry and one with side
entry, each in 14 and 16-pin versions.

Quick-disconnect splice
joins power I coax cable

Burndy Corp., Richards Ave., Norwalk, Conn. Phone: (203) 8384444.
A new quick-disconnect spli ce
uses three types of contacts to join
either power or subminiature coaxial cables. The Trim Trio splice
uses A WG # 16 formed or machined or s ubminiature coaxial contacts which· are inserted into the
shell halves by hand and removed
with a simple hand tool. Wire size
range is A WG #30 solid through
# 14 stranded for power leads. A
wide variety of coaxial cables can
be used.

PIN-FOR-PIN
COMPATIBLE with
these FAMOUS
BRAND MODELS:
Use OEI 9717 for:
133-04
141

3310
PP25A

CIRCLE NO. 304

CIRCLE NO. 302

Low-profile headers
are just 0.15-in. high

Quick-acting adhesive
bonds up to 5000 psi

OEI model 9717

Use OEI 9802 for:
145L
150

226

Use OEI 9805 for:
A501
A502
CD23

FS23
VA23
WB23

and other models both
"second source" and proprietary
state of the art.

•

Devcon Corp ., Endicott St., Danvers, Mass. Phone: (617) 774-1990.
P&A: from $1.50; stock.
Zip-Grip 10 is a new adhesive
that bonds almost anything to anything in seconds with a tensile
strength up to· 5000 psi. It bonds
iron, steel, aluminum, bronze, brass,
magnesium, copper, glass, all types
of rubber and almost every plastic
material to itself or to each other.
No mixing, catalyst, heat or pressure is required.
CIRCLE

NO.

303

GET MORE FOR LE$$
AMP, Inc., Harrisburg, Pa. Phone:
(717) 564-0101.
Specially designed for wave or
dip soldering to 0.125-in.-thick PC
boards, new low-profile headers
which accept 14 or 16-pin DIP
packages measure only 0.15-in.
high. Their one-piece glass-filled
nylon housings provide wide and
angular lead-in for easy insertion.
Contact posts are avai lable on inline or staggered grid patterns and
are self retaining in 0.031-in.-dia
holes prior to soldering.

Units in stock for
immediate shipment
Complete specifications
on request

OPTICAL ELECTRONICS INC.
P.O. Box 11140 Tucson, Arizona 85706

Phone 602/624-8358

CIRCLE NO . 305
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DIDDIBS
Get yourself a good,
thorough examination once a year.
Once a year, let your
doctor really look
you over. It'll take a
little time, and a
little patience. And
maybe he'll poke
around a little more
than you'd really
like. And so he
should.
The whole idea is to
keep you healthy. If
nothing's wrong (and
more than likely,
there isn't) hooray!
Come back next year.
But if anything's suspicious, then you've
gained the most
important thing of
all: time.
We can save 1 out
of 2 persons when
cancer is caught in
time, caught early.
That's a good thing
to know. All Daddies
should know how to
take care of themselves so that they
can have the fun of
taking care of their
kids. Don't be afraid.
It's what you don't
know that can hurt
you.

i

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
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Drafting tool
Circuit elements
Free samples and a catalog of a
complete fami ly of circuit subelements and circuit materials designed as a packaging system are
available. The system reduces design and drafting expenses and
saves time that is normally lost to
outside manufacturing services. Included are many types of circuitelement configurations that may be
mixed and combined on the same
board. Individual circuit boards
can be assembled and tested from
engineering sketches on the same
day. Circuit-Stik, Inc.

The Quickdraw Mark II is a new
drafting instrument with a special
protractor head that allows its
template to be set at any predetermined angle in increments of five
degrees. It consists of a drawing
board housed in a plastic-covered
folder to which is mounted a double
parallelogram with a template .
Wherever it' is positioned, the template mainta.i n s its horizontal and
vertical axes, thus acting as a
combined T-square and a triangle.
The price of the Quickdraw Mark
II is only $22.95. Jensen Tool and
Alloys.

CIRCLE NO. 340

CIRCLE NO . 342

Copper foil tape
Samples and literature of a new
copper foi l tape with a pressuresensitive backing known as Cir-Kit
are avai lable. The new copper foil
tape simplifies the problems associated with the construction of
protoype or one-of-a-kind printed
circuit boards. T o attach Cir-Kit
tape to its insulated base, it is only
necessary to peel off its protective
paper backing and place it in position. It will immediately stick in
place and its bond w ill improve
with time . Solderin g to Cir-Kit
merely speeds up the aging process. It is flexible and will conform
to any configuration desired.
Strips of 1/ 16 and 1/ 8-in. widths
and sheets measuring 6 by 12 in.
are available. Cutting Cir-Kit is
easi ly done with a knife or scissors.
Cir-Kit.

Smudge-Bans are thin pads
which raise triangles and scales
from contact with the drawing being made so that sliding draftin g
instruments do not smear pencillead, ink or dust onto the drawing.
The pads are made of smooth
stainless steel and are self adhesive. A set of 40 Smudge-Bans,
which should be s ufficient for most
drawing applications, sells for only
$1. Devonics, Inc.

CIRCLE NO. 341
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Drawing protectors
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application
notes

HYBRID MOS DIP

MULTIPLEXER

GaAs optical isolators

Phase-locked loops

The second volume of "GaAsLITE Tips" is available. This volume describes in detail a varie,t y
of uses for optical isolators such
as photo-coupled pairs, phototransistors, photo-diodes and SCRcoupled pairs. Circuit diagrams and
sketches are used abundantly. Monsanto Co., Electronic Products &
Controls Div.

The fundamentals of phase-locked
loop circuits are described in a
technical paper. The paper includes
sections on the application of
phase-locked loops in the circuit design of FM modulators, frequencyshift keyers, freq uency multipliers
and decoders. Signetics.
CIRCLE NO. 348

HYBRID/MONOLITHIC DESIGN

CIRCLE NO. 344

DI a
High-power GaAs LEDs
The technology and uses of highpower GaAs light-emitting diodes
are explained in a fifteen-page application report. The report details
the theory of operation of galliumarsenide emitters and provides a
comparison between them and silicon and germanium light-emitting
diodes. Texas Instruments, Inc.

converters

The conventional approach to
building a d/ a converter is presented in a 12-page set of application notes. A discussion of recent
developments in hybrid technology
which have made it possible to incorporate an entire converter in a
singe hybrid I C package is also
discussed. Beckman Instruments,
Inc., Helipot Div.
CIRCLE NO. 349

CIRCLE NO. 345

Computing counter notes
Microwave capacitors
A discussion of base-emitter and
broad-band impedance matching
using porcelain microwave capacitors up to a frequency of 1 GHz is
given in a technical note. American
Technical Ceramics.
CIRCLE NO. 346

Sixteen new application sheets
have been added to the HewlettPackard Computing Counter Applications Library. The Library is a
collection of measurements and
computations made by t he 5360A
computing counter. Hewlett-Packard Co.
CIRCLE NO. 350

Fast-settling amps

Multiplying converters

The basic types of fast-settling
amplifiers and their performances
under various operating conditions
are the subject of a new application note. Following a thorough
investigation of settl in g-time measurement, the note progresses into
such considerations as phase shift
and amplitude error introduced by
stray capacitances. F o rm u 1 as,
charts and tables assist in the discussions. A nomogram of fullpower-output frequency versus slew
rate is also included. DDC Div. of
Solid State Scientific Devices
Corp.

Basic concepts and applications
of multiplying d/a converters are
given in a new application note.
The note shows how multiplying
d/ a converters work and gives a
wide range of appli cations for their
use. Many sketches and diagrams
illustrate the principles cover ed.
Applications given include digital
attenuation, gain control, digital
phase shifter, hybrid computation,
automatic checkout, resolver/ synchro interface, resolver-to-digital
conversion and CRT character generation circuits". Analog Devices,
Inc.

CIRCLE NO . 347
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DTL-TTL Compatible

•

Power Off Isolation

•

Hermetically-Sealed

e

Operation

- 55 to 85°C

The ZD41OE1 is a four-channel
multiplexer featuring MOS switches
and a patented "power off" isolation
of 10 megohms. Channel "off" impedance is 100 megohms. The multiplexer is DTL and TTL compatible
and offers excellent performance in
both low and high level data applications.
Accuracy of the unit is specified at
0.01% with crosstalk less than 2 mV
for 20V p-p input signal (1 kHz).
The multiplexer accepts -5V to
+lOV or ±lOV input signals with input capacitance of less than 25 pF
for selected (ON) channel. Additional features include enable input,
single-line control, and standard DIP
pin spacing.
ZELTEX also offers a complete line
of 8 to 15-bit conversion products;
as well as operational amplifiers,
function modules and power supplies. See our complete catalog in
the 1970-71 EEM, Volume 2, pages
1344-1347 or call 415-686-6660,
TWX 910-481-9477.

The New Leaders in
Hybrid/Monolithic Products

A SUBSIDIARY OF REDCOR CORP.
1000 Chalomar Road · Concord, Caldom1a 94520
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annual
reports
provides
low cost,
light weight
PVC with
better
dielectric
properties!

./

....

TL T is a thin wall,
low cost shrink
tubing of especially
compounded
polyvinyl chloride
with a shrink
capability of 45% to
55%. Standard colors:
Clear, black, white.
for full information

13000 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90061
Los Angeles Phone: (213) 321 ·3901

G
-

•

Camin Laboratories, Inc.

barnes
I

•

A mouse has
al~ been saved
from leukemia.
Help us save a man.

For years, you've been
giving people with leukemia
your sympathy. But sympathy
can't cur.e leukemia. Money
can. Give us enough of that,
and maybe we'll be able to
do for a man what has already
been done for a mouse.

Ame<lcan Cance< Socletyt
132
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DALLAS • NEW YORK • ORLANDO • PHOENIX
SAN FRANCISCO
WEST GERMANY
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Avnet, Inc. 767 Fifth Ave., New
York, .Y.
Manufacturing and marketing of
CATV, CCTV and consumer parts
and systems, automotive parts.
1969: net sales, $252,122, 187;
net income, $14,024,492.
1970: net sales, $286,602,213;
net income, $7,003,976.

Computer Communications, Inc.,
701 W. Manchester Blvd., Inglewood, Calif.
Computer terminals, processors,
modems and multiplexers.
1969: revenues, $6,832,055; net
income (loss ) , ($82,576 ) .
1970. revenues, $8,763,019; net
income, $57,976.

CIRCLE NO. 352

CIRCLE NO. 355

Barnes Corp., Landsowne, Pa.
Sockets,
carriers, contactors,
breadboards and test handlers for
l\IOS, LSI, data processing and
communications equipment.
1969: revenues, $3,621,201; . net
. i11come, $300,992.
1970: revenues, $3,902,505; net
income (loss ) , ( $55,851 ) .

Dewey Electronics Corp., 11 Park
Pl., Paramus, N.J.
Digital techniques, microwaves,
airborne equ ipment, sonar, transponders and medicine.
1969: sales, $6,366,230; net income, $273,509.
1970: sales, $7,561,600; net income, $226,998.

CIRCLE NO. 353

CIRCLE NO. 356

Camin Laboratories, Inc., 505 Park
Ave., New York, N.Y.
l\Ietal fabrication by electroforming
techniques, fiberglass,
plastics and computer software.
1969: net sales, $5,971,304; net
income, $421,959 .
1970: net sales, $6,013, 771; net
income, $299,580.

Gulf + Western Industries, Inc., 1
Gulf + Western Plaza, New York,
N. Y.
Automotive parts, metals, systems, consumer products and foods.
1969: net sales, $1,563,564,400;
net earnings, $72,050,000.
1970: net sales, $1,629,562,000;
net earnings, $44,771,000.

CIRCLE NO . 354

CIRCLE NO. 357
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FREE

MINIATURE
CERAMIC
CAPACITOR
CATALOG

Kings Electronics Co., Inc., 40
:.VIarbledale Rd ., T uckahoe, N.Y.
Rf con nector s, coaxial switches
and flat-cable connection systems.
1969 : net sales, $5,040,539; net
income, $350,283.
1970: net sales, $5, 120,039; net
inco me, $119, 210.

................................
New from USCC/ CENTRALAB! 16
informative pages featuring the
latest in miniature ceramic capacitors. Shown are both lead and chip
types with higher capacitance
values in your choice of NPO and
W dielectrics. Included are listings
of MIL-C-11015 and MIL-C-39014 capacitors, the HI-REL tests
available, typical characteristics graphs and other technical data.

CIRCLE NO . 358

Nucleonic Products Co., Inc. 6660
Variel Ave ., Canoga Park, Calif.
Semicondu ctors, ICs, hybrids,
capacitors and r esistors.
1969 : net sales, $6, 288,074; net
income, $181,638.
1970: net sales, $5,744,738; net
income, $137,424.

For your fr ee copy, write:
USCC! CENTRALAB, 2151 N . L incoln S t., Burbank, California 91504,
(213) 843-4222 - or circle the information retrieval number below.

[usccJ

CIRCLE NO. 359

U.S. CAPACITOR CORPORATION

Perkin-Elmer Corp., Ma in Ave.,
Norwalk, Conn.
Medical, poll ution, quality-control, r esearch and food instruments; optical systems.
1969 : net sales, $199,446,074;
net income, $7,571, 164.
1970: net sales, $203,471,547;
net income, $8, 117,990.

Electro"1cs 01v1s1on • GLOBE· UNION INC.
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RCL Electronics, Inc., 700 S. 21st
St., Irvington, N.J .
Precision and power w ire-wound
resistors, r otary switches, delay
lin es and resistor networks.
1969: net sales, $5,103,761; net
income, $296,949.
1970: net sales, $5,653,677; net
income, $180,367.

CENTRALAB

T46 DOUBLE ENDED
wire wra pp ing
t ermin al.

CIRCLE NO. 361

Varad yne, Inc., 3223 Wilshire
Blvd., San ta Monica, Calif.
Chip capacitors, hybrid circuits,
mono lithic memories, a / d and d/ a
converters and active fi lters.
1969: revenues, $10,077,000; net
income, $387,000.
1970 : reven ues, $13,547,000; net
income, $344,000.
CIRCLE NO . 362

Precision punched .042" holes spaced .l" x .l" available in
sheets of various sizes up to 8% " wide by 35" long, Yi. 6 " thick
Epoxy Glass, Epoxy Paper, Phenolic.
Copper Clad and Non-Clad. Also available in Plugbords with
etched or Elco Varicon contacts, buses, ground planes.
-----MINIATUR E PUSH

i

T44

IN TERMINALS FOR .042" HOLES. - - - - -

MINIWRAP .025"
for wl re -wra p-

t

'/ ~

Send for complete literature

S~uore ,

pmg.

JlfXWt

KZ7 .042" Dia meter

~

T42-1 Micro-Klip

ELECTRONIC CO ., INC .

1 24 60 G la d s t o n e A ve . , Sylmar , Ca l i f ornia 91 3 4 2
P hone (2 1 3) 3 6 5· 9 6 61 •TW X ( 910 ) 496 - 1 53 9
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new
literature
TTL

MOS/LSI

A complete line of TTL is described in a new 112-page book. It
contains specifications for more
than 150 TTL circuit functions and
includes design information about
log ic, memory and interface circuits in low-power and high-speed
ranges. Fairchild Semiconductor.

Product descriptions fo r 34
standard MOS/LSI circuits are
provided in a 212-page book. It
rontains comp lete product specifiration and includes many customprogrammed ICs. Texas Instruments, Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 373

CIRCLE NO. 367

Power supplies
De power supplies
Magnetics courses
The Magnetics Materials Technical Center is a privately sponsored
non-profit institution offering electrical and electronic engineers
courses in low and high-permeability magnetics, ferrites and photochemically machined materials at
no cost. Electrical and electronic
engineers and managers may enroll without any fees. They will be
provided with magnetics materials
information, design data and a regular newsletter. Magnetics.

A new brochure describes sixteen de power supplies which indude linear multiple, dual and
single-output regulated types. Singer-General Precision, Inc., Kearf ott Div.

Three series of power supplies
for limited-space appli cations are
described in a 6-page brochure.
They include low-profi le and miniaturized single and dual-output
suppli es for PC-board mounting.
Acopian Corp.

CIRCLE NO. 368

CIRCLE NO. 374

Rf power transistors

Indicator lights

A new catalog describes a line of
hy output power and frequency
with suggested applications. RCA.

An eight-page, short-form catalog describes a line of lighted pushbutton switches and indicator
1ights. Marco-Oak Industries.

CIRCLE NO. 369

CIRCLE NO. 375

t"f transistors which are grouped

CIRCLE NO. 363

JFETs

Modems

Instrument rental

New monolithic dual JFETs arc
features of a short-form catalog
which lists complete lines of general-purpose, vhf/ uhf-amplifier, fastswitching and low-noise JFETs.
Unisem Corp.

A fully-illustrated catalog indudes descriptions and technical
specifications on eleven modems
operatin g at speeds from 300 to
I 06 bits/s. International Communitations Corp.

A 108-page instrumentation r ental catalog contains transducers, osti llographs, tape recorders, oscilloscopes, amplifiers, digital systems
and computers available for rental.
Datacraft, Inc.

CIRCLE f\!O. 364

CIRCLE NO. 370

CIRCLE NO. 376

Small computers

Video recorder I players

Conversion modules

A six-page brochure describes
solution-oriented small computer
products for OEM and end-user
markets. Systems Engineering
Laboratories, Inc.

Color and monochrome cartridge
videotape recorder / players for
CCTV and home-television recording and playback are shown in a
brochure. Ampex Corp.

Mu ltiplexers, a/d and d/a converters, sample-and-hold amplifiers,
rnmparators, bridge amplifiers and
power supplies are described in a
new bulletin. Redcor Corp.

CIRCL! NO.

CIRCLE NQ . 365
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CIRCLE NO. 377

Connectors

Oscillators

Buffer storage devices

A new design guide catalog describes plate and molded connector
products. It explains the design and
construction of components for
wire wrapped plate systems and
illustrates a wide variety of plate
connector and PC components.
Fabri-Tek, Inc.

A catalo g gives complete information on voltage-controlled, crystal, high-stability, low-currentdrain, computer-clock, power and
tuning-fork osci llators that range
in frequency from 1 Hz to 250
:\IHz. Accutronics Div. of Gibbs
,\l anufacturing & Research Corp.

A recently published booklet describes a new approach ,to buffer
storage and introduces a line of
three buffers. The 12-page booklet
shows how t he buffers operate and
demonstrales how they can increase
the efficiency of data communications systems. Wiltek, Inc.

CIRCLE NO . 366

CIRCLE NO . 372

CIRCLE NO. 378
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Semiconductor devices

More new drivers ...
level adapter/level
shifter

A new 34-page design guide and
short-form catalog describes rectifiers, zener and microwave diodes,
high-voltage rectifier mod u 1es,
high-current bridges, thyristors
SCRs, transistors, solid-state ac
switches and gate turn-off SCRs.
Included is a complete listing of
JAN and JAN TX devices. Unitrode Corp.

LMD-9 SHIFTER
LMD-10 ADAPTER
Now available from shelf

CIRCLE NO. 379

Magnetic Alloys
A 16-page brochure lists a variety of magnetic and electronic
alloys for stainless steel strip and
foil. Magnetics.
CIRCLE NO. 380

Typical Application and Connection Diagrams

Lasers
A series of data sheets cover an
expanded line of solid-state lasers
and optical mounts with complete
technical information. Hadron, Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 381

Filters and inductors
A new brochure covers solidstate inductors and . LC filters.
Filters covered include low and
high-pass, band-rejection and bandpass models. Cambridge Thermionic Corp.
CIRCLE NO . 382

Real-time peripherals
A 16-page technical brochure and
a companion eight-page price list
describe a series of real-time peripherals. Computer Products.
CIRCLE

NO. 383

Power supplies
A power-supply-catalog supplement describes low-voltage logic,
constant-current and dual-tracking
power supplies and a programming
interface to relieve grounding problems in systems work. The supplement also describes a high-speed
line of programmable power supplies. Kepco Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 384

Typical Specifications
Voltage
Output
Total package power
Input
Voltage drop
Surge

30V
200ma
450mw
35V
1.5V
0.75 Amp

Our LMD-9 is an interface quad driver and level shifter
NPN circuit designed to solve your low-to-high voltage
and current switching applications when the load is on the
hot side.
When the load is on the ground side, use our LMD-1 O, a
quadruple PNP adapter and driver, for your interface between low level integrated circuits and high voltage levels.
You can use the drivers with solid state stepping
switches, to convert low level counter decoder outputs to
levels compatible with your application. You can also use
them as multiple position drivers, inverters to drive higher
power transistors, or to form the electrical equivalent of
NO or NC switch contacts.
Fast Custom Design
We're equipped to give you fast design and prototype service on any
custom hybrid microelectronics package. Our engineers will come to
you, if that's what you need.
You'll find our delivery dependable and our production standards
among the highest in the industry.
The circuit described above is now stocked. Ask for catalog sheet.
Or, for the whole story on our capability, write for brochure "Custom
Hybrid Microcircuits."
Specialists in hybrid microelectronic circuits

.

\

LEDEX

·- .

LEDEX MICROELECTRONICS, LEDEX INC.
128 Webster Street, Dayton, Ohio 45401 phone ( 518) 222-6992
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 83
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NEW LITERATURE

Microwave devices

Spacer /bushings

A new comprehensive catalog describes and illustr ates a full line
of microwave components and solidstate sources. E ngelmann Microwave Co.

A new catalog describes press-in
and turn-to-lock spacer/ bushings.
It includes more than 25 Teflon
types in three styles. Sealectro
Corp.

CIRCLE NO. 385

CIRCLE NO. 397

Micro-circuit packaging
Proprietary electronic packaging
techniques for complex electronic
micro-circuitry are described in a
four-page brochure. Bunker-Ramo
Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 386

Tools

Image tubes
The technology and uses of the
Tivicon image pickup tube which
uses a solid-state target array as
a light sensor are discussed in a
14-page brochure. Texas Instruments, Inc.

DI a converters

CIRCLE NO. 39 2

A complete line of 8 and 10-bit
d/a converters in 14 and 16-pin
DIP packages is presented in a
fo ur-page catalog. Micro Networks
Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 387

IC op amps
Two data sheets cover high-performance monolithic integratedcircui.t operational amplifiers. Analog Devices.
CIRCLE NO. 388

Ecology I pollution kits
Aquatic ecology and pollution
studies are the subject of a new
22-page catalog of simplified test
kits . It includes test kits for detergents, nitrogen, phosphate and
many other relevant ecology and
pollution tests. It also illustrates
a portable direct-reading engineer's
laboratory which provides a simplified, convenient and accurate means
of testing water in the field. Hach
Chemical Co.

A new eight-page bulletin shows
a multitude of new electronic tools
for engineers, technicians, production managers and purchasing
agents. J onard Industries Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 398

Fiber-optic recorders
A new booklet discusses fundamental concepts of fiber-optic recorders and includes several models
used in oceanographic applications.
Edo Western Corp.
CI RCLE NO. 399

Rotary switches
A new miniature-rotary-switch
catalog is available. I.t contains information on multi-position switches. RCL Electronics, Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 41 0

CIRCLE NO. 393

Machine winding

Power supplies
A 12-page ca.talog describes over
150 models of modular low-voltage
power supplies. The supplies have
outputs ranging fro m 3 to 150 V
de at current ratings up to 33 A.
Texas E lectronic Instruments, Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 389

Carrier amplifiers
A four-page data sheet describes
standard solid-state 6 and 20-kHz
carrier amplifier systems. Each
carrier amplifier is a four-channel
self-contained system suitable for
19-in. rack mounting. Rosemount
Plug-In, Inc.

CATV antennas

CIRCLE NO. 394

Design advantages of machinewound components over hand-wound
ones are outlined in detail for engineers planning to use servo motors
and tachometers. Cedar Products,
Magnetic Components Div.
CI RC LE NO. 4 11

Elapsed-time indicators

Antennas for CATV service are
the subject of a catalog. They include vhf and uhf versions with
75-n outputs . Taco Div. General
Instrument Corp.

A new eight-page catalog describes a line of lighted pushbutton
switches. Switchcraft, Inc.

Covered in a new bulletin are
various elapsed-time indicators with
detailed descriptions and suggested applications. Curtis Instruments,,
Inc.

CIRCLE NO. 390

CIRCLE NO . 3 9 5

CIRCLE NO . 41 2

Pushbutton switches

Heat sinks

Thermistors

Instrument rental

A new 40-page heat sink catalog
contains data and specifications
and also includes natural and
forced-air convection curves. A
section on thermal-engineering
data is also provided. Wakefield
Engineering, Inc.

A revised and expanded 12-page
catalog describes precision interchangeable thermistors with resistance values from 100 n to 1 Mn
at 25°C. It also includes data on
linear-output thermistor devices.
Yellow Springs Instrument Co.

Bulletin GEC-1551D is a 42-page
catalog listing instruments for
rental and giving monthly rates
and ordering information. Included
are analytical, electro-mechanical,
electrical and electronic instruments. General Electric.

CIRCLE NO. 391

CIRCLE NO. 39 6

CIRC LE NO . 413
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bulletin
board
of product news
and developments

Panasonic has introduced the Jowcost WV-033V CCTV camera that
weighs only 7 lbs and sells for
$250. It features easy mounting,
automatic light compensation and
a standard 25-mm Jens. Sensitive
focus and beam controls are also
included.
CIRCLE NO. 41 4

Design engineers can perform
nonlin ear de and transien t analysis in a time-sharing environ ment
with I / TRAC (Interactive Transient Analysis by Computer) developed by Berne Electronics, 28
Havilands Lane, White Plains,
N. Y. I / TRAC features a conversational free format input language to describe circuit topology and parameters.

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 84

CIRCLE NO. 4 15

Four n ew ICs for read-only memories have joined Motorola's TTL
family. They are the MC4038P
and MC4040P gated decoders, the
MC4041P hamming code detector
and generator and the MC4039P
7-segment character generator.
CIRCLE NO. 41 6

Vactec's VTL2C series of LED
photon isolators have been reduced in price from $4.20 to $3.10
each for 1000-piece quantities.
The CM2400 4096-bit read/ write
memory of Computer Microtechnology, Inc. has been reduced in
price to $400 each for single-unit
quantities and $260 each for 100unit quantities.

SHIELDED BOXES with CARD GUIDES
Rugged die-cast aluminum boxes, slotted to accept ){t circuit
boards and shielding dividers. Excellent for packaging electronic
circuitry. Boxes have removable top and bottom covers. Useable
inside space : 4"x2"x1 Y2". Several models with various connectors.

POMONA ELECTRONICS CO., INC.
1500 E. Ninth Street, Pomona, California 91766
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Design Data from

ELECTRONIC DESIGN'S function is:
• To aid progress in the electronics
manufacturing industry by promoting
good design.
• To give the electronic design engineer concepts and ideas that make his
job easier and more productive.
• To provide a central source of timely
electronics information.

How To "Design-Your-Own"
Precision Power Supply In Minutes.
Super /reg® miniature, pre-packaged, prec1s1on
power regulat9rs (series and shunt types) make
possible design/fabrication of custom power sup·
plies with virtually no engineering time or effort.
Data Sheets S201A, S202A, S204 show how just
a front end of raw DC or a transformer with
rectifying diodes· and filter capacitor and a
heat sink mounting area - are all that are needed . Single or multiple outputs easily accommodated. 104 models provide wide range of voltage
levels , maximum layout flexibility, low output
Z(0.01 % regulation), temperature compensation
0.01 % j°C , 125°C operation, output adjustability
± 10%, short circuit protection.

Series and
Shunt Regulators

• To promote two-way communication
between manufacturer and engineer.
Want a subscription? ELECTRONIC DESIGN is sent free to qualified engineers
and engineering managers do.ing design work, supervising design or setting standards in the United States
and Western Europe. For a free subscription, use the postfree application
form inside the back cover. If none is
included, write to us direct for an application form.
If you do not qualify, you may take
out a paid subscription for $25 a year
in the U.S.A., $35 a year elsewhere.
Single copies are $1.50 each.

c.=:f~@

~

Trio Laboratories, Inc.

Circuit-Stik's Proto-Type Kit

If you change your address, send us an
old mailing label and your new address; there is generally a prepaid
postcard for this inside the back cover.
You will have to requalify to continue
receiving ELECTRONIC DESIGN free.

The PROTO-TYPE KIT CONTAINS a total of one
hundred eighty parts enough to mount over
four hundred electronic components and allows
"instant" fabrication of several printed circuit
boards. CIRCUIT-STIK'S printed circuit sub-elements are pre-etched, pressure sensitive adhesive
substrates: pre-drilled , pre-plated·fluxcoatedready for mounting and soldering of discretes,
l.C. 's, transistors, connectors, and other electronic components. (U.S. patent #3,538 ,389 and
other patents pending)
SEND FOR FREE KIT CATALOG AND SAMPLES.

The accuracy policy of ELECTRONIC
DESIGN is:
• To make reasonable efforts to ensure
the accuracy of editorial matter.
• To publish prompt corrections whenever inaccuracies are brought to our
attention. Corrections !:lPPear at the
end of the Letters column.
• To refuse any advertisement deemed
to be misleading or fraudulent.
Mi cr ofilm copi es a r e ava il a bl e of
complet e volumes of ELECTRON IC DESIG N a t $19.00 per volume, beginnin g
with Volume 9, 1961. W ork is now
in process t o compl et e th e mi c1;ofilm
editi on of Volumes 1-8. R eprints of
indi v idua l a rti cles m ay be obtained
for $2. 00 each , p r epaid ($.50 for
ea ch additi ona l copy of th e sam e
a rti cle) no matter how lon g the
arti cle. F or furth er det a ils and t o
place order s, co nta ct t he Cust om er
Ser v ices Depa rtm en t, U ni ver sity Mi crofilms, 300 N orth Zeeb Road , A nn
Arbor, Michi gan 48106; t elephone
( 31 3 ) 761-4700.
Want to contact us? If you have any
comments or wish to submit a manuscript or article outline, address your
correspondence to:

E ditor
ELECTRONIC DESIGN,
850 Third A venue,
New York, N.Y. 10022.
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80 Dupont Street
Plainview, N.Y. 11803

Circuit-Stik, Inc.

CIRCLE NO. 172

1518 West 132nd Street
Gardena, California 90249

FUNDAMENTALS OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
®==--FUllDAllEllTW OF
um:;RATED CIRCUITS
~~

==-""==-==-

•

A practical guide to integrated circuits, their
theory, manufacture , and applications. This new
guide by Lothar Stern offers compete, highly
readable coverage of the various techniques of
circuit fabrication, and their effect on circuit de·
sign and performance. As to marketing considerations , it compares the characteristics of the
numerous IC structures devised to date in terms
of economics and logistics. A volume in the
Motorola Series in Solid-State Electronics. 198
pages, 7 x 10, illustrated. $8.95, clothbound.
Circle the reader-service number below for 15day examination copies.

Hayden Book Company, Inc.

CIRCLE NO. 173

116 West 14th Street
New York, N.Y. 10011
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Manufacturers

Electronic Design

A dvertisements of b ook l ets , bToc h ures, cat alog.• and d a ta sheets. T o oTder use R eadeT-S eTviceCar d
I A.dvertiseme11 t)

Advertising Sales Staff
Keith Aldrich
Sales Manager

New Monograph on Real-Time Data Processing Techniques
A new publication by Federal Scientific, originators of
the Ubiquitous® Spectrum Analyzer, covers general and
specific signal processing techniques and theoretical
constraints.
• Random data processing and statistical certainty of
Power Spectral Density Estimates
• Constraints in frequency analysis due to bandwidth,
sampling and signal length
• Time domain weighting, with charts of theoretical performance using different weighting functions
• Theory of operation of time-compression analyzers
• Cross-property analysis and application in determing
transmission and transfer functions by correlation and
cross-power spectral density
• Processing of Transient data

Real Time
Signal Processing
in the Frequency Domain

I~

~.....'> ----

t:!:'.:L..._

'.::::t::~~

t:::;...: -

Federal Scientific Corporation

CIRCLE NO. 174

New York 10022
Robert W. Gascoigne
Samuel M. Deitch
Daniel J. Rowland
850 Third Avenue
(2 12) Plaza 1-5530
TWX: 710-581-2874

Philadelphia 19025
Mort Sullivan
P.O. Box 126
Dresher, Pa.
(215) 884 -6880

Boston 02154
Joseph F. Palmer
1268 Main Street
Waltham, Mass.
(617) 894 -2700

a subsidiary of Elgin National Industries, Inc.
615 West 131st Street, New York, N. Y. 10027

Chicago 60611

New PC Drafting Aids Catalog

Cleveland

Thomas P. Kavooras
Berry Conner, Jr.
200 E'a st Ontario
(312) 337 -0588

The By-Buk 1970-71 catalog of pressure sensitive
printed circuit drafting aid s is now available.
With thousands of ideas to promote accuracy and
efficiency in printed circuit master artwork layouts. Featured are new artwork patterns for: TO
cans , multi -pads , dual in -lines and flat packs . Also
the most comprehensive listings of conductor line
tapes , pads , donuts , connector strips , elbows,
corners , etc. Avai.lable in opaque black, transparent red and transparent blue materials. Send
for your free catalog and samples.

By-Buk Company

CIRCLE NO. 175

4326 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90019
(213) 937.3511

Thomas P. Kavooras
(Chicago)
(312) 337-0588
(call collect)

Los Angeles 90303
Stanley I. Ehrenclou
Jerry D. Latta
2930 Imperi al Highway
Inglewood , Calif.
(213) 757 -0183

San Francisco 94022
Arthur R. Shields , Jr.
95 Main Street
Los Altos , Calif.
(415) 941-3084

London W. 1
For United Kingdom and Holland
Brayton C. Ni chols
44 Conduit Street
Tel : REGent 4714

Verviers, Belgium

How To Write Technical Articles
A guide for the engineer-author, "How to Write
Articles for Electronic Design" shows how easy it
is to write for publication-once the engineer
knows what to write and how to write it. The
Author's Guide includes a complete run-down of
the types of articles published by Electronic Design
-plus detailed instructions on how to prepare
technical articles and short special features. A
MUST for every "would-be-writer" in the electronics industry. Send for your complimentary copy by
circling the number to the right.

:.
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850 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
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CIRCLE NO. 176

For Continental Europe
Andre Jamar
1, Rue Mallar, 1
087) 253 .83 Telex 41563

Tokyo
Haruki Hirayama
Electronic Media Service
5th Floor, Lila Bldg .,
4 -9 -8 Roppongi
Minato-ku
Phone : 4 0 2-4556
Cable : Electroni cmedia , Tokyo

..__.-;~
AMERICAN BUSINESS PRESS, INC.
139

new generaHon
of coaxial
swi~ches
LATCHING
OR FAIL-SAFE

New actuator ...fewer parts... more reliability.
Electromagnets move R.F. contactors without any mechanical linkage. Excellent R .F.
and temperature-vibration-shock specifications. Light weight. Write for the data sheet.

Transco Products, Inc. 4241 Glencoe Ave., Venice, Calif. 90291
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 86

DDN'Tl<ID

\'OURSELF!
This won't ward off heart disease. But a gift to the Heart
Fund will help protect your
heart and the hearts you love.

advertisers
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Abbott Transistor Laboratories
Incorporated ......... ........................... 13
Accutronics, Inc ....... .......................... 119
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Allied Electronics, a Subsidiary of
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UNIVERSAL

IC PACKAGING PANEL
INCREASES FLEXIBILITY
IN PROTOTYPING
PRODUCTION AND
FIELD SERVICE
Advertiser

Page

Kev Electronics Co rp ......... ........ ........ 16H
Kurz-Kasch, lnc . ................................ 97
Lafayette Rad io Electronics ............ .. 142
Ledex Microelectronics, Ledex, lnc. 135
Lock heed Electronics Company .. .... I 6D
3M Company ................... .......... ......... 37
Magnecraft Electric Com pany ...... .... 113
Mallory Capacitor Com pany ............ 87
MicroSwitch, A Division of
Honeywell ....................... ................. 12
Molex, Incorporated .......................... 23
Monsanto Company ..... .. .... ....... .......... 61
Motorola Semiconductor Products,
Inc . ........................................ 14, 15, 46

U Series panel with
point to point wiring
saves time, space and money
• Available in multiples of 9 row sections up to 54 rows.
• Each 9 row section accepts 3 plugs for interfacing or
input-output connections.
• Accepts 14, 16, 24 and 36 lead Dual-in-Line integrated circuits.
• Double sided board with power and ground planes connected
to additional wire wrap terminations outside of contact row.
• Wire wrap terminations with tri-level connection length.

National Electro nics, Inc . ... .......... .... . 31
Nortronics Company, Inc . ................ 125

Request complete I. C. folder.

Optical Electronics, Inc . ................. ... 129
Optima, A Division of
Scientific At lanta, Inc ..................... 120

AU,AINC.

Tel : 617-222-2202
31 Perry Ave., Attleboro, Mass. 02703
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 88

Pioneer Electric & Research
Corporation .. ................................ .... 54
Pomona E lectronics Co., Inc . ............ 137
RCA Electronic Components
and Devices ...... .. 16, 35, 103, Cover IV
RF Com muni cations, Inc................... 90
Rayt heon Computer ........ .. ........... ....... 70
Rogan Brothers, Inc . .......................... 55
Rogers Company ................................ 142
Sercel ....... .......................... ......... .......... 2
Servo Tek P roducts Company .......... 121
Siemens Corporation .............. ............ 2
Signal Galaxies, Inc . .......................... 86
Siliconix Incorporated ...... .................. 27
Singer Com pany, The, Friden
Division ....... .... .... ......... ........ ............ 111
Singer-General Precision, Inc.
Kearfott Division ..... ....................... I 6E
Sprague Electric Company ............ .... 18
Standard Co ndenser Corporation .. .... 7
Switchcraft, Inc . ............ ...................... 63
Syntronic Instruments, Inc . .............. 137
Systems Engi neering Laboratories
Inc . ................................................ 10, 11
Tektronix, Inc ........ ............................ . 49
Teledy ne Electro Mechanisms .......... 64
Teletype Corporation ... ................... 80, 81
Transco Products, Inc . ..................... . 140
Trio Laboratories, Inc . ....... ...... ....... .. 138

Standard Bearer. Theirs

We've developed a series of probe tips that will breathe new
life into your probe-enabling it to do jobs you wouldn't
attempt before now.
Mini-Grip.

D SMALL enough for use with dual
in-line packages and flat-packs
D STRONG enough to grab on and hold
. .. even allowing you to control the force

U. S. Capacitor Corporation,
Centralab Division ............... ........... 133
Unitrode ........ ... ............ .. ..... ............. ... 29

A Crowning Achievement.

Vector Electronic Company Inc ....... .. 133

Data Display Systems, Inc.

Zel tex, Inc. ...................................... .... 131
Zippertubing Corp., The .................... 132

Standard. Ours

Mini-Grip probe tips. From Data Display.

139 Terwood Road, Willow Grove, Pa., 19090 (215) 659-6900
Available from Angus , Inc.; Harvey Radio Co .; Newark Electronics; and Pyttronic Industries, Inc.
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MinifBus
by Rogers
NEW LOW-COST ULTRASONIC CENTER

ERECT IMAGE LOW POWER SCOPE
$80 \ 'a lu &--0nly $39.95. Direct measuring. 6X. IOX & 20 X. Extremely
stu rcty wllh dual-knob rack and pinion

focusing, color corrected optl rs, wrntahle hody for inclin ed vi ewing. B11slc
6X scone Include s achromalic objecli ve.
wid e field eye pi ece w / li g ht sh ield.
;\Jount etl accessory lenses for lOX &.
ZOX slip on• r objective. Has .4 " sca le
wilh .005" gracl11atlons for 1 OX use:
. 2" sra l<' \\"/.Oll2:i" ror 20X, 8" high
vertical pUlar-goes up 8" & locks.
\\' l. 4 lhs.
St oc k No. 70.266DA

$39 .95 Ppd.

A small , voltage-distributing
DIAGNOSE MECHANICAL TROUBLE
Profess ional Stethoscope, Des igned for
use by physicians. This sup er -se nsitive
Stethosropo

is

Id eal ly

suiled

for

de-

tecting faults in ma chin es and engines,
and In fluid, air and gas leakage.
Doze n s of uses In auto repa ir shoos.
lahs nnr1 for hohby and ed u<'R tional apnli<'atim:s.
Stock No. 50, 270 DA .. ...
$7.~0 Ppd.
BARGAIN PRICE STETHO SCOPE
S t ock No. 50,2 23 DA ...... $3. 25 P od.

GIANT

FREE CATALOG

Comp le te ly new 1971 editi on-14 8 pages.
Ba rga in s ga lor e ! New cat egori es, ite ms.
illu st rati ons. l. OOO's of bu ys for ind ust ry
Opt ics, Scie nce. Math , On-the-j ob
help s, qu a l ity co nt ro l a id s. Opt ics fo r re sea rch la bs, des ig n engin ee rs ex per ime nters. In strum e nts for check ing , mea·
sur lng . . . to s pee d work, Imp rove qu a l· ·
ity , cut costs. Hu ge se lec ti on of telesco pes,
mi croscopes, and oth er ha r d- to- get wa r
surplu s bargains. Writ e for Cata log DA .

EDMUND 1-:

300 EOSCORP BLOG.
SCIENTIFIC CO. ~ BARRINGTON , NEW JERSEY 08007
ORDU BY STOC.IC NUM!EI

busbar for PC card application ,
each Mini / Bus gives you built-in
capacitance ... noise-cutting
capacitance that means more
reliable, compact circuit
packaging at a fraction of
multilayer prices. Write for data.

Rogers Corporation I Rogers, Conn. 06263

0P f,_. ACC OUNT TO •ATfD fl.MS · MONIJ . IACIC GUAIAN TU
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The power supply
you plan to build
is built!

Lafayette's

1971
Golden Jubilee
Catalog
Your 1st Guide To
Everything in Electronics
• Stereo/Hi-Fi Components • Musical Instruments and
Amplifiers • Photography Equipment • Ham and CB Gear
• Public Address Systems • Tools and Test Equipment
• Educational and Optical Equipment • Black and White /
Color Televisions • Police and Fire Monitor Receivers
• Books and Parts
Plus Thousands of Additional Items

Lafayette Radio Electronics, Dept. 45011
P.O. Box 10, Syosset, LI., N.Y. 11791
Send For
Your Free
1971
Lafayette
Catalog
Today!

r-------------

1
I
I
I

I

L

Send Me the Free Lafayette Golden Jubilee
1971 Catalog 71 o
4so11

Name
Address
City
State

..........................
Zip

I

I

-------------.J
(Please i nclude your zip code)
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It's on the shelf, ready for immediate delivery from Electrostatics.
With specs proven in service. Low cost.
Brief specs on our Model 503:
• 3 DC Voltages
• Regulation: Line 0.01 %
• All in one DC power supply
Load 0.1%
• + or - 4.5 to 6.5 at SA
• Ripple:500 µVmax.
• +12 to 20V at 0.5A
• Temp:-20to + 71°C
• - 12 to 20V at 0.5A
operating
• Input 105-125V, 47-420 Hz
• Foldback current limiting
• Size: 8" Wx 4" Hx 8" L
($150 with overvoltage protection)
For full information call Robert McCartney, Manager of Application
Engineering, (714) 279-1414. Or circle the number below for our
latest data sheet.

8111tmstad111.,ooornc
7718 Clalremont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, California 92111

0£ PT , 1 22
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product index
Information Retrieval Service. New Products, Evaluation Samples (ES) , Design Aids
(DA) , Application Notes (AN) , and New Literature (NL) in this issue are listed
here with page and Information Retrieval numbers. Reader requests will be
promptly processed by computer and mailed to the manufacturer within three days.

Page

IRN

Components
capacitors (AN)
capacitors, chip
CRT, low-cost
filter, ac/dc
filters (NL)
inductor, miniature
inductors (NL)
isolators (AN)
lights (NL)
oscillators (NL)
relay, high -voltage
rel ays, time-delay
sensors, power-line
switch, keyboard reed
transformer kit
tubes, image (NL)

131
125
124
125
135
125
135
131
134
134
124
124
125
125
124
136

346
285
281
287
382
286
382
344
375
372
282
279
283
284
280
392

Data Processing
computers (NL)
CRT display terminal
key boa rd-display
memory, core
memory, mixed
modems (NL)
peripherals (NL)
terminal, optical reader
transports, tape
video players (NL)
video recorders (NL)

134
126
126
126
126
134
135
126
126
134
134

365
290
289
293
292
370
383
288
291
371
371

ICs and Semiconductors
amplifiers (AN)
converters, d /a (AN)
converters , d /a (AN)
FETs (NL)
LEDs, GaAs (AN)
LSI (NL)
memory, read-only
modulator/ demodulator
MOS (NL)
phase-locked loops (AN)
rectifiers , bridge
regulator, hybrid
SCRs, inverter
semiconductors (NL)
transistors (NL)
transistors , signal
TTL (NL)

131
131
131
134
131
134
122
123
134
131
122
122
123
135
134
122
134

347
349
351
364
345
373
276
278
373
348
274
272
277
379
369
275
367

Instrumentation
counter notes (AN)
generator, pulse
instruments (NL)
instruments (NL)
meter, digital panel
multimeter, digital
plug-in , oscilloscope
tester, IC

131
121
134
134
120
121
121
121

350
270
376
413
267
268
271
269

Microwaves & Lasers
amplifier, 300-MHz
amplifiers, power
arrays, photodiode
capacitors (AN)
diodes, p-i-n

128
128
128
131
128

296
299
301
346
298

Category
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IRN

131
135
134
128
128

344
381
369
297
300

Modules & Subassemblies
amplifier, unity-gain
116
amplifiers (AN)
131
conversion modules
115
conversion modules (NL) 134
converter, d I a
116
converter, d/a
118
118
converter, d/a
converter, d I a
122
converters , d /a (AN)
131
converters, d /a (AN)
131
counters/ displays
118
diode modules
116
display, LED
115
displays, 7 -segment
115
op amp
118
op amps, FET-input
118
op amps, high-power
116
power supplies (NL)
134
power supplies (NL)
134
power supplies, modular 117
power supply
116
power supply
117
power supply
118
readout, alphanumeric
116

253
347
252
377
254
264
265
273
349
351
261
255
250
251
262
266
258
368
374
260
. 256
259
263
257

Category
isolators, optical (AN)
lasers (NL)
rf transistors (NL)
sensor, photo
transistors, rt power

Packaging & Materials
adhesive
con nectars (NL)
headers, DIP
plug, interface
splice , cable
tape, copper (ES)

129
134
129
129
129
130

303
366
305
302
304
341

Tools & Engineering Aids
circuit elements (ES)
130
courses (NL)
134
drafting tool (DA)
130
drawing protectors (DA) 130
notes, counter (AN)
131
solder puller
127
station probe
127
tools (NL)
136

340
363
342
343
350
295
294
398

I

Category
irnage tubes
indicators
tnductors
instrument rentals
instrument rentals
lasers
lights, indicator
LSI
magnetic alloys
magnetics
microwave devices
modems
MOS
op amps, IC
oscillators
packaging
peripherals
players , video
pollution kits
power supplies
power supplies
power supplies
power supplies
recorders
recorders, video
rentals , instrument
rentals , instrument
semiconductors
spacers
storage devices
switches
switches
thermistors
tools
transistors, power
TTL
winding , machine

Page

IRN

136
136
135
134
136
135
134
134
135
134
136
134
134
136
134
136
135
134
136
134
134
135
136
136
134
134
136
135
136
134
136
136
136
136
134
134
136

392
412
382
376
413
381
375
373
380
363
385
370
373
388
372
386
383
371
393
368
374
384
389
399
371
376
413
379
397
378
395
410
396
398
369
367
411

application notes
amplifiers
capacitors, microwave
converters, d /a
converters, d /a
converters , multiplying
counter notes
isolators, GaAs
LEDs , GaAs
phase -locked loops

131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131

347
346
349
351
351
350
344
345
348

130
130

342
343

new literature
amplifiers
antennas, CATV
bushings
computers
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PICK THE TEN BEST-READ ADS IN THIS ISSUE ...
WIN A FRIDEN PROGRAMMABLE PRINTING CALCULATOR-OR
ONE OF 7 4 OTHER VALUABLE PRIZES !
READER CONTEST Examine this issue of
Electronic Design with extra care. Pick the
ten advertisements that you think will be best
READ by your fellow engineer-subscribers.
List these ten advertisements (in the order you
think readers will rank them) on the special
entry form included on Electronic Design's
Information Retrieval Card, bound in at right.
Be sure to check the box marked "Reader
Contest."
This year your selections will be measured
against the ten ads ranking highest in the "Recall READ MOST" category of Reader Recall

-Electronic Design's method of measuring
readership. (In past years the judges used the
"Recall SEEN" category. This change to "Recall READ MOST" should be kept in mind by
all contestants in selecting the Top Ten).
In making your choices, do not include
"house" advertisements placed by Electronic
Design or Hayden Publishing Company, Inc.
(such as this ad describing the contest).
Don't miss your chance to be a Top Ten winner! All entries must be postmarked no later
than midnight, February 28, 1971. Winners will
be notified by March 15, 1971.

RULES AND PRIZE INFORMATION APPEAR ON PAGE 57 OF THIS ISSUE

SEPARATE CONTEST-SEPARATE RUL•S
FOR ADVERnSERS
There is a separate Top Ten Contest open to
all advertising personnel at companies and
ag~es (you.,de mt~ to be an 8.dverflser
in Electronic Destgo to enfer).
Use the entry blank lnelt1ded ontfle Information Retrieval Oatd l:)Ound In this .{UUe, at:Jfght.
(Ba sure to cheek tfiij ppx mark• "ACtvertlser
Contest".)
AU ads that ph1'Ce In the Top.. len wnt be
given free reruns Jn ad4ltlon, ttM six winners
In the. Advertiser Contest will be given a fr.ea
rerun of a like a.d of theif: choice-:-if they have
an ad in Jhe January 7 i88Ue. (See r~les, right,
if the winning ad Is an Insert.)

PRmu-~Mw.' CV,tl!llJ•1'
FIRSTPRIZE:
SECOND PRIZE:

Sylvania Model ~'IW 21'-' Color
Television.
EICO M~el AX-5 'liaht FJl'rtastlc"
Color-Image Audfo , liglrt!!ig SystE!m (colors rise
faH In re-

and

Srd

a

sponse lo music).
4th PRIZES: :SUkPi~ ACcutrorie

"Spacevlew"

wrist tlm~leces.

5th A Ith PRIZES: EIOO Model 3475 Audlc:Hlctuated,
SoHd Stllte Strobe Lite. Each music
beat creates a different flash rate,
automatically.

ADVERTISER CONTEST RULES
1. All rul~!~ the Rri.d.er Cottftfit will similarly appl~ is
contest Wtm two e~ons: readers engaged In 111
rtthlo
deslQn entinffrll'.IO
as defined In tl'le Reader
test
rules, are not eligible to ~rtlclpate In this special ~t.
The 'box on the entry blank mitrked "Advertl11er Contesr fl\\ISt
be checked.

-.tk.

:f. Erttranta In this contest may u.se tbe official Reader
eitt!V blanttor eny te$ab.nable facatmlle.

3. Thie

~al conteat s open i.to advertising

C..,,

ptirsonnet

man~OdNf com~ anevertlsJng ll(lencies

or nGf tbilr compane ag m:tea have .... ll'dvtrti
the January 1, 1971
of
ronic Desklm HOw
those c:emf)lthtes (or dMeions 1heteof), sdv.itl8ing In tl1lJ
•
uaty. 7 lsau.,:.and the' ~rtielilg pncles placing such ~,.,.
tl819ments, 4re eligible for a free rerun of their advertl81irll!lftt
8hQij(i:I a member of their oroanlzation win.

4. Fr" re""'8 of aqy 4dvert1"nlent wlll ~ tnad• - existing plalel or nea.tlves. If~ advertlsern,nt ®•ii
liJor
a free rerun Is an iriltrt, Eleetnffllc Design will 1>1nd
"-4f!
the Insert, but fumlslll,.. the lnsertli Is agatn the ,..poi,.1tilmy
of the winner. The wlhriiilr may run a two-page spread lnetead
of the Insert, if he chooses.

5. Hayden Publishing Company, Inc., reserves the right to
schedule reruns at Its discretion.

STYLIN6

is
6REAT

bUtl
COLOR

makes it
OUTSTAIDll6
"See us at Booth #401. January
Computer Designers conference
in Anaheim • or • Booth #402,
February Nepcon West in Anaheim."

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 183
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Introducing •.•
A New Modular Concept in
.RCA Hybrid Power Circuits

Exploded v iew shows one of th e
standard interconnections of
the RCA hybrid power modu le
as used in a common -emitter
inverter. That portion w ith in the
dotted lines in the circuit schemati c
rep resents the RCA modu le.

~--~--_?
1 1 ••• 1 •••

Modul e shown actual size

Take RCA transistor chips with current capabilities up to 80 A, rectifiers with peak currents to 80 A, and resistors to 10 watts. Interconnect them - in any number of ways. What
do you get? A power capability up to 800 W,
current capability up to 300 A!
Right now, RCA is mass-assembling a variety
of thick-film hybrid high-power arrays that
are ideal for switching and amplifier applications in military and industrial equipment.
Modules are also available in unconnected versions, if you prefer to create your own design.
These hybrid power circuits offer obvious
power circuit advantages, including : compact-

ness, light weight, fewer parts, minimum
assembly cost s, factory-selected and matched
components, and efficient built-in heat dissi pation.
Look over the inverter example illustrated.
Then call your local RCA Representative or
your RCA Di stributor for more information
on the modular concept. For RCA's new,
d eta i I ed brochure, "High -Power Arrays"
(HPA-100) , write: RCA , Commercial Engineering, Section 57A-7/UC2R , Harrison, N. J.
07029. International, RCA , 2-4 rue du Lievre,
1227 Geneva, Switzerland, or P.O . Box 112,
Hong Kong.
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